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Under the Clock, Sherlock - Still Rockin’ After All These Years

By Howard Ostrom & Ray Wilcockson 

Musically speaking, Sherlock has been rocking since November, 1893, when, in the Royal 
Court Theatre’s “Under the Clock” revue, Lottie Venne (as ‘Hannah, Maid of  all Work’) 
trilled plaintively of  “The Little Girl Detective” and Charles Brookfield (as Holmes), 
impeccably deduced from the rhythmic noise that she was... singing!  

That seminal hour-long “extravaganza”, launched an all-singing, all-dancing Holmes and 
Watson onto the world’s stage with a script in rhyme to a score by Edward Jones. One 
way and another, they’ve been rocking ever since.  

The canonical musician - he who plays the violin well, introspects best to German 
composers and escapes the workaday world through the side door of  music - has 
exercised the minds of  scholarly Sherlockians for decades. Those who play the Great 
Game speculate with relish on issues arising from his ownership of  a Stradivarius, chart 
Watsonian references to composers, performers and works and ponder the vexed matter 
of  the monograph no one has read: “The Polyphonic Motets of  Lassus”.  

All familiar ground - as is that highly regarded substantial legacy of  music composed for 
film, television and stage musical adaptations of  the stories. The names and compositions 
of  Zimmer, Gowers, Arnold & Price and Bricusse are probably the best known. 
Elsewhere, the music may be more familiar than its creator: Rozsa’s 1970 score for Billy 
Wilder’s “Private Life of  Sherlock Holmes”, Frank Skinner’s superb 1940’s theme for 
Rathbone’s Holmes and Paul Durand’s for the Ronald Howard 50’s TV series spring to 
mind.  

Outside these conventional spheres, taking his cue as it were from “Under the Clock”, 
Conan Doyle’s detective has contributed to music-making in a surprising diversity of  
genres. “Sherlock Holmes, is you round here?” asks Fats Waller. Well, Sherlock Holmes, he 
everywhere. So, whether Hip-hopped, Punk-rocked, sung by Vatican Cameos or 
Discombobulated on eight floppy drives, we hope you enjoy the truly “Polyphonic Playlist 
of  Mr. Sherlock Holmes”. 

What’s that little thing of  Pink Floyd covered so 
magnificently by Gilmore and Cumberbatch? 
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Under the Clock, Sherlock - Still Rockin' After All These Years 

Playlist 

Alternative Music	 	 	 	 (pages 9-26) 
1) They Might be Giants  
2) Leningrad 
3) Arctic Monkeys 
4) Martin Gore - Depeche Mode 
5) Red Hot Chili Peppers 
6) The Dirtbombs 
7) The Sherlocks  
8) Private Circuit  
9) The OverBastarding 
10) Slow Walk  
11) Poi Dog Pondering 
12) Dear Sherlock 
13) Sherlock Soul 
14) The Balloon Marsupials  
15) The Holy Orders 

Asian Pop (J-Pop, K-pop) 	 	 (pages 27-40) 
1)   SHINee 
2)   AKMU (Akdong Musician) 
3)   Seventeen or SVT - Woozi 
4)   Mellow 
5)   Golden Child 
6)   Seventeen or SVT - Jeon Wonwoo 
7)   VICTON - Han Seung-woo  
8)   N. Flying - Lee Seung-hyub  
9)  Oh My Girl -  Arin 
10) Stray Kids -  Bang Chan and Seungmin 
11) Tomorrow X Together (TXT) - Yeonjun and Taehyun 

Bluegrass	 	 	 	 	 (page41-42) 
1)  Rick Shubb and Bob Wilson  
2) Doc Watson 

Blues		 	 	 	 	 (pages 43-47) 
1) The Manzarek-Rogers Band 
2) Ray Majors 

Cast Recording / Soundtracks		 (pages 48-58) 
1) Jason Graae & Susan Egan 
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2) Charles Judels & Franklin Pangborn  
3) Joaquin Sabina  
4) Carlo Imperato & the cast from “Fame”  
5) Kevin Vaughn & Cast of  “Holmes! 
6) Marcelo Hernandez, Patricio Andrade, & cast from“Cachureos” 
7) Lesley Ann Warren and Elliott Gould from “Drat! The Cat!” 
8) Brian Cant & Spike Heatley from “Play Away!” 

Chap Hop	 	 	 	 	 (pages 59-60) 
1) Poplock Holmes - Jerrold Ridenour 

Classical Music	 	 	 	 (pages 61-76) 
1) Harvey Officer 
2) Bruce Adolphe 
3) Leo Smit 
4) Michael Crawford 
5) Andreas Willscher 
6) Sigmund Gottfried Spaeth  
7) Peter Graham  
8) Fine Arts Brass Ensemble / Cary Blyton 
9) Richard Arnell 
10) Miklós Rózsa / Jascha Heifetz 
11) Richard Fredrickson  
12) Lutz Rath  
13) Evan Meier / E.M. Lewis / Daniel T. Curran  
14) Ilja Hurník featuring Josef  Kemr 
15) Oscar Filippovich Knaub 

Comedy Music	 	 	 	 (pages 77-90) 
1) Flat 29 
2) Bo Burnham 
3) Zach Sherwin & Kyle Mooney  
4) Igor Khristenko (Игорь Христенко) - Distorting Mirror Theater 
5) Paul Thomas Miller  
6) Andy Samberg -The Lonely Island 

Country & Western	 	 	 (pages 91-94) 
1) Dierks Bentley 
2) Merle Travis  
3) Richard Grossman  
4) Bill Kirchen 

Dance Music	 	 	 	 (pages 95-99) 
1) Bee Gees 
2) Stanislav Niyazmetov - Russian Dancemob 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mikl%C3%B3s_R%C3%B3zsa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jascha_Heifetz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bo_Burnham
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3) Hive Riot  
4) Oscar Knaub  
5) David Keno - Steve Cole 

Easy Listening	 	 	 	 (pages 100-103) 
1) Rat Pack 
2) Frank Sinatra 
3) Dean Martin 
4) Sammy Davis Jr. 
5) Peter Lawford 
6) Anthony Newley 

Electronic Music/Glitch		 	 (pages 101-108) 
1) MrSolidSnake745 - Anand Jain  
2) Blue Midnight Highway - Erich Burger 
3) Lionrock 
4) Fluke  
5) Rhythmic Manifold 

European Music (Folk / Pop)	 	 (pages 109-114) 
1) Laima Vaikule (Лайма Вайкуле)  
2) Elena Kamburova (Елена Камбурова) 
3) Die Printzen 
4) Alisa Tumanova  
5) Mikhail Ezhoff  

Heavy Metal - Hard Rock	 	 (pages 115-120) 
1) Ratt 
2) Sir Christopher Lee 
3) Iron Maiden - Bruce Dickinson  
4) Woodlark  
5) The Erkonauts 

Hip-Hop / Rap	 	 	 	 (pages 121-164) 
1) Sherlock Bones 
2) Sherlock 
3) Honza Peroutka  
4) Jordan Allen-Dutton & Erik Weiner 
5) Fu-Schnickens 
6) Boogie Down Productions  
7) Tech N9ne 
8) Goldie Lookin Chain 
9) Obie Trice / Eminem 
10)  RZA  
11)  Wyclef  Jean, Serj Tankian, Sizzla 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tech_N9ne
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12)  DJ Jazzy & The Fresh Prince  
13) Astro Safari USA  
14) Alligatoah  
15) Busta Rhymes  
16) Cam’ron 
17) Shade 
18) Watson & Holmes (Blacastan & Stu Bangas)  
19) P. Diddy and Will Smith 
20) Bucchi 
21) Namani  
22) Delight Boy  
23) Zco and Sheriff   
24) J MöFasa 
25) Tutuh 
26) TaeB  
27) Tendo  
28) Tarik rpn 
29) TheBeatVillain 
30) Vyrtangeous and Otangtang  
31) LethRGic  
32) Mr. Frosti  
33) Lil Stitch ft. Yung Shotty   
34)  Joey Nato  
35) Komet King  
36) Kamé Lo 
37) Dte Cloud 
38) Adam Porubčan 
39) Wu-Tang Clan - Ghostface Killah 

Indie Pop	 	 	 	 	 (pages 165-170) 
1) Mini Mansions 
2) Belle and Sebastian 
3) Scott Brookman 
4) Alien Tango 

Indie Rock - Noise Rock		 	 (pages 171-175) 
1) Fugazi 
2) Space 
3) Luke Haines  
4) The Red Krayola 

Inspirational (incl. Gospel)	 	 (pages 176-178) 
1) John Dankworth & Benny Green 
2) Neil Mackie 
3) Garth Bardsley 
4) Mitesh Khatri 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luke_Haines
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Jazz	 	 	 	 	 	 (pages 179-189) 
1) Spirits of  Rhythm 
2) Fats Waller 
3) Charlie Parker Jr. 
4) The Jubalaires 
5) Alan Barnes 
6) Ray Elliott 
7) Das Milieu 
8) White Ghost Shivers  
9) Lane, Tree & Edwards 
10) David Lisbon 

Latin Music		 	 	 	 (page 190) 
1) Enrique Bunbury 

New Wave	 	 	 	 	 (pages 191-192) 
1) B. A. Robertson 
2) Colin Hay - Men at Work 

Pop (Popular Music)	 	 	 (pages 193-213) 
1) Austin Mahone 
2) Cher 
3) Sparks 
4) James Taylor 
5) Adam West 
6) The Monkees 
7) Michael Jackson 
8) The Saturdays 
9) Britney Spears  
10) Rudy Vallée  
11) Clare Maguire  
12) Ian Dury 
13)  Belmonts  
14)  Billie Eilish  
15)  Honey Fed Worms  
16) Salvaje  
17) Шерлок Холмс 

Progressive Rock (Rock Opera)	 (pages 214-230) 
1) Clive Nolan & Oliver Wakeman  
2) Looking-Glass Lantern 

Punk Rock	 	 	 	 	 (pages 231-238) 
1) Pere Ubu 
2) The Sherlock Holmes Punkrock Connection 
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3) Stiff ’s Inc. 
4) Johnny Jurex and The Punk Pistols  
5) Commissioner Gordon 
6) CTFM 

R&B / Soul	 	 	 	 	 (pages 239-247) 
1) Sherlock Holmes 
2) Lil' Mo (Cynthia Karen Loving) 
3) Eric Bellinger 
4) Tavares 
5)  Johnnie Taylor 
6) Carl ‘Sherlock’ Holmes 
7) Melvin ‘Wah Wah Watson’ Ragin 
8) Downliners Sect  
9) Oceanfromtheblue 

Rock	 	 	 	 	 	 (pages 248-251) 
1) The Beatles 
2) John Lennon 
3) Paul McCartney 
4) Ringo Starr 
5) The Cumberbeatles 
6) Cindy & Bert 
7) Elton John 
8) Alice Cooper 
9) Bruce Springsteen & Steel Mill 
10) Benedict Cumberbatch 
11) Pink Floyd - David Gilmour 
12) Elvis Presley  
13) Thee Headcoats Sect  
14) Sha Na Na 
15) The Kinks 
16) Chuck Berry  
17) Vatrogasci  
18) Ray Davies 
19) The Baskerville Hounds 
20) Five Shades  
21) Los Esquizoides 
22) Sidney Green Street Band 
23) Karas 

Singer / Songwriter (inc. Folk)	 	 (pages 252-309) 
1) Chris Thile 
2) Bob Dylan 
3) Rikki Oden 
4) Dodie Clark 
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5)  Jessica Lisette 
6) Dr. Alison Lancey 
7) Karliene 
8) Janis Ian 
9) James Montgomery 
10) Chris Commisso 
11) Brett Johnston  
12) Jack Bowden (Kicking Jacksie)  
13) Jessamyn Orchard 
14) Zenito Cross  
15) Casey Holford 
16) Gemeni 
17) Katy Perry  
18) Strums & Drums  
19) reklov  
20) Stuart Wannenburgh  
21) Jared TWG  
22) Joseph Bell and the Anatomy Blues 
23) The Baker Street Irregulars  
24) The Incredible String Band 

Victorian/Edwardian Dance Hall Songs	 (pages 310-315)	  
1)  H. C. Barry 
2) Claude Ralston  
3) Charles Bignell  
4) George Robey 

World Music / Beats	 	 	 	 (page 316) 
1) Wildlife 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzegORvsaNNRdivRCsKTNlA
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Alternative Music (15) 

They Might Be Giants 

They Might Be Giants is an American alternative rock band formed in 1982 by John 
Flansburgh and  John Linnell. The band assumed the name of  a 1971 film They Might 
Be Giants (starring George C. Scott as Justin Playfair/Sherlock Holmes and Joanne 
Woodward/Dr. Watson). 
 

John Linnell and John Flansburgh 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternative_rock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Flansburgh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Flansburgh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Linnell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/They_Might_Be_Giants_(film)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/They_Might_Be_Giants_(film)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_C._Scott
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joanne_Woodward
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joanne_Woodward
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Linnell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Flansburgh
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Leningrad 

“Leningrad (Russian: Ленинград), also known as Gruppirovka Leningrad (Russian: 
Группировка "Ленинград") and Bandformirovanie Leningrad (Russian: 
Бандформирование "Ленинград"), is a popular Russian rock band from Saint 
Petersburg (formerly Leningrad), led by Sergey "Shnur" Shnurov. Composed of  14 
members, the band was founded in the late 1990s. Leningrad soon became notorious for 
vulgar lyrics (including lots of  Russian mat) and celebration of  alcoholism, which were 
also the main reasons most radio stations initially avoided the band. This did not stop 
Leningrad's growing popularity, partly because of  the rich brass sound. The band 
eventually made its way to radio and TV (with censored words bleeped out).”  In 2008 1

the group broke up, but in 2010, with the announcement of  two concerts in Moscow, they 
reunited. They have a song called "The Hound of  the Baskervilles” (2015) (собака 
баскервилей).  

Sergey "Shnur" Shnurov 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leningrad_(band) 1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leningrad_(band)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russian_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russian_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russian_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rock_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_Petersburg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_Petersburg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sergei_Shnurov
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russian_mat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alcoholism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brass_instrument
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sergei_Shnurov
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"The Hound of  the Baskervilles” 

Lyrics 

I do not turn off  the light in the apartment and not stay too long in the toilet 
I have caught a real glitch - 
You are a Baskerville bitch 

Our neighbor is like Barrymore 
He goes to the hallway holding an ax in his hands 

He has also caught a real glitch - 
You are a Baskerville bitch 

When you are fucked, you yell like this 
What happens to all the neighbors is tetanus 

They also catch a real glitch - 
You are a Baskerville bitch!  2

The Hound of  the Baskervilles: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VV5bsctZLkw 

See the same soundtrack with Shrek:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WvBrRFLwT_Q 

Gruppirovka Leningrad (Группировка “Ленинград") 

 http://moskva.fm/music/ленинград/собака-баскервилей2

http://moskva.fm/music/%D0%BB%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%B3%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%B4/%D1%81%D0%BE%D0%B1%D0%B0%D0%BA%D0%B0-%D0%B1%D0%B0%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B2%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%B5%D0%B9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VV5bsctZLkw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WvBrRFLwT_Q
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Arctic Monkeys 

“Arctic Monkeys are an English rock band formed in 2002 in High Green, a suburb of  
Sheffield. The band consists of  Alex Turner (lead vocals, lead & rhythm guitar), Matt 
Helders (drums, vocals), Jamie Cook (lead and rhythm guitar) and Nick O'Malley (bass, 
backing vocals).”  They have a passing reference to Sherlock Holmes in “A Certain 3

Romance” from the album “Whatever People Say I Am, I'm Not" (2006). 

 

Arctic Monkeys 

Listen with lyrics on screen to “A Certain Romance” at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uvNC1ZuOpgs&list=RD02l3mIZBEt1Qs 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arctic_Monkeys3

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arctic_Monkeys
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rock_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_Green
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sheffield
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alex_Turner_(musician)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matt_Helders
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matt_Helders
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jamie_Cook
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nick_O%27Malley
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uvNC1ZuOpgs&list=RD02l3mIZBEt1Qs
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Martin Gore - Depeche Mode 

Martin Gore plays keyboards, guitar, does vocals, and is the chief  songwriter for the 
group Depeche. “Depeche Mode have had fifty songs in the UK Singles Chart and 
thirteen top 10 albums in the UK chart; they have sold over 100 million records 
worldwide. Q magazine calls Depeche Mode "the most popular electronic band the world 
has ever known” and included the band in the list of  the "50 Bands That Changed the 
World!”. Depeche Mode also rank number 98 on VH1's "100 Greatest Artists of  All 
Time.”  The bottom right corner of  this photo of  Martin says, “Beneath this Victorian 4

version of  the caped crusader lurks Martin Gore of  Depeche Mode. The youthful Gore 
was often to be found immersed in “The Adventures of  Sherlock Holmes”, and rather 
fancied himself  in the shoes of  the hawk-eyed hero. He’s very brief  when asked to explain 
Sherlock’s strong points. ‘I liked him because he’s a nice chap and comes over as modest 
in the books.’ More than that remains a mystery.” 

Martin Gore 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Depeche_Mode4

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UK_Singles_Chart
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VH1
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The Red Hot Chili Peppers 

The Red Hot Chili Peppers band consists of  Anthony Kiedis (vocals) and Flea (bass), 
longtime drummer Chad Smith; and guitarist Josh Klinghoffer. On the “Jonathan Ross 
Show” (2011) another guest that night was the BBC “Sherlock” star Benedict 
Cumberbatch. Wearing deerstalkers in the green room, The Red Hot Chili Peppers 
called themselves Cumberbitches. They shouted, ‘Group of  Cumberbitches over here’. 
But, at least they said they were fans of  “Sherlock”. There was a scene of  Anthony Kiedis 
and Flea dressed up as ‘Sherlock Holmes’ with pipes and deerstalker hats. 

 

Red Hot Chili Peppers 
Anthony Kiedis, Flea, Chad Smith,  Josh Klinghoffer 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthony_Kiedis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flea_(musician)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chad_Smith
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Josh_Klinghoffer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthony_Kiedis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flea_(musician)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chad_Smith
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Josh_Klinghoffer
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The Dirtbombs 

The Dirtbombs are an American garage rock band based in Detroit, Michigan, notable 
for blending diverse influences such as punk rock and soul while featuring a dual bass 
guitar, dual drum and guitar lineup. The Dirtbombs were formed by Mick Collins (of  the 
influential garage punk band The Gories) as a side project and started recording songs by 
1995. “We Have You Surrounded” (2006)  the fourth album by the group featured a cover 
of  Spark’s “Sherlock Holmes”. 

The Dirtbombs 

Sherlock Holmes 

Lyrics (Partial) 

I can dance like Sherlock Holmes 
I can sing like Sherlock Holmes 
But can't be Sherlock Holmes 

Listen to The Dirtbombs sing “Sherlock Holmes” at:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UM9STQ_igTA 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garage_rock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Detroit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michigan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Punk_rock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soul_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mick_Collins
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Gories
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The Sherlocks 

“The Sherlocks are a British indie/alternative band from Bolton upon Dearne, near 
Sheffield, South Yorkshire. The band consists of  two sets of  brothers, Kiaran & Brandon 
Crook, Andy & Josh Davidson… The band released their first single 'Live for the 
Moment' in 2014, followed by 'Escapade' and 'Heart Of  Gold' in 2015…  On 25 April 
2017, The Sherlocks announced their debut album 'Live For The Moment', for a release 
date 18 August 2017, as well as their seventh single 'Chasing Shadows', of  which the 
video was released on 27th April 2017.”  The band’s name says it all! 5

 

The Sherlocks  

Hear The Sherlocks’ “Chasing Shadows” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gun47t0hFIY 

Meet the members of  the band Sherlocks at: 
https://vimeo.com/334635215  

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Sherlocks5

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bolton_upon_Dearne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sheffield
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Yorkshire
https://vimeo.com/334635215
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Sherlocks
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Private Circuit 

Private circuit were a short lived British indie/alternative band from Walthamstow, 
England near London, whom I’m sure you’ve never heard of. The band only recorded a 
couple of  promo songs, “Where is Sherlock Holmes” and “Little Girl”  to tape. They 
received a call to bring their tape to the Stockport District near Manchester for a possible 
deal. On 7 March 1987, after a miserable 4 hour drive, they found themselves in an 
abandoned warehouse  with a number of  other bands waiting in line to have VHS tapes 
made of  their performance, which were then offered them to buy. The now disgruntled 
band refused to purchase the VHS tape and on the drive back disbanded! Patsy 
O’Holland posted the songs to YouTube  8 April 2018, and commented he wished he had 
purchased the VHS tape now for a keepsake since they never performed again. 

 

Private Circuit 

Hear Private Circuit singing “Where is Sherlock Holmes” at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gun47t0hFIY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gun47t0hFIY
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The OverBastarding 

The OverBastarding are an Alternative Rock from the Czech Republic. Their album 
“Jistebnice” (2020) has a song titled “Sherlock Holmes”. 

Jistebnice 

The OverBastarding 

“Sherlock Holmes” 
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Lyrics (translated): 

The offender has its perpetrators 
A small offense or a felony 

Fingerprints on the pillows by the bed 
You got you bastard one in hell perish 

I want to throw up on you, but time can't go back 
You'll be worth it now 

I want to throw up on you, but time can't go back 
Now you will be alone for it 

You will be alone 

I'm Sherlock Holmes and I'll get you 
I know for sure behind bars 

I'm Sherlock Holmes and remember that 
He lost the life of  a criminal 

I impose a life sentence on you 
Ask your conscience 

You'll sleep for about a few years now 
But you killed it note 

Parents and their children the whole family and this is a serious case 
I want to throw up on you but you can't go back now, you'll be alone for that 

You will be alone 

I'm Sherlock Holmes and I'll get you 
I know for sure behind bars 

I'm Sherlock Holmes and remember that 
He lost the life of  a criminal 

Hear OverBastarding playing “Sherlock Holmes” at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WYZR0bbCIa8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WYZR0bbCIa8
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Slow Walk 

“Sherlock Holmes Would Know” by Slow Walk is a song from the EP "When Your Love 
Goes Away” (2020) which is available to buy on all digital platforms. The song was mixed 
and mastered by an independent producer Sean Kennedy. The song, while rather explicit 
in language, is a  very creative musical piece. It tells the rather ‘elementary’ tale of  a 
hapless fool who suspects his lover of  foul play but isn't smart enough to break the case, so 
he daydreams of  being the legendary detective and solving the mystery that is his life. But 
we learn, sometimes mysteries are best left unsolved. 

Sherlock Holmes Would Know 

Marta Diortiz and Slow Walk 

A video of  “Sherlock Holmes Would Know” was posted to YouTube 6 November 2020, 
and featured Slow Walk (aka Keith Turner) with Marta Diortiz playing the 3 roles of  
Sherlock Holmes, the mystery girl and Moriarty.  

See and hear “Sherlock Holmes Would Know” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zzVqd9CIxzQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zzVqd9CIxzQ
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Poi Dog Pondering 

Poi Dog Pondering is an American musical group, noted for its cross-pollination of  
diverse musical genres,  including various forms of  acoustic and electronic music. 
Founded in Hawaii in 1984 by Frank Orrall. The membership of  Poi Dog Pondering has 
evolved from album to album, with Frank Orrall being the constant since the inception.  
Included on their 7 song mini album “Audio Love Letter” (2011) was  a very touching 
tribute song to the Sherlock.Holmes actor Jeremy Brett, titled  "I'm In Love With Jeremy 
Brett.”  It actually joined their setlist in 2005, and continued on setlist’s thru 2015. 

      “Audio Love Letter”                                      Poi Dog Pondering 

"I'm In Love With Jeremy Brett” 
Lyrics : 

I'm in love with Jeremy Brett. 
He was the single greatest Sherlock Holmes. Yet! 

In a series on the BBC 
I used to watch him here on A&E. 

Hair slicked back and impecably dressed. 
His only prop could be a single cigarette. 

He was an actor in the old regard, 
who took the stage intent to fully become his part. 
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He was a sort of  dandy in the classic tradition, 
a bon vivant filled with bouts of  depression. 

Sundown sunday, Kensington High Street 
in a cabretta with a floral scarf. 

London's yours, man! You got Macbeth tonight. 
A scull in your hands in the fire light. 

Tobacco and champagne and you're feelin' alright! 
A cab across town and a kiss goodnight. 

He played a Holmes that was deep and dark with faults - 
richly complex & brilliantly detailed. 

A "Damaged penguin" with genius intuition, 
an animated spider with singular vision, 

who's only need was a case to consume him 
to stave his addiction to a certain solution. 

David Burke and Edward Hardwicke, 
played it perfect as his friend and companion. 

A kind hearted, affable Watson. 
Everyready with a loyal hand in 

any case that Holmes would command him. 
I always felt Holmes couldn't do without him. 

Brett's wife died back '85, 
all the grief  triggered manic depression. 

Could see it in his face - that he was heavily grieving. 
(His heart grew thin and finally stopped beating.) 

Jeremy Brett! 
I never knew you. 

OH! Darling! 
I dedicate this song to you! 

See and hear “I'm In Love With Jeremy Brett” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZETlgSgI1c 
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Dear Sherlock 

Dear Sherlock are a British/Portuguese alternative rock duo comprising Eduardo Lemos 
(vocals, guitar) and James E. Gray (piano, synth, guitar). They released their self-titled 
debut EP on 2nd April 2012, followed by several singles and their latest EP, titled, 'II' in 
2019. 

Dear Sherlock 

Eduardo Lemos and James E. Gray 
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Sherlock Soul  

Sherlock Soul is a Brighton based band, lead by powerhouse frontman Davin Michael 
Stedman of  the Staxx Brothers. In 2018 they finished the art for the debut single “I Don't 
Want To Leave”. The artwork features John Loud's robot he created for the group. His 
name is Sherbot. The art was designed by himself  and his buddy Matty Tibble. The 
digital track was released 27 July 2018, and featured Davin Michael Stedman - Lead Vox,  
A. J. Roberts - Guitars, Bass, Banjo and BVs, Roxi Sound - BVs  and Ayemi - Producer, 
Drums, Programming, Keys and Synths. https://sherlocksoul.bandcamp.com/releases 

Sherlock Soul 

Sherbot 
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The Balloon Marsupials 

The Balloon Marsupials have been making eclectic electric psychedelic rock in Montreal 
Canada since 2006. The Marsupial sound is a mix of  hard rock, psychedelic, ambient, 
electronica, glam, punk, trip hop, folk, progressive rock, and countless other styles. On 
their album titled “20G” (2013) is a cut titled “Sherlock”.


The Balloon Marsupials  

“20G” 

Sherlock 
Lyrics (Partial) 

Elementary, my dear Watson 
Sherlock Holmes he never said 

Listen to The Balloon Marsupials’ “Sherlock” at: 
https://balloonmarsupials1.bandcamp.com/track/sherlock 

https://balloonmarsupials1.bandcamp.com/track/sherlock
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The Holy Orders 

"Just when you've had it with Strokes/Interpol/Editors soundalikes along come The Holy Orders 
and restore your faith in indie guitar music" Tom Robinson (BBC 6music). 
The Holy Orders were first told that their amps were too loud in 2006. Since then, the four-piece 
from Hull have divided the opinions of  many sound engineers. The Holy Orders continue to be 
loud.  From their album “From the ears of  dogs to come” (2013) come a track titled “Sherlock”.


“From the ears of  dogs to come”                   The Holy Orders                              

Sherlock 

Lyrics (Partial) 

no shit sherlock 

was it that you meant to tell yourself but you forgot? 


it’s all the same 

all the same 


no shit sherlock 

was it that you meant to tell yourself but you forgot? 


it’s all the same 

all the same 


Listen to The Holy Orders’ “Sherlock” at: 
https://theholyorders.bandcamp.com/track/sherlock 
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Asian Pop (J-Pop, K-pop) (7) 

SHINee 

“Shinee (stylized as SHINee) is a South Korean boy group formed by S.M. Entertainment 
in 2008.The group consists of  five members: Onew, Jonghyun, Key, Minho and 
Taemin… ‘Sherlock' is the fourth EP of  the group. The EP consists of  seven tracks 
including the title song "Sherlock (Clue + Note)…The lead single and title song ‘Sherlock 
(Clue + Note)’ is a hybrid remix; which means the song consists of  two independent songs 
that are remixed together to create a new style of  music. The two songs that were 
remixed for ‘Sherlock (Clue + Note)’ are ‘Clue' and "Note". The lyrics describe Sherlock’s 
solving of  a crime through logical "clues" and intuitive ‘notes’.”   6

SHINee 

With an amazing video for ‘Sherlock (Clue + Note)’ which has gone viral with over 
30,000,000 views, this boy band’s monstrous popularity mirrors the popularity of  
Sherlock Holmes in Korea, brought about by the Robert Downey Jr. films and the 
Benedict Cumberbatch “Sherlock” TV series. 

If  you haven’t seen the catchy SHINee 샤이니_Sherlock•셜록 (Clue + Note)_Music 
video, I recommend you go at once and watch it at:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8kyG5tTZ1iE 

— 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sherlock_(EP)6

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sherlock_(EP)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Korea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boy_band
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SM_Entertainment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Onew
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kim_Jong-hyun_(singer)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Key_(singer)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Choi_Min-ho_(singer)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lee_Tae-min
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extended_play
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8kyG5tTZ1iE
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SHINee 샤이니 Sherlock 셜록 I’m So Curious Yeah 

Lee Jin-ki (이진기)(Onew) 
 

Lee Tae-min (이태민) (Taemin) 

Sherlock (Clue + Note) Lyrics at:   
https://www.musixmatch.com/lyrics/SHINee/Sherlock-Clue-Note/translation/english
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AKMU (Akdong Musician) 

Lee Suhyun and her sibling Lee Chanhyuk are the Korean pop duo Akdong Musician 
(better known as AKMU). In the music video of  the song “Re-Bye” (2016), both are 
dressed in the full classical Sherlock Holmes garb. 

        Lee Chanhyuk                             Lee Suhyun 

AKMU 

View the music video “Re-Bye” at:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ST8O-AeY3Uo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ST8O-AeY3Uo
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Seventeen or SVT 
Woozi - Lee Jihoon  (이지훈)  

Seventeen (Hangul: 세븐틴), also stylized as SEVENTEEN or SVT, is a South Korean 
boy group formed by Pledis Entertainment in 2015. The group consists of  thirteen 
members who are separated into three sub-units, each with different areas of  
specialization: a 'Hip-Hop Unit', 'Vocal Unit', and 'Performance Unit'. They have 
released one studio album and four extended plays. Woozy a member of  the vocal unit 
can be seen here, in year 2017 photos, wearing a deerstalker and holding a magnifying 
glass a la Sherlock Holmes. 

Woozi of  K-Pop group Seventeen or SVT 

Lee Jihoon  (이지훈) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hangul
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pledis_Entertainment
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Mellow - Rylee (Hae Jiyoo 해지유) 

Korea’s Hae Jiyoo (해지유), better known as Rylee, is the newest member of  Mellow, 
Mount Records' Retro Girl-Group. She is in charge of  the main vocals and visual 
position. When I spotted this picture of  her on Twitter, my comment was, “I think I 
would watch "Elementary" if  Rylee of  K-Pop group Mellow was Lucy Liu's Sherlock 
Holmes instead of  Jonny Lee Miller.” 

 

Rylee of  K-Pop group Mellow (2017) 

K-pop has become a truly global phenomenon thanks to its distinctive blend of  addictive 
melodies, slick choreography and production values, and an endless parade of  attractive 
South Korean performers who spend years in grueling studio systems learning to sing and 
dance in synchronized perfection. As much as South Korean youth love K-pop they also 
love Sherlock Holmes, stemming from the popularity of  the BBC “Sherlock” and the 
Robert Downey Jr. “Sherlock Holmes” films being major hits there. So it only follows that 
these production conscious groups often have a member or members spotted dressed as 
Holmes. Here are a few more recent K-pop sightings from the social media. 
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Golden Child (골든차일드) 

A member of  Woollim Entertainment, is a 10-member boy group in Korea. The group 
debuted in August, 2017, with their EP,  “Gol-Cha!.” Golden Child means that it is a 
perfect child with only one person in 100 years, meaning that it will lead the Korean 
music industry for 100 years and at the same time lead music trends for the next 100 
years. 

 Daeyeol, Y, Jangjun, Tag, Seungmin, Jaehyun, Jibeom, 
Donghyun, Joochan, and Bomin 

Golden Child (골든차일드) 
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Seventeen or SVT 
Jeon Wonwoo (전원우) 

Jeon Wonwoo (전원우)  is also, like Lee Jihoon  (이지훈) 2 pages above, 
a  member of  Seventeen, a 13-member boy group in Korea. He is part 
of  the hip-hop team and is in charge of  the rapper position. 

——— 

Jeon Wonwoo (전원우) 
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VICTON 
Han Seung-woo (한승우) 

Han Seung-woo (한승우) is a member of  VICTON, a boy group active 
in Korea as a celebrity under Play M Entertainment. He is the lead 
rapper and lead vocalist in the team. 

————— 

Han Seung-woo (한승우) 
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N. Flying 
Lee Seung-hyub (이승협) 

N. Flying leader, South Korean rapper, Lee Seung-hyub (이승협) as 
Sherlock Holmes from anime "Moriarty the Patriot”. N.Flying (엔플라
잉) is a 5-member boy band. The group consists of  Seunghyub, Hun, 
Jaehyun, Hweseung, and Dongsung. The band debuted on 1st Oct 2013 
in Japan, and 20th May 2015 in Korea, under FNC Entertainment. 
They were supposed to make their debut in Korea in 2014, but it was 
delayed because Seunghyub injured his knee (Probably in pursuit of  
Moriarty?). 
 

Lee Seung-hyub (이승협) 
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Oh My Girl (OMG) 
Arin (아린) (Choi Ye-won) (최예원) 

Oh My Girl (오마이걸) also stylized as OH MY GIRL and OMG) is a 
South Korean girl formed by WM Entertainment (2015-present). The 
group is composed of  seven members: Hyojung, Mimi, Yoo A, 
Seunghee, Jiho, Binnie and Arin.  Here we see Arin dressed as Sherlock 
Holmes. 
 

Oh My Girl (OMG) 

Arin (아린) (of  OMG) and Soobin (수빈) (of   TXT) 
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Stray Kids 
Bang Chan (방찬; ⽅燦) (Bang Christopher Chan) 

Seungmin (승민) Kim Seung-min (김승민) 

Stray Kids (스트레이 키즈) is a South Korean boy group under JYP 
Entertainment (2018-present). The group currently consists of  
Bang Chan, Lee Know, Changbin, Hyunjin, Han, Felix and Seungmin. 
Here we see Bang Chan and Seungmin dressed as Sherlock Holmes,  
and also with Felix and Seungmin as perhaps Dr. Watson. 

Stray Kids 

                       Bang Chan                                    Felix 
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Seungmin 

Seungmin 
Stray Kids 
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Tomorrow X Together (TXT) 
Yeonjun (연준) - Soobin (수빈) 

Tomorrow X Together (투모로우바이투더) commonly known as TXT 
is a five-member South Korean boy group formed by Big Hit 
Entertainment (2019-present). The group consists of  five members 
Soobin, Yeonjun, Beomgyu, Taehyun and Huening Kai. Here we see 
Yeonjun and Soobin dressed as Sherlock Holmes, with Taehyun and 
Arin as perhaps Dr. Watson. Actually I was a little bit worried after I 
discovered TXT had a cover of  “Sherlock•셜록 (Clue + Note)” on 
YouTube. It's the group Shinee's legendary song, and vocal wise, it's such 
a difficult song.The boys surprised me with their vocal ability. They did it 
nicely. 

Yeonjun and Taehyun 
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____ 

Soobin (수빈) (of   TXT)  and Arin (아린) (of  OMG) 

Tomorrow X Together 

Listen to TXT’s cover of  Shinee’s Sherlock  at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRX88ml29SQ 
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Bluegrass (2) 
Rick Shubb and Bob Wilson 

Rick Shubb and Bob Wilson revived the 1934 "Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson," 
originally done by “The Spirits of  Rythym”. “Rick Shubb and Bob Wilson play bluegrass 
and old country songs and wonderful jazz; not the percussion-crazed jazz you hear a lot 
now, nor the far out squeaks and squawks of  the "progressive" wing of  the jazz players of  
that time. They play jazz like the late Stephane Grappelli would have done it; first the 
melody fairly straight, to sort of  demonstrate to the audience what the song was written to 
sound like,then variations, increasingly fanciful, musical quotes from other songs as 
written, and finally a nifty closing riff  often featuring parallel harmony lines on banjo and 
guitar.”  7

Rick Shubb and Bob Wilson 

Can play the Rick Shubb and Bob Wilson version at:  
ftp://ftp.sonic.net/pub/users/shubb/holmes.mp3 

 http://www.shubb.com/bodega/martin.html7

http://www.shubb.com/bodega/martin.html
ftp://ftp.sonic.net/pub/users/shubb/holmes.mp3
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Doc Watson 

Arthel Lane "Doc" Watson was an American guitarist, songwriter, and singer of  
bluegrass, folk, country, blues, and gospel music. He lost his sight as a result of  an eye 
infection in early childhood, and  was raised  in the Blue Ridge mountains of  
northwestern North Carolina. Watson won seven Grammy awards as well as a Grammy 
Lifetime Achievement Award. Doc Watson, the late great bluegrass guitarist, had one LP 
called "Elementary Doctor Watson!” (1972).  I don’t know if  he was a Sherlockian, but he 
was a Watson, and that album cover certainly indicates he might have been. 

"Elementary Doctor Watson!” 

Arthel Lane "Doc" Watson 
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Blues (2) 
The Manzarek-Rogers Band 

The Manzarek-Rogers Band was the joining of  two well known musicians. Roy Rogers  
an American blues rock slide guitarist and record producer and Ray Manzarek an 
American musician, singer, producer, film director, and author, best known as a founding 
member and keyboardist of  The Doors from 1965 to 1973. “Just Like Sherlock Holmes” 
was a song from their album “Twisted Tales” (2013). The track leads off  Twisted Tales, a 
second collaboration between Rogers and Manzarek completed just before the Rock and 
Roll Hall of  Famer Manzarek succumbed to cancer. 
 

Ray Manzarek & Roy Rogers   

Listen to “Just Like Sherlock Holmes” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uLbv0ujqXjY 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blues_rock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slide_guitar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Americans
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Doors
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uLbv0ujqXjY
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Ray Majors 

Here's Ray Majors still rockin after all these years, and inspired by Sherlock Holmes in his 
final album “The 7% Solution” (2014). “The 7% Solution” is an album of  self-discovery 
blues and rock. “Now celebrating his fifth decade in music – having played with Mott, 
British Lions, and The Yardbirds to name but a few – Ray Majors has another cause for 
celebration, namely his survival of  Stage 3 throat cancer.Following the most difficult and 
toughest period of  his life… with countless rounds of  chemo- and radiotherapy behind 
him, Ray felt inspired to record this exquisite album. Sherlock Holmes aficionados 
amongst Music-News readers need no reminding of  the inspiration for the album’s title. 
As Ray explains, he was always fascinated by the literary world of  Sherlock Holmes and 
E. A. Poe, and in particular by their recreational injections of  cocaine. Having dabbled in 
the very same “recreational” experiments, albeit in his younger years, Ray had left the 
follies of  his youth way behind him… only to rediscover the numbing qualities of  
painkillers during his cancer treatment.” 

Ray Majors 

The 7% Solution 

Lyrics (partial) 

Many a night stuck in the twilight zone  
 Many a night just sat there on my own  

Those heroic adventures of  Sherlock Holmes  
 Gimme the needle and I dropped like a stone  

 7% Solution don’t get me very far  
 Eight to the bar… 
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Cast Recording / Soundtracks (8) 

Jason Graae & Susan Egan - “Drat! The Cat!” 

“Drat! The Cat!’ was one of  the most notorious Broadway musical flops. The original 
1965 production opened and closed in a week, despite a strong cast - Lesley Ann Warren, 
Elliott Gould, Margery Gray - though the score was preserved thanks to a bootlegged 
recording taken during one of  the performances. Producer Bruce Kimmel assembled a 
stellar lineup of  Broadway stars to perform it. Susan Egan is an absolute riot as Alice van 
Guilder, the 1890's debutante who moonlights as New York's most nefarious cat burgler. 
Jason Graae plays Bob Purefoy, the young policeman who falls in love with Alice and 
attempts to lead her onto the straight and narrow.”  Scene 3: Lucius Van Guilder's Study 8

and Counting Room featured the song "Holmes and Watson" sung by Alice Van 
Guilder / Susan Egan and Bob Purefoy / Jason Gaae. 

 

                       Jason Graae                                Susan Egan 

Listen to song "Holmes and Watson" at:  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOipidfq2PE 

 Byron Kolln - Published on amazon.com8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOipidfq2PE
http://amazon.com
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Charles Judels & Franklin Pangborn  
My Grandfather's Clock 

In the short early color musical film “My Grandfather’s Clock” (1934), at Phwitterby-on-
Thames, England, a murder has occurred and Philo Holmes (Charles Judels) and Dr. 
Watkins (Franklin Pangborn) are out to investigate it. Seems as if  there is a second will 
and changes have been made in who will receive what. Philo is the ace detective, and he 
brings everyone from the nightclub to see him solve the case. Nearly all the spoken 
dialogue is in rhyme and the tunes from many familiar musical compositions are 
interpolated. Traditional music with special lyrics is performed by Franklin Pangborn and 
Charles Judels. 

Charles Judels & Franklin Pangborn 

Watch this bizarre musical number from “My Grandfather's Clock” at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wUvC1KVK3Bg 

My Grandfather's Clock 

Lyrics (partial) 

A rare opportunity has befallen us a famous man has come to call on us so we’ve called 
off  our show.  

(Cast) Who is this man who has come to call on us?  
Phil Holmes, Philo Holmes, Philo Holmes 

for he’s a jolly good Philo, 
for he’s a jolly good Philo, 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0659427?ref_=tt_trv_snd
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for he’s a jolly good Philo 
We greet you Mr. Holmes 

Will you say a few words Mr. Holmes 

(PH) Your humble servent  
the fairest detective 

just nows an embarrassed detective 

(cast) Why? 

(PH) I’m even Blushing 

(cast) Your blushing Mr. Holmes,  
your blushing 

(PH) It seems to be the truth 
that a masterminded sleuth  

when taken by surprised and elated by disguise 
is thrown into confusion  

when dragged from his seclusion and surrounded left and right by beautiful girls 

(cast) he’s so confused  
and so abused 

when surrounded left and right by beautiful girls 

(DW) Oh Philo Holmes 
Oh Philo Holmes 

(PH) Did someone call for Philo Holmes? 

(DW) What a task it is to find you 
I’ve been searching near and far 

please hurry get your hat and coat on 
I’ll meet you in the car 

(DW) Now calm yourself  dear Watkins 
tell me what is all the rouse 

get your breath 
relax my man your puffing like a cow  

like Ghandi we will weight the facts and hold a short pow-wow  
good that’s better now 

(DW) There’s been a murder at Phwitterby-on-Thames 
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Joaquin Sabina 

José Luis Torrente is a fictional character created by Spanish actor and director Santiago 
Segura and the main character in the Torrente dark comedy-action film series. The song 
“Semos Diferentes” belongs to the soundtrack of  the “Torrente 2 - Mission in 
Marbella” (2001) and is sung by Joaquin Sabina. It references Sherlock Holmes in it’s 
lyrics. “Semos Diferentes” was also on Joaquin Sabina’s album “Dímelo en la 
Calle” (2005). 

 

Joaquin Sabina 

Listen to “Semos Diferentes” at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cBlruLkHC7Q 

Semos Diferentes 

Lyrics (partial) 

El niño de Scotland Yard 
torea regular 

y por consiguientes 
Sherlock Holmes se acompleja, 

para cortar las orejas 
hay que tenerlos como Torrente. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fictional_character
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Santiago_Segura
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Santiago_Segura
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dark_comedy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Action_film
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Carlo Imperato & the cast from “Fame” 

In the episode “Holmes Sweet Holmes” from the American TV series ‘Fame' (1982-87), 
the school kids performed a  Sherlock Holmes play, which featured Carlo Imperato 
singing a song called “Moriarty”.  Imperato has all but disappeared after “Fame". 
 

Carlo Imperato 

The “Moriarty” video is a must see at:  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I7xg6IwEZKY 

Moriarty  

Lyrics  9

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I7xg6IwEZKY9

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I7xg6IwEZKY
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My name is Holmes  
I'm sure you've heard of  me 

-and Watson 
Solving most crimes is elementary 

not a problem  

But once I must admit 
I met my mental match 

More deadly than the rest 
He'll show you no mercy  

Stay away from Moriarty 
Turn your back and you'll be sorry 

Keep away from Moriarty 
Don't you see you're just a trophy 

in his eyes 
Read between the lines 

Before it's too late  

He kills with total cruel efficiency 
Leaves no traces 

His evil past is still a mystery 
So evasive 

Behind his smiling face 
There beats a heart of  steel 

As sharp as any blade 
Don't let it touch you 

The spider spins his web 
You're the victims tonight 

And now the trap is set 
You're really in danger! 

Don't be scared of  Moriarty 
Holmes is here, and he'll be sorry 

I'll take care of  Moriarty 
he's only using you 

so leave it to me 
it's only elementary 

and I'll be ready 
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Kevin Vaughn & Cast of  “Holmes!” 

In a workshop production of  the original musical "Holmes! A Musical 
Adventure" (1997-2003), at The Disney Institute Theater, Kevin Vaughn played Sherlock 
Holmes. The lyrics were by Brett Nicholson and the music was by Hans Vollrath. While 
we intentionally left out the more successful Broadway and West End musical Holmes 
productions such as “Baker Street” & “Sherlock Holmes, The Musical” since they have 
been discussed many times before, "Holmes! A Musical Adventure” never made it from 
the workshop stages or out of  the Orlando, Fl. area to the bright lights despite many tune-
up performances which I witnessed since I lived nearby. They did produce a cast album. 

Kevin Vaughn 

Watch "Nothing More" from "Holmes! A Musical Adventure” at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAouKKF0Nik 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAouKKF0Nik
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Marcelo Hernandez, Patricio Andrade, & cast of  
“Cachureos” 

The music video "In House of  Lord James”, from the TV show “Cachureos” (Chile 
1995), featured a lion character dressed as Sherlock Holme solving the death of  the family 
cat of  Lord James. The lyrics of  the song "In House of  Lord James” featured Sherlock 
Holmes. “‘Cachureos' is the name of  a children's project that initially was a Chilean 
television program aimed at the children and family, which is still active making shows 
throughout Chile. It’s animator is Marcelo Hernandez, better known as Marcelo, who is 
accompanied by different characters such as Jack Johnny, Epidemic, Wenceslao Rabbit, 
Leon Chester, Lord Pencil, Lord Bear, Chanchoman, Fly, Drake Zancudo and Don Walo. 
The program began in 1983, on TVN , and aired for 25 years. Chester is an old lion of  
great knowledge. His real name is ‘Walter Chester’ so in the beginning he was always 
called Walter. It is interpreted by the actor Patricio Andrade (1994 - to date). He enjoys 
the arts of  all kinds, especially the opera . He first appeared in 1994. He did not have his 
own songs like Mr. Lápiz, although he had participations in some, like "In House of  Lord 
James" (1995)”  10

 https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cachureos10

https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=es&sp=nmt4&u=https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marcelo_Hern%25C3%25A1ndez&usg=ALkJrhgHZScA9qIeEG_emShlTJY9uO--8A
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=es&sp=nmt4&u=https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Televisi%25C3%25B3n_Nacional_de_Chile&usg=ALkJrhi-nZB_yU3qGRn35sC7m_k5E0ZdVA
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=es&sp=nmt4&u=https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Panthera_leo&usg=ALkJrhiL_eym7BZjfv0BMUOWPgpCTUl5kw
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=es&sp=nmt4&u=https://es.wikipedia.org/w/index.php%3Ftitle%3DPatricio_Andrade%26action%3Dedit%26redlink%3D1&usg=ALkJrhiL41mM3wYOyr-f2-aCKIpgH1mhmw
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=es&sp=nmt4&u=https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/%25C3%2593pera&usg=ALkJrhgGCUN06hhwZaViuR_ynuSlpIxOjQ
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cachureos
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Marcelo Hernandez & cast from“Cachureos” 

 
Patricio Andrade as Walter the Lion as Sherlock Holmes 

Watch the video of  "In House of  Lord James” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TysEjIFOKM0 

“In House of  Lord James” 

Lyrics  

That night had been unleashed a horrible storm 
  

I was reading by the fireplace  
A mystery novel. The wind was beating in my window,  

I looked and it seemed to me that a very ugly face was looking at me. 

I kept reading, a cold sweat ran down my face   
I looked in the mirror and there I was sure   

A terrible face was watching me, it was mine   
I kept reading, and gradually I fell asleep 

And dream, dream, dream ... 
A crime has been committed in the house of  Lord James   

There is a corpse dead in the house of  Lord James   
All are crying in the house of  Lord James   

All but the dead in the house of  Lord James 
Never before had something so unfortunate happened  

At Lord James's house are all horrified   
And say that the wicked will have to appear 

https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=es&sp=nmt4&u=https://es.wikipedia.org/w/index.php%3Ftitle%3DPatricio_Andrade%26action%3Dedit%26redlink%3D1&usg=ALkJrhiL41mM3wYOyr-f2-aCKIpgH1mhmw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TysEjIFOKM0
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Who killed him, there's the thing  
I kill him, the wife is crying   
I kill him, what a dark night.   

Who killed him, the thing is mysterious because 
All the suspects in Lord James's house   

All make fools in the house of  Lord James   
I have to find out the criminal says Lord James  

To come Scotland Yard shouts the wife of  Lord James 
The police arrived, Scotland Yard arrived   

Sherlock Holmes arrives, the thing is going to clear up   
Sherlock Holmes brings everyone together and I ask 

When he died recently just this morning  
And where he died when he got out of  bed  

Because he died, nobody said anything   
And that he died, and nobody knows anything, nothing 

As usual no one knows anything   
Let's see, who was the last to see him before he died 

I said the son of  Lord James   
Hi a mysterious noise in the bedroom of  the poor   

Then I heard ... I went to see him, but it was already late   
I throw the glass of  milk and cum! he died 

Holmes, mind always ready, already discovered a clue   
In such a statement - he said - that there was in the milk,  

If  in the glass of  milk is not the solution, damn - said 
Tomas, the servant and the heart attack!,   

Holmes I heard the noise, I understood everything  
And said looking at Tomas, "Do you take what you killed him for?"   

Who do I lord ?, If  you confess why did you kill him? 
Well, see sir 

From the day I came to the house of  Lord James   
I am maddened by his screams in the house of  Lord James   

I will prepare a cup in the house of  Lord James  
I put the poison in the house of  Lord James 

All were astonished at the prompt result   
Of  the investigation, Tomas Terrible soulless for his   

Evil crime was put in prison. 
The last page you will read about this fantastic   

police novel. The terrible criminal was discovered   
Who killed the cat of  Lord James 
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Lesley Ann Warren and Elliott Gould  -  Drat! The Cat! 

“Drat! The Cat!” was a short-lived (11 previews and 8 performances) Broadway musical 
that came and went in 1965; the score included a song “Holmes and Watson”, lyrics by 
Ira Levin and music by Milton Schafer, that was sung by Lesley Ann Warren and Elliott 
Gould.  The publicity photograph below is a nice reminder of  the show (We are not 
aware of  any Sherlockian who actually saw the musical). 

 

Drat! The Cat! 
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Brian Cant and Spike Heatley 

Brian Cant as Sherlock Holmes and Spike Heatley as Dr. Watson sang the song 
“Elementary My Dear Watson”, on the “Ready, Steady, Go - Play Away!” album (1977). 
“Play Away” was an entertainment TV show for children which caused huge arguments 
and sulks because it was on BBC2 at the same time on a Saturday as the football results 
were on BBC1, and those were the days of  one TV households. “Elementary My Dear 
Watson”. “Elementary My Dear Watson” was written by  Julia Donaldson, an English 
writer, playwright and performer, and the 2011–2013 Children's Laureate. 

Brian Cant and Spike Heatley 

“My Name is Sherlock Holmes” 

Lyrics 

 (Spoken) "Which of  my escapades are you writing about now, Watson?" 
	 "The Hound Of  The Baskervilles, Holmes,  

	 Not much to go on, but you worked it out with dogged determination; really 	 	
amazing." 

	 "Elementary, my dear Watson!  
	 Are you off  on a long journey, by the way?" 
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	 "Why, yes! Whatever makes you think that, Holmes?" 
	 "Elementary, my dear Watson!” I see you're off  to Timbuktu, 

	 Well so I am today, Sir, 
	 The ticket in your hat is the clue, 
	 That gives the game away, Sir, 
	 That gives the game away. 

	 What's more you've just been in bed, 
	 You're wearing your red pajamas with yellow spots on, 

	 Quite remarkable, Holmes, 
	 Elementary, my dear Watson! 

	 Your pussy-cat has long ginger hair, 
	 However did you know, Sir, 

	 She molted it all over the chair, 
	 Which plainly tells me so, Sir, 
	 Which plainly tells me so. 

	 What's more: your fountain pen leaks, 
	 The evidence speaks, 

	 Your copybook has blots on, 
	 Quite astonishing, Holmes, 
	 Elementary, my dear Watson! 

	 I don't suppose you run very fast? 
	 That's absolutely true, Sir, 

	 Your monumental plaster cast, 
	 Supplied me with the clue, Sir, 
	 Supplied me with the clue. 

	 And you're a shade-loving fella (sic), 
	 Your stripy umbrella, 

	 Protects you from the hot sun, 
	 That's quite incredible, Holmes, 
	 Elementary, my dear Watson! 

	 I hardly think a razor blade can often touch your skin, Sir, 
	 A false assumption, I am afraid, 
	 Behold my lily-white chin, Sir, 
	 Behold his lily-white chin! 

	 (Spoken) "The bear was false!" 
	 "Never mind, old chap; you can't be right all the time. 
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	 Here, have some of  this wine to cheer you up." 

	 It's Bordeaux seventy-four, 
	 Don't be too sure, 

	 It's dandelion and burdock, 
	 Unbelievable, John, 

	 Elementary, my dear Sherlock! 
	 La-la la-la-la-la la-la-la la-la la-la!” 

Brian Cant                                  Spike Heatley 

In one episode of  “Play Away!”  Floella Benjamin would appear as Shirley Holmes with 
Brian Cant as Wally Watson in a skit. 

    Floella Benjamin and  Brian Cant 

Listen to “Elementary My Dear Watson” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fpGG2qKjgj8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fpGG2qKjgj8
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Chap Hop (1) 

Jerrold Ridenour  -  Poplock Holmes 

Jerrold Ridenour aka Poplock Holmes, performs chap hop music in a steampunk 
Sherlock Holmes outfit, and in 2015 had a song titled “Pound of  the Basskervilles”.  In 
case you didn’t know, Chap hop is music originating from England that mixes the hip hop 
genre with elements from the Chappist or steampunk subcultures and stereotypical 
English obsessions such as cricket, tea and the weather. Poplock Holmes’ sidekick is, 
naturally, DJ Wattson! 

 

Poplock Holmes - Jerrold Ridenour 

Listen to Poplock Holmes’ “Pound of  the Basskervilles” at: 
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4hIygjA5wx0 
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“Pound of  the Basskervilles” 

Lyrics (partial) 

It was a frightening night, and one like no other 
with lightning strikes and thunder. 

when a sound, so deep it drowned out the pounding and no doubt we found out just what 
made that sound see, 

A hound pounding out bass sounds that drowned every ounce of  the thunderous sounds 
from the clouds… 

Now that hound took a pounding astoundingly and gave back a pounding, confounding 
me, 

I dodged and weaved, I skimmed and skirmed but that beast had a head wherever I 
turned,  

I couldn't get free, I couldn't get out, I turned to WattsOn go on get out! 
I'll keep him busy while you get away, the music lives on, the playlist must play! 
So we clashed and collided igniting a spark, the bass the beast, the beats the art! 

This wasn't a beast, but the bass that was beating. You can't beat the bass or the beats that 
the bass bring. 

So I stood tall and let the beast eat me, the bass started beating the second he bit me 
You can't kill old Poplock, I'm like Obi Wan so let the bass drop and pop lock 

 

Pound of  the Basskervilles full lyrics at: https://vimeo.com/120810244 

https://vimeo.com/120810244
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Classical Music (14) 

Harvey Officer 

Harvey Officer was the 1943 composer of  “The Baker Street Suite for Violin & Piano” and 
songs collected as “The Baker Street Song Book”. 

 

Harvey Officer 
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Bruce Adolphe 

Claude Debussy is arrested for musical anarchy by the music police! Will he be rescued by 
Sherlock Key, who reveals to the court the mysteries of  Debussy's secret method? How do 
you investigate a crime against music? “According to Bruce Adolphe, you hire a private 
ear. “For Mr. Adolphe, director of  family programs for the Chamber Music Society of  
Lincoln Center, this conceit is more than a joke that you might see printed on the back of  
a cereal box. It is the basis for ‘"Sherlock Key Meets Claude Debussy,’' a concert 
production. As Mr. Adolphe explains it, Debussy was such an innovator that many critics 
in his period misunderstood or disliked his work. ‘One of  my favorite comments was that 
he was 'an anarchist of  music,' which appeared in 1902 in a French newspaper,’ Mr. 
Adolphe said. The image of  Debussy as the Sacco or Vanzetti of  the classical world 
inspired his hour long concert. ‘In the show Debussy is arrested by the music police,’ Mr. 
Adolphe said. But in steps the eminent private ear Sherlock Key, who takes up Debussy's 
cause. Most of  the concert consists of  the trial, in which the musicians portray witnesses 
and the audience plays the jury.”  11

Bruce Adolphe 

Watch "Sherlock Key Meets Claude Debussy’’ at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CQlC5vYlwhc 

http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9D0CE5D8153EF934A15757C0A9619C8B6311

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CQlC5vYlwhc
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9D0CE5D8153EF934A15757C0A9619C8B63
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Leo Smit 

Leopold (Leo) Smit (14 May 1900 – 30 April 1943) was a Dutch composer, killed during 
The Holocaust at the Sobibor extermination camp. His compostion “Deux hommages for 
Piano” (1928–1930), consisted of  “Hommage à Sherlock Holmes” and “Hommage à 
Remmington.” 

Leo Smit 

Listen to Leo Smit: “Hommage a Sherlock Holmes” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZe1dThdlYY 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netherlands
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Composer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Holocaust
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sobibor_extermination_camp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZe1dThdlYY
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Michael Crawford 

Nineteen years prior to blowing the world away as the operatic phantom, of  Sir Andrew 
Lloyd Webber’s “The Phantom of  the Opera”, Michael Crawford appeared in a model 
shoot as Sherlock Holmes. In the Oct 1 1967 issue of  Vogue magazine, with Dutch model 
Willy Van Rooy at his side, Crawford posed as the great detective, photographed by Just 
Jaeckin, who would debut as a film director with 1974 “Emmanuelle”. 

Michael Crawford  
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Andreas Willscher 

Andreas Willscher (born November 4, 1955 in Hamburg) is a German church musician 
and composer. One of  his compositions is the "Sherlock Holmes -  Suite for Organ”.  In 
September 2013, Andreas Willscher, played for the silent film "The Hound of  the 
Baskerville" by Arthur Conan Doyle. The listeners were amazed at how exciting the 
moods of  the film were musically represented by the organ. 

Sherlock Holmes - Suite for Organ movement names: 

I. A dull and foggy day 
II. John Hamish Watson's Rag 

III. Reverie 
IV. The Fugue 

Andreas Willscher 

Listen to Andreas Willscher.’s "Sherlock Holmes" - Suite for organ at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IxrLa3N3swk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IxrLa3N3swk
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Sigmund Gottfried Spaeth 

Sigmund Gottfried Spaeth (1885 – 1965) was an American musicologist who traced the 
sources and origins of  popular songs to their folk and classical roots. Presenting his 
findings through books, lectures, liner notes, newspapers, radio and television, he became 
known as The Tune Detective. Spaeth attended Haverford College (where he composed 
the alma mater) and went to Princeton where he did his Ph.D. thesis on "Milton's 
Knowledge of  Music.” He composed music scores for early sound films, including The 
Trespasser (1929), the talkie debut of  Gloria Swanson. His books include Read 'Em and 
Weep, Weep Some More, My Lady, A History of  Popular Music in America, The 
Common Sense of  Music, Fifty Years With Music, The Importance of  Music and Stories 
Behind the World's Greatest Music. On NBC his program of  piano instruction, “Keys to 
Happiness” (1931), brought an avalanche of  4000 fan letters each week. In November, 
1931 he began his 15-minute NBC program, “The Tune Detective”, airing Tuesdays at 
10pm and continuing until 1933. Beginning in 1932 NBC also carried his “Song Sleuth”. 
what makes Spaeth interesting to Sherlockians, and gives him a place in this article is the 
way he dressed like Sherlock Holmes for “The Tune Detective”. Spaeth wore his Sherlock 
garb on a radio show! 

 

Sigmund Gottfried Spaeth 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musicology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haverford_College
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sound_film
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Trespasser
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Trespasser
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gloria_Swanson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NBC
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Peter Graham 

Peter Graham's Concerto for Euphonium entitled "In League With Extraordinary 
Gentlemen” (2008) combines two of  his life interests - composition and 19th century 
popular fiction. Each of  the concerto’s three movements takes its musical inspiration from 
extraordinary characters who have transcended the original genre and have subsequently 
found mass audiences through film, television and comic book adaptations. The second 
movement of  the concerto is “The Final Problem”. “‘The Adventure of  the Final 
Problem’ is the title of  a short story published in ‘The Memoirs of  Sherlock Holmes’ by 
Arthur Conan Doyle. This is an account of  the great detective’s final struggle with his 
long-time adversary Professor Moriarty at the Reichenbach Falls in Switzerland. The 
music takes the form of  a slowed down ländler (a Swiss/Austrian folk dance) and various 
acoustic and electronic echo effects call to mind the alpine landscape. The final bars pose 
a question paralleling that of  Conan Doyle in the story — have we really seen the last of  
Sherlock Holmes?”   12

 

Peter Graham 

Listen to 'In League with Extraordinary Gentlemen' by Peter Graham at:  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTzoyQ6JxLs 

 http://www.justmusicuk.com/publications/catalogue/2320/quicksearch/solos 12

http://www.justmusicuk.com/publications/catalogue/2320/quicksearch/solos
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The Fine Arts Brass Ensemble 

The Fine Arts Brass Ensemble; Phoenix Saxophone Quartet; Angela Whelan, trumpet; 
Stephen Roberts, horn; James Rae, saxophones; Jennifer Partridge, piano, are a British 
brass ensemble formed in 1980. They  performed the “Sherlock Holmes Suite” on 
composer Carey Blyton’s “Sherlock Holmes meets Doctor Who” (1999) CD.  “Carey 13

Blyton (14 March 1932 – 13 July 2002) was a British composer and writer best known for 
his song ‘Bananas In Pyjamas’ (1969), which later (1992) became an Australian children's 
television series, and for his work on ‘Doctor Who’.”  14

Cary Blyton 

Fine Arts Brass Ensemble 

Listen to “A Sherlock Holmes Suite, Op.81: March: The Game's Afoot!” at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cEU5j_PW6j4 

 https://www.discogs.com/Carey-Blyton-Sherlock-Holmes-Meets-Dr-Who/release/426413613

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carey_Blyton14

https://www.discogs.com/Carey-Blyton-Sherlock-Holmes-Meets-Dr-Who/release/4264136
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carey_Blyton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bananas_In_Pyjamas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doctor_Who
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cEU5j_PW6j4
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Richard Arnell 

“Richard Arnell was an English composer of  classical music. Arnell composed in all the 
established genres for the concert stage, and his list of  works includes six completed 
symphonies (a seventh was realized by Martin Yates) and six string quartets. At the Trinity 
College of  Music, he "promoted a pioneering interest in film scores and electronic music" 
and jazz.”  Of  most interest to Sherlockians is the fact that Arnell composed the score 15

for Sadler Wells ballet “The Great Detective” (1953), which featured Sir Kenneth 
Macmillan as Sherlock Holmes and Stanley Holden as Dr. Watson. 
 

Richard Arnell 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Arnell15

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_classical_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martin_Yates
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trinity_College_of_Music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trinity_College_of_Music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Arnell
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Miklós Rózsa / Jascha Heifetz 

Miklós Rózsa composed his “Violin Concerto, Op. 24”, in 1953, following a request from 
the renowned violinist Jascha Heifetz. It premiered on January 15, 1956, in Dallas, Texas, 
with the Dallas Symphony Orchestra conducted by Walter Hendl, with Heifetz as soloist. 
The concerto was adapted by Billy Wilder for the 1970 film “The Private Life of  Sherlock 
Holmes”.  16

                                       Miklós Rózsa                Jascha Heifetz 

The Private Life of  Sherlock Holmes 

Listen to Miklós Rózsa’s “Violin Concerto, Op. 24” at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HKUPF8lnfOE 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Violin_Concerto_(Rózsa)16

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Violin_Concerto_(R%C3%B3zsa)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mikl%C3%B3s_R%C3%B3zsa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jascha_Heifetz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mikl%C3%B3s_R%C3%B3zsa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jascha_Heifetz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dallas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dallas_Symphony_Orchestra
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_Hendl
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Billy_Wilder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Private_Life_of_Sherlock_Holmes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Private_Life_of_Sherlock_Holmes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mikl%C3%B3s_R%C3%B3zsa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jascha_Heifetz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Private_Life_of_Sherlock_Holmes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mikl%C3%B3s_R%C3%B3zsa
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HKUPF8lnfOE
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Richard Fredrickson 

Double bassist Richard Fredrickson held a live performance of  Jon Deak's “Hound of  the 
Baskervilles” at the Fredericksburg Festival of  the Arts in 1991, in Fredericksburg, 
Virginia. 

Richard Fredrickson 

You can view Richard Fredrickson’s performance on Youtube at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gnL104PZpA 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gnL104PZpA
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Lutz Rath 

Cello-speaker Lutz Rath held a live performance of  Jon Deak's “Hound of  the 
Baskervilles” at the Le  Poisson Rouge for the Washington Square Music Festival Benefit, 
May 22, 2011, in New York City. 

Lutz Rath 

You can view Lutz Rath’s performance on Youtube at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mcnFAl7L_Dw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mcnFAl7L_Dw
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Evan Meier / E.M. Lewis / Daniel T. Curran 
"Sherlock Holmes and the Case of  the Fallen Giant” 

The opera “Sherlock Holmes and the Case of  the Fallen Giant” is a mash-up honoring 
the classic detective stories of  Sherlock Holmes in a romp through a fairy tale world to 
solve a mystery unlike any Holmes and Watson have encountered before. With a playful 
libretto by E. M. Lewis and mysterious score by Evan Meier, the game’s afoot! It was 
commissioned by the American Lyric Theater in 2017,  with Lawrence Edelson as the 
Producing Artistic Director.  It featured: Daniel Curran, tenor (Sherlock Holmes); Steven 
Eddy, baritone (Dr. John Watson);  Joshua Turchin, treble (Jack Bale); David Kravitz, 
baritone (Inspector Lestrade); Sharleen Joynt, soprano (Zamira); Blythe Gaissert, mezzo-
soprano (Anne Bale, Jack's mother); Jennifer Black, soprano (Merilee, the Giantess); 
Jorgeandres Camargo, bass (Blunderbore, the Giant). The musicians were, Ari Pelto, 
conductor; Matthew Stephens, pianist; Mila Henry, pianist; Ashley Jackson, harpist.  17

Daniel T. Curran 

“The game's afoot! A giant is dead, and his body lies at the base of  a great beanstalk. The 
police believe young Jack is responsible. But the boy insists that he's innocent, and begs 
the help of  the great detective Sherlock Holmes and his colleague, Dr. Watson. Can they 
untangle this magical mystery? "Sherlock Holmes and the Case of  the Fallen Giant" is an 
original story drawn from two well known sources: the characters in the beloved short 
stories of  Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, and the popular fairy-tale of  Jack and the Beanstalk, 
which originated more than 5,000 years ago, based on a widespread archaic story form 

 http://www.kaufmanmusiccenter.org/mch/event/insightalt-sherlock-holmes-the-case-of-the-17

fallen-giant/

http://www.kaufmanmusiccenter.org/mch/event/insightalt-sherlock-holmes-the-case-of-the-fallen-giant/
http://www.kaufmanmusiccenter.org/mch/event/insightalt-sherlock-holmes-the-case-of-the-fallen-giant/
http://www.kaufmanmusiccenter.org/mch/event/insightalt-sherlock-holmes-the-case-of-the-fallen-giant/
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which is now classified by folklorists as ATU 328 The Boy Who Stole Ogre's Treasure. As 
librettist Ellen Lewis explains, “We live in a mad, mad world — a cacophony of  
technology, a confusion of  ideas, a polarity of  politics.  It’s overwhelming for adults; how 
much more overwhelming must it be for young people?  Children’s literature, for the page 
and for the stage, has always had the power to help kids navigate their world.  It helps 
them find their own moral compass, empathize with others, and figure out what they 
want to be. “In our opera, the setting is Victorian and Magical — but the challenges that 
our young protagonist faces are timeless challenges.  Who do you go to for help when 
you’re in trouble?  What happens when the police are prejudiced against you?  Are there 
tools that can help you navigate the confusing world… make sense of  things?  In Sherlock 
Holmes, young Jack Bale finds a friend and mentor who sees him objectively, for who he 
is.  He finds someone who’s worldview can shift when necessary, because he seeks truth, 
and bases his decisions on facts, not prejudices.  He comes to understand that there can 
be complexity in the world — logic and magic don’t have to be an either/or proposition, 
there’s room for both. We hope that these themes will resonate with young audience 
members, while they enjoy the fun adventure story and the beautiful music.”  18

Sherlock Holmes and the Case of  the Fallen Giant 

Watch a piece from “Sherlock Holmes and the Case of  the Fallen Giant” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wFc-ePSUdkU 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wFc-ePSUdkU18

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wFc-ePSUdkU
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Ilja Hurník - featuring Josef  Kemr as Sherlock Holmes 
 “Symphony with the Boiler Strike” 

Czechoslovakian composer Ilja Hurník conducted  “Symphony with the Boiler 
Strike” (1980) with musicians Jaromír Spal, Josef  Kemr, Svatopluk Beneš, Jiří Hálek, Josef  
Chvalina, Miroslav Doležal andMarek Eben. It was a musical dramatization of  a short 
story from the Musical Sherlock collection, in which violinist Sherlock Holmes (Josef  
Kemr,) and the orchestra study Haydn's symphony “With the Strike of  the Cauldrons”. 
Ilja Hurník stated "These will be stories that Arthur Conan Doyle simply ignored because 
he did not understand. what happens in a detective when he kills his bow ... “. 

Ilja Hurník                                                       Josef  Kemr 

“Symphony with the Boiler Strike” 
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 Oscar Filippovich Knaub 

Russian Oscar F. Knaub composed “Sherlock Holmes ( Шерлок Холмс)”,  polonaise, 
sometime between 1908 - 1917. A  polonaise was a dignified ceremonial dance music 
popular form the 17th to 19th century, which often opened court balls and other royal 
functions. Played by the Paté Orchestra, it appeared on a Paté Record. Interestingly 
enough the record has a playing time of  exactly 2:21, could that be a planned nod to 
221B Baker Street? A sheet music for piano by O. F. Knaub, “The Mysterious Island”, 
waltz, opus 33 Samara, O. F. Knaub's music store, issue 1906-1911, uses the title of   Jules 
Verne's popular novel. A close examination of  the cover gives an unexpected result: the 
island depicted is not at all from Jules Verne, but is not quite an exact copy of  the famous 
painting of  the Swiss artist Arnold Böcklin "The Island of  the Dead”. 

Sherlock Holmes ( Шерлок Холмс) 

Listen to Knaub’s  “Sherlock Holmes ( Шерлок Холмс)” at:  
 https://www.russian-records.com/data/media/165/Orc._Pate_-_Sherlok_Xolms.mp3 

https://www.russian-records.com/data/media/165/Orc._Pate_-_Sherlok_Xolms.mp3
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Comedy Music (5) 

Flat 29 

Flat 29 released the CD “The Time Travelling Musical Adventures of  Sherlock Holmes: 
The Musical” in November of  2010. “… A feature length musical adventure starring 
everyone’s favorite crime solving time traveling duo – Sherlock Holmes and Professor 
Winston. To celebrate another successful lecture, Winston has taken his class out for 
dinner at his eatery of  choice, the chicken based restaurant Nandos. But after one piri piri 
sauce too many his robotic digestive system starts playing up, forcing him on a calamitous 
adventure through time to find the only possible cure for his affliction. But will he find an 
answer before it is too late? Or has Professor Winston said his last awwwwww shucks?”  19

Flat 29 are Dan P, Rich Green and Charlie Mosesson. They make beautiful and silly 
music together, as well as hosting comedy podcast, "Flat 29's Big Book of  Everything" 




Dan P, Rich Green and Charlie Mosesson 

Listen to “The Time Travelling Musical Adventures of  Sherlock Holmes: The Musical” 
at: https://flat29.bandcamp.com/album/the-time-travelling-musical-adventures-of-

sherlock-holmes-the-musical 

 https://flat29.bandcamp.com/album/the-time-travelling-musical-adventures-of-sherlock-19

holmes-the-musical

https://flat29.bandcamp.com/album/the-time-travelling-musical-adventures-of-sherlock-holmes-the-musical
https://flat29.bandcamp.com/album/the-time-travelling-musical-adventures-of-sherlock-holmes-the-musical
https://flat29.bandcamp.com/album/the-time-travelling-musical-adventures-of-sherlock-holmes-the-musical
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Bo Burnham 

American comedian Bo Burnham’s first album was “Bo Fo Sho” (2008).  The six-track 
comedy EP was released by Comedy Central Records, and charted well across the 
Billboard charts. In his title rap parody song “Bo Fo Sho”, naturally sherlock Holmes is 
referenced. 

 

Bo Burnham 

“Bo Fo Sho” 

Lyrics (partial) 

Poverty, racism, isn't it strange, 
Only the homeless are beggin' for change? 

I shocked Sherlock 
What, son? (Watson)  

Rosa Parks didn't call “shotgun"! 

See & Listen to Bo do “Bo Fo Sho” at:  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2LzgYWCgkZk 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comedy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bo_Burnham
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comedy_Central_Records
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bo_Burnham
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2LzgYWCgkZk
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Zach Sherwin & Kyle Mooney 

Zach Sherwin and Kyle Mooney lay down the rap as Sherlock Holmes And Doctor 
Watson in “Batman vs. Sherlock Holmes Rap Battle”. “Batman vs Sherlock Holmes is the 
twenty-sixth installment of  Epic Rap Battles of  History and the eleventh episode of  
Season 2. It features the greatest detective of  all time, Sherlock Holmes, rapping against 
the crime-fighter from the comic series of  the same name, Batman. It also features 
Sherlock's companion and friend, Dr. Watson, and Batman's side-kick and Boy Wonder, 
Robin. It was released on November 27th, 2012.”  20

Zach Sherwin and Kyle Mooney 

Watch “Batman vs. Sherlock Holmes Rap Battle” at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=17CLlZuiBkQ 

 http://epicrapbattlesofhistory.wikia.com/wiki/Batman_vs_Sherlock_Holmes#20

http://epicrapbattlesofhistory.wikia.com/wiki/Batman_vs_Sherlock_Holmes#
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“Batman vs. Sherlock Holmes Rap Battle” 

Lyrics  21

SHERLOCK HOLMES! VS BATMAN! BEGIN! 

Batman:  
Nice hat, dork, you look like a duck 

I had Alfred read your books, he told me they suck 
I'll crush your British nuts until they're bangers and mash I've seen better detective work in 

Tango & Cash 
You chump, I kick punks like you off  the streets 

While you and Velma here are solving Scooby Doo mysteries Nothing makes me laugh, but I 
bet your raps can 

So bring it on, bitch, I'm Batman! 

Sherlock Holmes: 
 I once met a rich fellow who smelled of  guano and pain 

Dr. Watson:  
Holmes explain 

Sherlock Holmes:  
I deduce this deuce stain as Bruce Wayne 

Dr. Watson:  
The billionaire? 

Sherlock Holmes:  
Yes, his wealth would allow this adversary of  ours To afford the toys he needs 

Dr. Watson:  
Since he has no superpowers! 

Sherlock Holmes:  
You want a battle, bat? Bring it then 

Dr. Watson:  
I heard he has a British butler 

Sherlock Holmes:  
Good! Then he'll be used to getting served by Englishmen! You're a wack vigilante black 

pantied spud with no skill My sidekick's a doctor 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1uPC2pIdz5M21

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1uPC2pIdz5M
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Dr. Watson: 
 Because his flows are so ill! 

Batman:  
Shut up, nerds, I serve justice, so eat it My sidekick only comes around 

Robin:  
When he's needed! 

Boy wonder make you wonder how your ass got killed Bite harder than those hounds down 
in Baskerville 

I'll blast you with that bat-whack-rap repellant Rappel a building,snatch a villain then by 
dinner be chilling Gotta secret about your homegirl Irene Adler 

Took her back to my nest, to bam pow kersplat her 
I'll shatter that fiddle with a chop of  the hand! 

Holy Conan Doyle, let's get 'em! Aw god damn! 

Batman:  
You're not smart, you're selfish, you endanger everyone's life 

Why don't you let your boyfriend here go home to his wife? Nobody likes you, not your 
brother, not your partner, not Scotland Yard! You'll die alone with no friends except that 

needle in your arm! 

Sherlock:  
This mustn't register on an emotional level... 

First, exploit childhood tragedy...then gesture with pipe... 
Watson finishes punchline...next, acknowledge compliment 

Conclude with killer catchphrase.... 
I believe your parent's homicide is why you mask your face 

You're shamed and traumatized and haunted by the vast disgrace 
Of  watching like a passive waste as momma died and daddy was dispatched with haste! 

Dr. Watson:  
Holmes, you've cracked the case! 

Sherlock Holmes:  
You're a bat shit crazy basket case! 

Dr. Watson:  
Bloody good rhymes! 

Sherlock Holmes:  
I've got tonnes! 

Dissing these dynamic douchebags was elementary, my dear Watson 
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Igor Khristenko (Игорь Христенко)  
"Distorting Mirror Theater" 

In the Russian TV program  "Distorting Mirror Theater" (Teatr "Krivoye Zerkalo", театр 
"Кривое зеркало”), Igor Khristenko (Игорь Христенко) Sherlock Holmes answered 
Mikhail Vashukov (Михаил Вашуков) Dr. Waton’s question of, “Who are you?” with a 
Sherlock Holmes parody song. There are also other parody songs in the skit. Actual 
duration of  the show is 91 min. A music and comedy variety show with skits interspersed.  
Show #68 aired 11 Sep. 2009.  Featured for parody are the various Sherlock Holmes 
stories, mostly the “Hound of  the Baskervilles, with a Russian twist using the Lensfilms  
Livanov Sherlock series music.   

Igor Khristenko 
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My Name is Sherlock Holmes 

Lyrics 

When the killer  
kills somebody in the dark 

covers his tracks and hides carefully 
so that nobody can find him 

In that moment, I appear deceptively 
And using the deductive method,  

I find all the criminals momentarily 
Ask every fog of  London 

Who is the best detective of  all time? 
Who smokes the pipe and plays violin? 

Everybody will answer to you: 
Of  course, Sherlock Holmes 

Sherlock Holmes, yes! 
Who doesn’t know him? 
Sherlock… Sherlock… 

Style guy from Baker Street. 
Ask any London fog 

Who is the best detective of  all-time? 
Who smokes the pipe and plays violin? 

Sherlock… Sherlock… 
Style guy from Baker Street. 

Sherlock… Sherlock… 
Style guy from Baker Street. 

Igor Khristenko (Игорь Христенко) 
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Paul Thomas Miller 

Paul Thomas Miller could be dubbed the Sherlockian World’s version of  Weird Al 
Yankovic. He is the founding and singular member of  The Shingle of  Southsea 
Holmesian Society; a group dedicated to all things Holmesian, based in the Portsmouth 
and Southsea area in the UK. His zany Yankovic Sherlockian twists to popular music are 
not only unique but hilarious. They must be listened to, to be believed. His tunes include 
“Meiringen”,  “Dr Watson Will Survive”,  “Afternoon Tea at 221b”,  “Howard Marion 
Crawford”,  “Bendy Holmes”, “Watson'll Be Lonely This Christmas”, “How I Survived 
Lockdown”, “The Case of  Lady Beryl”,  and an album titled “Now That's What I Call 
Sherlock Holmes”. 

   Paul Thomas Miller         

 “Now That's What I Call Sherlock Holmes” 

Listen to “Now That's What I Call Sherlock Holmes” at: 
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHzPZbt1E6U 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHzPZbt1E6U
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"Meiringen" by Abba Sparva - Sherlockians you must watch this one! Starring Brenda the 
Headless Mannequin as Sherlock Holmes. Based on an original idea by Brad Keefauver, 
with vocals by Paul Thomas Miller. 

“Meiringen” 

Listen to "Meiringen" at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAaL0paBWSs 

Miller’s song “Dr. Watson Will Survive” is a recently unearthed gramophone record made 
by Dr John H Watson around 1894.  

“Dr. Watson Will Survive” 

Listen to “Dr. Watson Will Survive” at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAaL0paBWSs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAaL0paBWSs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAaL0paBWSs
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“Afternoon Tea at 221b”-  “I deduce said Holmes, Watson’s feeling silly. He’s stripped 
right down and has painted his willy.” 

“Afternoon Tea at 221b” 

Listen to “Afternoon Tea at 221b” at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAaL0paBWSs 

“Howard Marion Crawford”-  “I like Howard Marion Crawford and his portrayal of  Dr  
Watson.” 

“Howard Marion Crawford” 

Watch “Howard Marion Crawford” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bugajTeaYBQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAaL0paBWSs
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“The Canon”-  “All sixty Sherlock Holmes stories listed to some repetitive "music".At last. 
How did we cope until now?” 

“The Canon” 

Watch “The Canon” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=srtCOEmPqoM 

“Bendy Holmes”-  “I got a bendy Holmes and did this with it.” 

“Bendy Holmes” 

Watch “Bendy Holmes” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bugajTeaYBQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=srtCOEmPqoM
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“Watson'll Be Lonely This Christmas”-  “That’s where I’ll be since you left me at the 
Reichenbach Falls” 

“Watson'll Be Lonely This Christmas” 

Watch “Watson'll Be Lonely This Christmas” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kf1wqtNK88s 

“The Case of  Lady Beryl”-  “Audio clips from Ronald Howard's "The Case of  Lady  
Beryl" set to music.” 

“The Case of  Lady Beryl” 

Watch “The Case of  Lady Beryl” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_wSUkAxMkE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kf1wqtNK88s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_wSUkAxMkE
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“How I Survived Lockdown” -  “A true story.” 

Sherlock Hound: curer of   depression - “How I Survived Lockdown” 

Watch “How I Survived Lockdown” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fpGG2qKjgj8 

“Bitter Butter”,  another great Paul Miller Sherlockian ditty, its only 1 minute listen! 

The parsley sank into the butter  
Abernetty's heart was all aflutter  

I arrested him, but he took it on the chin  
Cos the parsley had sunk into the butter  

“Bitter Butter” 

Watch “Bitter Butter” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fpGG2qKjgj8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fpGG2qKjgj8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fpGG2qKjgj8
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Andy Samberg -The Lonely Island 

Musically most famous for the viral  comedy music videos they created for Saturday Night 
Live” (2005-2013), including  “Jack Sparrow” (featuring Michael Bolton), “Motherlover” 
Motherlover (featuring Justin Timberlake), “Dick in a Box” (featuring Justin Timberlake), 
“Jizz in My Pants” “I'm on a Boat”,  “Like a Boss”, “I just had Sex”, and “YOLO”, 
Loney Island consisted of  Akiva Schaffer, Andy Samberg, and Jorma Taccone from 
California.  The Sherlock Holmes connection comes in the TV series “Brooklyn Nine-
Nine” episode “Game Night” (2017). In this episode Jake Peralta (Andy Samberg) claims 
to have changed his name legally to Detective Jacob Sherlock Peralta. Then in a 'Secret 
Santa' segment, Sherlock Peralta deduces and reveals the names everyone drew for their 
secret Santa presents. 

Detective Jacob Sherlock Peralta 

The Lonely Island 
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Country & Western (4) 
Dierks Bentley 

“British artists may have reinvented rock music in the ’60s, but the U.K. never really got 
around to touching the country genre. Both the twang and the iconography (blue jeans, 
tractors, whiskey) of  country music remains strictly American. James Corden attempted 
to fix that on Thursday by recruiting Luke Bryan and Dierks Bentley, who will host the 
American Country Music Awards on Sunday, to create a British country song. 
The hilarious result, ‘Honky Tonk in the U.K.’ involved the musicians dressing like 
Sherlock Holmes and a Queen’s Guard, while Corden decked himself  in full Hamilton-
style King George regalia.”  Even Benedict Cumberbatch of  “Sherlock” is tagged in the 22

lyrics! 

Dierks Bentley 

Watch Honky Tonk in the UK w/ Luke Bryan & Dierks Bentley at: 
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ToaJOzQTsuw 

 http://www.ew.com/article/2016/04/01/luke-bryan-dierks-bentley-british-country-song22

http://www.ew.com/article/2016/03/28/jonathan-groff-hamilton-rory-omalley
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ToaJOzQTsuw
http://www.ew.com/article/2016/04/01/luke-bryan-dierks-bentley-british-country-song
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Merle Travis 

On his album "Guitar Rags and a Too Fast Past" 1943-55 Vol. 4 pub.1994 - track 7 is 
called "Little Miss Sherlock Holmes”. “Merle Travis (November 29, 1917 – October 20, 
1983) was an American country and western singer, songwriter, and guitarist born in 
Rosewood, Kentucky. His song's lyrics often discussed both the lives and the economic 
exploitation of  American coal miners. Among his many well-known songs are "Sixteen 
Tons," "Re-Enlistment Blues," "I am a Pilgrim," and "Dark as a Dungeon."However, it is 
his unique guitar style, still called Travis Picking by guitarists, as well as his interpretations 
of  the rich musical traditions of  his native Muhlenberg County, Kentucky, for which he is 
best known today. "Travis Picking" is a syncopated style of  guitar fingerpicking rooted in 
ragtime music in which alternating chords and bass notes are plucked by the thumb while 
melodies are simultaneously plucked by the index finger. He was inducted into the 
Nashville Songwriters Hall of  Fame in 1970 and elected to the Country Music Hall of 
Fame in 1977.”  23

Merle Travis 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Merle_Travis23

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Merle_Travis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Country_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rosewood,_Kentucky
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sixteen_Tons
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sixteen_Tons
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dark_as_a_Dungeon
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Travis_Picking&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhlenberg_County,_Kentucky
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Travis_Picking&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pattern_picking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nashville_Songwriters_Hall_of_Fame
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Country_Music_Hall_of_Fame
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Country_Music_Hall_of_Fame
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Richard Grossman 

The song is titled “Just  Call Me Sherlock”, with words and music by Richard Grossman 
(1987).  We have the lyrics and have listened to the song, but YouTube has removed it? 

“Just  Call Me Sherlock” 

Lyrics 

Your good old girls night out 
was almost every day 

And when I’d turn the light out 
You’d turn the other way 

When you were workin’ overtime 
I never saw an extra dime 

You’d think I would have seen the truth 
I guess that I must be the world’s worst sleuth 

Just call me Sherlock Holmes 
Baby, I sure thought I had a lock on you 

Just call me Sherlock Holmes 
Now you’re in love with Watson, I presume 

I never suspected a single thing you said 
I never detected that your love for me was dead 

I never solved the mystery 
Till you said we were history 

Now your about to change your name 
Well baby maybe I should do the same 

Just call me Sherlock Holmes 
Baby, I sure thought I had a lock on you 

Just call me Sherlock Holmes 
Now you’re in love with Watson, I presume 

I couldn’t solve the mystery 
Till you said we were history 

Now your about to change your name 
Well baby maybe I should do the same 

Just call me Sherlock Holmes 
Baby, I sure thought I had a lock on you 

Just call me Sherlock Holmes 
I couldn’t tell that you were tellin’ lies 

Till he got you and I got wise 
Now you’re in love with Watson, I presume 
Now you’re in love with Watson, I presume 
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Bill Kirchen 

“Hounds of  the Bakersfield" is a song originally written by Bill Kirchen as  
a tribute to Merle Haggard, and Kirchen now plays, tours, and records with  
a group of  the same name.  Wikipedia adds William Knight "Bill" Kirchen (born June 29, 
1948) is an American guitarist, singer and songwriter. He was a member of  
Commander Cody and His Lost Planet Airmen from 1967 to the mid-1970s. Guitar 
Player Magazine called him the ‘Titan of  the Telecaster. Another one of  the tracks of  
“Hounds of  the Bakersfield” is "When the Cowboy Sings,” in which he mentions 
Sherlock Holmes.  

Hounds of  the Bakersfield 

See Bill Kirchen’s Ashland Coffee & Tea, Ashland VA, 9 December 2015 performance of  
“Hounds of  the Bakersfield” at: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_liabtumps 
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Dance Music (5) 

Bee Gees 

At one time when you heard Bee Gees you thought Brother Gibbs, Barry, Robin &  
Maurice. You remember tight harmonies, disco music, and “Stayin Alive”. You thought 
John Travolta, don’t tell me you didn’t! Then this fellow James Moriarty showed up in a  
BBC show called “Sherlock”, with that amazing Bee Gee’s song as his ringtone, so now 
what do you think? 

 

NOW 

THEN 

See Moriarty ‘Stayin’ Alive’ on Youtube at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l19W5VuCk40 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l19W5VuCk40
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Stanislav Niyazmetov - Russian Dancemob 

“In case you needed further evidence that the Sherlock fandom is populated by some of  
the most creative and, frankly, fun people around, look no further than this new fan 
tribute from Russia. Several hundred fans in St. Petersburg gathered to pay tribute to 
their favorite show, and since it’s 2014 now and it’s what people do because the internet 
exists, they put together an intricate dance routine and filmed it for YouTube. 
And it’s awesome. Seriously, this will be one of  the coolest things you see this week.  
In theory, this is a flashmob, much like any other group of  seemingly-random people who 
suddenly pop up to perform a synchronized dance routine something like The Sound of  
Music. However, these Sherlock fans take the flashmob concept and turn it right up to 
one hundred, creating a truly amazing tribute extravaganza that reenacts the major plot 
points from all three seasons. It features dancers dressed up as Sherlock, John, Moriarty, 
Irene Adler, and a lady in pink, along with piped in dialogue from the series itself,  a 
signature ringtone you’ll probably recognize, and several hundred Russian fans in “I am 
SHER-locked” shirts all getting down.”  Stanislav Niyazmetov as Sherlock. 24

 

Stanislav Niyazmetov 

Watch I Am Sherlocked DanceMob Saint-Petersburg at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cqlFjX3lpz0 

 http://blogs.weta.org/tellyvisions/2014/05/14/watch-sherlock-fans-put-amazing-flashmob-dance-routine-russia24

http://blogs.weta.org/tellyvisions/2014/05/14/watch-sherlock-fans-put-amazing-flashmob-dance-routine-russia
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQLCZOG202k
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQLCZOG202k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cqlFjX3lpz0
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Hive Riot 

The third track of  Hive Riot’s preview album “Hive Riot” (2016) is titled “Sherlock”. 
“Hive Riot issynthy, dance-fueled party hosted by the electric alchemy that is Dustin 
Gledhill and Mindy Gledhill.” 

Hive Riot - Dustin Gledhill and Mindy Gledhill 

Listen to Hive Riot’s “Sherlock at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DeiWmnvzc08 

Sherlock 

Lyrics (Partial) 

Chorus: 
You’re the Sherlock that solves my mysteries.  

And I won’t stop until I’ve locked up your heart and swallowed the key  
Swallowed the key. Oh, oh. 
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Oscar Knaub - Orchestra Paté 

This old (circa early 1900s) 90 rpm record titled “Sherlock Holmes Polonaise” is from 
Russian composer Oscar (Filippovich) Knaub (1866-1920)  and was performed by the 
Paté Orchestra. Oscar Knaub helped ‘polish’ the waltz and thanks to his efforts the waltz 
began to spread rapidly throughout Russia. The album in the photograph is from the 
collection of  From the collection of  Andrei Minkin, Barnaul, Russia. 

Sherlock Holmes Polonaise 
 

Oscar Knaub 

Watch I Am Sherlocked DanceMob Saint-Petersburg at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cqlFjX3lpz0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cqlFjX3lpz0
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David Keno - Steve Cole  

Berlin based house label run by David Keno with artist Steve Cole released the album 
“Invisible Threat” (2020) whips a seven minute fifteen minute dance track titled 
“Sherlock”. 

  Steve Cole                                     David Keno  

Sherlock 

Listen to Steve Cole’s “Sherlock” at: 
https://kenorecords.bandcamp.com/album/invisible-threat 
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Easy Listening (6) 

The Rat Pack 

The Rat Pack was a group of  entertainers, singers and actors, closely associated with the 
city of  Las Vegas from the 1950’s through the 1970’s, led by Frank Sinatra, and including 
fellow performers Sammy Davis Jr., Dean Martin, Joey Bishop, and Peter Lawford. Other 
than Joey Bishop, each of  the rat packer’s had brushes with Sherlock Holmes. 

Peter, Dean, Sammy, & Frank 

Frank Sinatra 

On "The Frank Sinatra Show" (1951), Sherlock Holmes, Basil Rathbone helped Frank 
Sinatra find his missing bow tie.  

Frank Sinatra & Basil Rathbone 

See the humorous clip of  Frank Sinatra with Sherlock Holmes at: 
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZL_9uwbrpWg 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Sinatra
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dean_Martin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joey_Bishop
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Lawford
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Sinatra
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Dean Martin 

In “The Colgate Comedy Hour” (1952) Dean Martin encountered  Jerry Lewis as 
Sherlock Fink in a skit about Dean’s pending wedding. 

Jerry Lewis & Dean Martin 

See the humorous clip of  Dean Martin with Sherlock Fink at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qcsy8dIQNl4 

Sammy Davis Jr. 

Yes, the ‘Candy Man’ singer played Sherlock Jones for a sketch in the “NBC 
Follies” (1973), with fellow Rat Packer Peter Lawford along side as Dr. Watson 

 

Peter Lawford & Sammy Davis Jr. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dean_Martin
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qcsy8dIQNl4
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Peter Lawford 

Peter Lawford’s first run in with Sherlock Holmes was in an uncredited appearance as a 
sailor in the film “Sherlock Holmes Faces Death” (1943), starring Basil Rathbone as 
Sherlock Holmes and Nigel Bruce as Dr. Watson. He would later get the chance to play 
both Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson on TV.  For a sketch in the “NBC Follies” (1973) 
Lawford would be Dr. Watson, to Sammy Davis Jr.’s Sherlock Jones. Then on as episode 
of  Fantasy Island in 1982 titled “Save Sherlock Holmes”, Peter Lawford would play 
Sherlock Holmes, with none other than song and dance man Donald O’Connor as his Dr. 
Watson. 
 

Peter Lawford & Sammy Davis Jr. 

 

Peter Lawford  
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Anthony Newley 

Anthony Newley (1931 – 1999) was an English actor, singer and songwriter. Newley 
achieved success as a performer in such diverse fields as rock and roll and stage and 
screen acting. As a recording artist he enjoyed a dozen Top 40 entries on the UK Singles 
Chart between 1959 and 1962, including two number one hits.  Newley played Sherlock 
Holmes in a salute to movie detectives skit in “The Carol Burnett Show”, episode seven, 
season fourteen. Newley of  course was also the long-time song-writing partner of  Leslie 
Bricusse.  

 Anthony Newley 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rock_and_roll
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UK_Singles_Chart
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UK_Singles_Chart
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Electronic Music - Glitch (5) 

MrSolidSnake745 - Anand Jain 

He simply calls it “Sherlock Holmes - Discombobulate on Eight Floppy Drives”.  I call it 
brilliant. A great use of  floppy discs, binary, my dear Watson. Anand Jain explains it, “I’m 
just a guy who has way too many interests in different things. Three of  them happened to 
be music, electronics, and programming. Thus I produced a video where I made 3 drives 
play the Imperial March theme back in October of  2011. Since then I've expanded to 8 
drives and have vastly improved the quality of  my videos and arrangements.”  25

Anand Jain 

Watch:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qo8te_WZC64 

 https://www.patreon.com/MrSolidSnake74525

https://www.patreon.com/MrSolidSnake745
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qo8te_WZC64
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Blue Midnight Highway - Erich Burger 

Now a part of  the electronic music scene with his new band “Blue Midnight Highway”, 
Erich Burger recalls his first band was a punk rock band, "The Irregulars” out of  Toledo, 
Ohio,  inspired by the comic book  "Baker Street”. In an interview Erich stated 
“Musically, my 1st was a four-piece punk band called the Irregulars (featuring Brian 
Sullivan on drums, Eric Skowron on bass, Bill Bischoff  on guitar, myself  on vocals). The 
name came from the comic that was about a punk rock Sherlock Holmes called ‘Baker 
Street’ created by Guy Davis out of  Ann Arbor, that was out in the 80s.”  26

Baker Street by Guy Davis 

Blue Midnight Highway - Erich Burger 

 http://www.toledo.com/creative-natives/archived/erich-burger/26

http://www.toledo.com/creative-natives/archived/erich-burger/
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Lionrock 

“An Instinct for Detection’ is the debut studio album by Lionrock, the band formed by 
Manchester DJ, remixer and producer Justin Robertson. It was released in the UK on 
April 6, 1996, and an extended version with added bonus tracks and remixes was released 
in the United States in 1998.”  Just check out the album cover, Holmes! 27

 

Justin Robertson 

"Wilmslow Road” 

Lyrics  (partial) 

I suppose it would be futile to try to persuade you to join me 
You suppose correctly! 

A pity! Together, what triumphs we might have achieved! And I do so deplore the waste. 
So illogical. Goodbye Mr. Sherlock Holmes! 

Listen to "Wilmslow Road” : 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQALjI2zRN8 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/An_Instinct_for_Detection27

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lionrock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manchester
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DJ
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Remixer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Music_producer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Justin_Robertson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bonus_track
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Justin_Robertson
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQALjI2zRN8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/An_Instinct_for_Detection
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Fluke 

Progressive History X is a compilation album by British electronica group Fluke, first 
released in July 2001. In the song “Tosh (Gosh)” Sherlock Holmes is referred to as 
Sherlock Super sleuth. Fluke are an English electronic music group formed in the late 
1980s by Mike Bryant, Jon Fugler and Mike Tournier with Julian Nugent as the band's 
manager. 

 

 Fluke 

“Tosh (Gosh)” 

Lyrics (partial) 

Super deluxe fit, super shuttle trip 
Super weekend break, super move to make 
Sherlock super sleuth, super channel news 

Future super race, super heavy weight 
Super sexy stars, superficial farce 
Superceding all, super 4 point 4 

Super 2 point 2, super me and you 
On a super charge, living super fast 

Listen to “Tosh (Gosh)” at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8uQ9GxVXDBA 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compilation_album
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronica
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluke_(band)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mike_Bryant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jon_Fugler
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mike_Tournier
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluke_(band)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8uQ9GxVXDBA
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Rhythmic Manifold 

I know very little about the group Rhythmic Manifold other than the fact that they 
describe themselves as music as Electronica / Techno, Trance, Dance, Disco, New Age, 
R&B / Rock, and they are from New Delhi, India. On their Facebook page, in 2012, they 
posted a number titled “Sherlock” with the comment: ‘For all Sherlock Holmes fans!’.  

Rhythmic Manifold - Featured Song: Sherlock 

Listen to Rhythmic Manifold’s “Sherlock” at:  
https://www.reverbnation.com/rhythmicmanifold/song/12510912-sherlock?

fb_og_action=reverbnation_fb:unknown&fb_og_object=reverbnation_fb:song&player_cli
ent_id=j29dsi7kl&utm_campaign=a_public_songs&utm_content=reverbnation_fb:song&

utm_medium=facebook_og&utm_source=reverbnation_fb:unknown 
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European Music (Folk / Pop) (6) 

Laima Vaikule (Лайма Вайкуле) 

Laima Vajkule (Лайма Вайкуле) (1954-) is a Latvian pop singer, actress. most  
remembered for her song “Sherlock Holmes” (Šerloks Holmss). The song was  
featured on her first album, “Vernissage” (ВЕРНИСАЖ) (1987). She reached the  
peak of  popularity in the mid to late 80’s of  the last century. American producer Stan  
Cornelius in 1989 invited the singer in the United States. There she was 7 months  
working on the album and was recorded in the studio of  Michael Sembello. In the  
U.S. Vajkule signed a contract, with the well-known record company MCA/GRP.  
In the same year came to U.S. TV screens documentary about Lyme Vajkule, which  
was filmed by the studio and American filmmakers. Western press dubbed Liama  
"Russian Madonna". 

Laima Vajkule 

WatŠerloks Holmss video (1988) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fzM1xrF-VWU 
Шерлок Холмс video (2012):  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ldq_5-AP5uI 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ldq_5-AP5uI
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Elena Kamburova (Елена Камбурова) 

Elena Kamburova’s lovely song “Have you really not been to London, sir ?!” was the 
opening song for the film “My Dearly Beloved Detective” (1986) - a comedy about the 
adventures of  Shirley Holmes and Jane Watson.  

 

Elena Kamburova 

Elena Kamburova https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AjY4Q2-U80s 

See “My Dearly Beloved Detective” at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=vphyWrz4Vv4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AjY4Q2-U80s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vphyWrz4Vv4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vphyWrz4Vv4
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Have you really not been to London, sir ?! 

Lyrics 
It can not be! 

Maybe you just forgot! 
Piccadilly, Hyde Park, 

City, Trafalgar Square ... 
Haven’t you walked pass them all ?! 

Oh, this London fog! 
It turns the city into the jungle, 

where the ladies are driven to their homes 
by imperturbable constables. 

Oh, this London fog! 
It is not that hard to mistake 

somebody's pocket, with your own, 
it also happens mutually! 

It can’t be Gentleman, 
Don’t pretend that you 

don’t remember Dickens 
or  Jerome! 

Piccadilly, Hyde Park, 
Finally, Baker Street! 

You know it all so well, 
So make yourself  at home! 

Oh, this London fog! 
Unique, let's say it straight! 

It’s like Notre Dame for the French! 
and Fujiyama for the Japanese! 
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Die Printzen (The Princes) 

On the 1991 album “Das Leben ist Grausam”, Die Printzen's  in the song "Mein Bester 
Freund”, the words are German, but Sherlock Holmes is clearly English! Translation; 
“my best friend is Sherlock Holmes”. “Die Prinzen is a German music group. (Not to be 
confused with the Estonian band The Princes.) The band is made up of  former members 
of  the Thomanerchor (a choir of  the Thomaskirche, St. Thomas' Church) in Leipzig, 
Germany, where Johann Sebastian Bach was music director for many years.”  28

 

  Die Printzen 

"Mein Bester Freund” 

Lyrics (partial) 

Mein bester Freund, 
Das ist nicht irgendwer. 

Mein bester Freund, 
Ist keiner von den Stones. 

Mein bester Freund, 
Das ist nicht irgendwer. 

Mein bester Freund 
Ist Sherlock Holmes 

Listen to "Mein Bester Freund”  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f7DyDTYAb3g 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Die_Prinzen28

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Germany
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Princes_(band)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomanerchor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Choir
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomaskirche
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leipzig
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johann_Sebastian_Bach
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f7DyDTYAb3g
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Die_Prinzen
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Alisa Tumanova (Алиса Туманова) 

Laima Vajkule (Лайма Вайкуле) move over, you have a challenger for the cutest  
singer of  the song “Sherlock Holmes”. Let’s just call this video ‘Russia’s Got  
Talent’ (2013), since it appears the adorable Alisa Tumanova  (Алиса Туманова) is  
dressed as Sherlock Holmes and singing the song Sherlock Holmes in a talent contest  
of  some sort. 

Alisa Tumanova 

See Alisa in the Russian Talent Show at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H6ayVjuLouM 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H6ayVjuLouM
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Mikhail EzhoFF 

Mikhail Ezhoff  (Михаил Ежов) is the creator of  the popular project EzhoFF Band. One 
of  his songs is titled Selden and the Hound of  the Baskervilles (Селден и собака 
Баскервилей). In a Youtube video Mikhail can be singing the song at the club 
Manhattan, St. Petersburg (в клубе Манхеттен, Санкт-Петербург).  Recently Mikhail 
Ezhoff  emigrated to the Czech Republic.  

Mikhail Ezhoff  

Listen to “Selden and the Hound of the Baskerville” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lhw2Gl7n4L8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lhw2Gl7n4L8
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Heavy Metal - Hard Rock (5) 

Ratt 

Ratt's song "Heads I Win, Tails You Lose" on the album “Detonator” (1990) has Sherlock 
Holmes in it’s lyrics, not to mention Jon Bon Jovi doing the background vocals for the 
song also! Detonator (1990) was the fifth studio album by the American metal band Ratt. 

 

Ratt 

"Heads I Win, Tails You Lose” 

Lyrics (partial) 

Heads I win, tails you lose 
I may not be Sherlock 
But you ain't got a clue 

Heads I win, tails you lose 
I may not be a doctor 
But you're sick as a flu 

Listen to Ratt's song "Heads I Win, Tails You Lose” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gLoyiTi-Vg8 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Studio_album
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ratt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gLoyiTi-Vg8
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                     Sir Christopher Lee 

Yes, that Christopher Lee, the actor who has been in more feature films then any other 
actor. Yes, that Christopher Lee, who was Sir Henry Baskerville in “Hound of  the 
Baskervilles” (1959), with Peter Cushing as Sherlock Holmes. Who was Sherlock Holmes 
in “Sherlock Holmes un das Halsband des Todes (Sherlock Holmes and the Deadly 
Necklace)” (1962). Who was Mycroft Holmes in Billy Wilder’s “The Private Life of  
Sherlock Holmes” (1970), with Robert Stephens as Sherlock Holmes. And who was once 
again Sherlock Holmes in “Sherlock Holmes and the Leading Lady” (1991) and “Incident 
at Victoria Falls” (1992).  Sir Christopher Lee heavy metal performer! 

Sir Christopher Lee 

Charlemagne: By the Sword and the Cross 

Listen & watch Sir Christopher Lee: "The Bloody Verdict of  Verden” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvKRbi2ovDY 

“Always noted as an actor for his deep, strong voice, Lee was also known for his singing 
ability, recording various opera and musical pieces between 1986 and 1998, and the 
symphonic metal album ‘Charlemagne: By the Sword and the Cross’ in 2010, after 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charlemagne:_By_the_Sword_and_the_Cross
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symphonic_metal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charlemagne:_By_the_Sword_and_the_Cross
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having worked with several metal bands since 2005. The heavy metal follow-up 
‘Charlemagne: The Omens of  Death’ was released on 27 May 2013, Lee's 91st birthday. 
He was honored with the "Spirit of  Metal" award at the 2010 Metal Hammer Golden 
Gods Awards ceremony… In December 2012, he released an EP of  heavy metal covers 
of  Christmas songs called ‘A Heavy Metal Christmas’. He released a second in December 
2013, entitled ‘A Heavy Metal Christmas Too’. With the song ‘Jingle Hell’, Lee entered 
the Billboard Hot 100 chart at #22, thus becoming the oldest living performer to ever 
enter the music charts, at 91 years and 6 months…Lee released a third EP of  covers in 
May 2014, to celebrate his 92nd birthday, called ‘Metal Knight’, in addition to a cover of  
‘My Way’, it contains ‘The Toreador March’, inspired by the opera Carmen, and the 
songs ‘The Impossible Dream’ and ‘I Don Quixote’ from the Don Quixote musical Man 
of  La Mancha. Lee was inspired to record the latter songs because, ‘as far as I am 
concerned, Don Quixote is the most metal fictional character that I know’. His fourth EP 
and third annual Christmas release came in December 2014, as he put out ‘Darkest 
Carols, Faithful Sing’, a playful take on ‘Hark! The Herald Angels Sing…On the self-
titled debut album by Hollywood Vampires, a supergroup consisting of  Johnny Depp, 
Alice Cooper, and Joe Perry, Lee is featured as a narrator in the track ‘The Last Vampire’. 
Being recorded shortly before his death, this marks Lee's final appearance on a musical 
record.”  29

Charlemagne: The Omens of  Death      Metal Knight           A Heavy Metal Xmas 

Watch Sir Christopher Lee explains how he almost became an Opera Singer and how his 
voice was inherited from his ancestors and his singing history in film at:  

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WellcnLE4Pc 

Listen to 'Darkest Carols, Faithful Sing'  at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-TnFIDKyX50 

Listen to Christopher Lee "Metal Knight” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L-DTNRoL95o 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christopher_Lee29

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christopher_Lee
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_metal_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charlemagne:_The_Omens_of_Death
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metal_Hammer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metal_Hammer_Golden_Gods_Awards
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metal_Hammer_Golden_Gods_Awards
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extended_play
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/My_Way
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Impossible_Dream_(The_Quest)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Don_Quixote
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Man_of_La_Mancha
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charlemagne:_The_Omens_of_Death
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WellcnLE4Pc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L-DTNRoL95o
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Iron Maiden - Bruce Dickinson 

Bruce Dickinson is the lead singer of  the British heavy metal band Iron Maiden. Iron 
Maiden are considered one of  the most successful heavy metal bands in history. In a early 
Iron Maiden promo photo Dickinson is dressed as Sherlock Holmes. In his  photo leaning 
on a lamp post his long hair flows out from under a deerstalker. 

Bruce Dickinson 
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Woodlark 

Woodlark are a Heavy Metal / Hard Rock from Germany. “Sherlock Holmes” is a track 
from their  “The Ascension” (2019) album. The group consists of  Einar McCarthy, 
Vocals, Achim Schreiner, Guitars, Bass and Keyboards, and Lee Steinmetz, Drums. 

    “The Ascension” 

Woodlark

Hear Woodlark singing Sherlock Holmes” at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gun47t0hFIY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gun47t0hFIY
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The Erkonauts 

The Erkonauts are a heavy metal band who emerged from Switzerland in 2014. Think of  
a Prog version of  Motorhead that sometimes lean towards Gojira, sometimes toward 
Mastodon, sometimes even New Model Army; the sound landscape of  The Erkonauts is 
that vast. In 2020, the Erkonauts unleashed an animated video for their Sherlock Holmes 
inspired song “Five Orange Seeds”, taken from album “I Want It To End”, released on 1 
October 2020.


“Five Orange Seeds” 



The Erkonauts 

Listen to and watch the Erkonauts’ “Five Orange Seeds” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LpDFbgfQazc 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LpDFbgfQazc
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Hip Hop / Rap (33) 

Sherlock Bones 

“After producing music for little more than a year, Sherlock Bones put together put 
together a first release titled ‘No Rulers’ (2005) an uncornered sketchbook of  vinyl sample 
experiments, re-formed beat breaks and rhymes along-side Captain Bukioe (later to be of  
Running Punch and Rum Committee fame).”  There doesn’t seem to be any relevance 30

apart from rapper's name. 

Sherlock Bones 

Listen to Sherlock Bones at: https://www.youtube.com/user/sherlockbonesmusic 

 http://sherlockbones.co.uk/music-production/no-rulers30

http://sherlockbones.co.uk/music-production/no-rulers
https://www.youtube.com/user/sherlockbonesmusic
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Sherlock 

“Sherlock was a Swedish hip hop group, active between 1995 and 1997. In addition to a 
handful of  singles gave the (1997) released the album “Made To Measure”. Although the 
group did not achieve any major commercial success during his time had a great 
influence on Swedish hiphop in the coming years through the collective Natural Bond, as 
well as guest appearances on Petters and Teddybears Sthlm records and performances. 
Members of  the group were initially rappers Infrared (Oskar Franzén), Pee Wee (André 
Möllerfors) and Speed Knock and producer Seb-Rock (Sebastian Woolgar). Shortly 
before the album's recording Franzén was replaced by Thomas Infrared Rusiak.”  There 31

doesn’t seem to be any relevance apart from group's name. 

Infrared, Pee Wee and Speed Knock and producer Seb-Rock 

Listen to Sherlock at:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=urUcKLwjdlY 

 https://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sherlock_(musikgrupp)31

https://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sherlock_(musikgrupp)
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Honza Peroutka 

Honza Peroutka performed as Sherlock Holmes with Rest as Watson, in a music video for 
the album “Pranks” (Klukovina) song “People” (Lidi) (2013). “Honza Peroutka, real name 
Jan Peroutka, is a Czech rapper and music composer from Prague. He is a son of  the 
famous Czech drummer Milan Peroutka, from the legendary group Olympic, who 
tragically died in 2013.”   32

Honza Peroutka 

Watch Honza Peroutka’s  “People” at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=suwE2ljY2l0 

 https://www.discogs.com/artist/3688963-Honza-Peroutka32

https://www.discogs.com/artist/3688963-Honza-Peroutka
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Jordan Allen-Dutton and Erik Weiner 

Jordan Allen-Dutton and Erik Weiner rapped the song “The Crazy Adventures of  
Wassup Holmes”, a parody of  “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”, on ‘Scratch & Burn’, an 
American musical sketch comedy and variety show that aired on MTV in 2002. The 
show stars rappers and actors Jordan Allen-Dutton, GQ,  JAQ , and Erik Weiner. The 
vast majority of  the skits on the program features stories or concepts that are portrayed 
through rapping.  33

Jordan Allen-Dutton and Erik Weiner 

You are going to have to watch and listen to this Hound to believe it at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQQJ1OhARWk 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scratch_and_Burn33

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MTV
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The Crazy Adventures of  Wassup Holmes 

Lyrics  34

It was a stormy night, the house rocked with wind 
my trusty sidekick Watson walked on in 

wassup Holmes? what son? 
there’s a man here to see you 

Jimmy Mortimer, it’s a pleasure to meet you 
I’m sorry to say but I’ve been given quite a shock 

that and lightning seems to crackle every time I talk 
I’ve come from Baskerville’s where a murder’s taken place 

well did you see who did it? I thought I caught the face 
of  an enormous dog ten times the normal size 

blood dripping from his teeth and the devil in his eyes 
well I’ll have to change my drawers but then we can go 

wassup Holmes… what’s up man? 
there’s more you should know 

I saw converse footprints on the ground by the dead man 
wat son? converse footprints Watson you heard what I said 

no im talking to my sidekick Watson, oh 
wassup Holmes? Watson, yes? let’s go 

they’re off  on a mystery 
their feet are blistery 

off  to Baskerville for clues they’ll comb 
might stop for direction or female inspection 

the crazy adventures of  Wassup Holmes 
here’s the dead body 
yup dead as a ghost 

Watson, wassup Holmes 
look through your telescope 

see if  you see anything strange or slightly funny 
I’ll inspect the body check the wallet for money 

all I see is a big dog and a man in Chuck Taylor’s 
oh and a couple little girls dressed up as sailors 

hmm girls dressed as sailors well that sounds suspicious 
lets go sniff  around for evidence 

mmm delicious 
What’s up girls? wassup Holmes? 

kill anyone today? no, we’ve just been here 
rehearsing our school play 

 http://bakerstreetbabes.tumblr.com/post/13548550536/wassup-holmes-a-rap-version-of-sherlock-holmes34

http://bakerstreetbabes.tumblr.com/post/13548550536/wassup-holmes-a-rap-version-of-sherlock-holmes
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we’re all on a submarine and we all play seamen 
I’ll have to change my drawers but now I’m believing 
that these girls didn’t do it, these girls are not guilty 

wassup Holmes, Watson? he’s running up the hill, see? 
fast on his trail but Holmes the girls want some 

oh you can’t, why not, elementary school my dear Watson 
back on the trail again, trying to jail him 

all around Baskerville they’ll roam 
stopping for just a snack 

talking ’bout this and that 
the crazy adventures of  Wassup Holmes 
hold it right there I’ll never be caught 

go sick ‘em boy okay maybe not 
I guess you can catch me, I’m afraid you’re arrested 

Is this the dog you saw Jimmy? 
I don’t know, lets test him here puppy puppy 

that’s the one, that’s proof  positive 
wassup Holmes what son we did it you’re right 

what, you know how it goes 
so pack up my pipe cuz this case is closed! 

off  to the jail house 
then to the ale house 

for a couple beers with lots of  foam 
the crook’s fate was sternly met 

Jimmy got a tourniquet 
thus ends the tale of  Wassup Holmes 

What Son 
What Son 
What Son 
What Son 
What Son 
What Son 
What Son 

Wassup Holmes  35

 http://bakerstreetbabes.tumblr.com/post/13548550536/wassup-holmes-a-rap-version-of-sherlock-holmes35

http://bakerstreetbabes.tumblr.com/post/13548550536/wassup-holmes-a-rap-version-of-sherlock-holmes
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Fu-Schnickens 

“Fu-Schnickens were an American hip-hop trio, composed of  Chip Fu (Roderick 
Roachford), Moc Fu (Joe Jones), and Poc Fu (Lennox Maturine). Fu stood for unity and 
schnicken was a made-up word that meant coalition. Similar to Das EFX for its 
cartoonish lyrics and near-constant allusions to pop culture staples, it was the first hip hop 
group to rhyme in backward fashion. The Fu-Schnickens' popularity was brief  but 
significant in hip hop history. Its best known track is 1993's ‘What's up, Doc? (Can We 
Rock),’ which featured basketball star ’.”  So naturally a pop culture staple like Sherlock 36

Holmes showed up in the lyrics to "True Fuschnick”, a song which was recorded for the 
group's debut album “F.U. Don't Take It Personal” (1992). 

Fu-Schnickens 

True Fuschnick  

Lyrics (partial) 
I'm a rowdy roddy piper I flash my dread Sherlock Holmes 

The thicker the richer the bigger the dread 

Listen to Fu-Schnickens - True Fuschnick at:  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bGGTvpc584E 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fu-Schnickens36

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hip-hop_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Das_EFX
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pop_culture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basketball
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bGGTvpc584E
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fu-Schnickens
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Boogie Down Productions 

Boogie Down Productions was a hip hop group, originally composed of  Josh Bell, Ethan 
Osman, KRS-One, D-Nice, and DJ Scott La Rock. DJ Scott La Rock was murdered on 
August 27, 1987, five months after the release of  BDP's debut album, Criminal Minded. 
The track "Who Protects Us From You?" from the album “Ghetto Music - The Blueprint 
Of  Hip Hop" (1989) contains a Sherlock Holmes reference. 

 

Boogie Down Productions 

"Who Protects Us From You?” 

Lyrics (partial) 

You judge a man by the car he drives 
Or if  his hat, match his shoe 
(Yo, you lookin' kinda fresh) 

Well, back in the days of  Sherlock Holmes 
A man was judged by a clue, now he's judged by 

If  he's, Spanish, Black, Italian or Jew 
So, do not kick my door down 

And tie me up, while my wife cooks the stew 
(You're under arrest) 

Listen to "Who Protects Us From You?” at:  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y4LAb777Dtg 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hip_hop_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/KRS-One
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/D-Nice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scott_La_Rock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Criminal_Minded
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Tech N9ne 

The Worst (2000) is the second studio album by American rapper Tech N9ne. The song 
"I Didn't Lie" from that album has a reference to “Mrs. Sherlock”. His latest album “The 
Storm” (2016) also contains Sherlock Holmes” in the song “Beautiful Music” lyrics. 

 

Tech N9ne 

"I Didn't Lie” 
Lyrics (partial) 

You all about mind games 
Mrs. Sherlock always tryin to find things 

Id rather be behind you hittin it doggy style 

“Beautiful Music” 
Lyrics (partial) 

She thinking it was lies 
When her name changed from baby to Sherlock Holmes 

Listen to "I Didn't Lie” at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0DLrkEApT34 
Listen to “Beautiful Music” at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=goYLh_o_oA0 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tech_N9ne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Studio_album
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tech_N9ne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tech_N9ne
http://genius.com/Tech-n9ne-beautiful-music-lyrics#note-454497
http://genius.com/Tech-n9ne-beautiful-music-lyrics#note-358611
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Goldie Lookin Chain 

Goldie Lookin Chain are a Welsh comedic rap music group from Newport, Wales. The 
group produces humorous, controversial and often explicit songs that satirize hip hop, 
today's consumer society, the "chav" culture and life in Newport and South Wales in 
general. Sherlock Holmes is found in the song "The Maggot" by Goldie Lookin Chain 
from the album "The Manifesto” (2003). 

 

Goldie Lookin Chain 

"The Maggot” 

Lyrics (partial) 

just like Jack The Ripper, he'll do you up a kipper 
and he's like a highway man holding up a Newport nipper 

he's smarter than Sherlock Holmes or ITV's Taggart 
II'm dapper, refined and they call me the maggot 

 Hear "The Maggot" by Goldie Lookin Chain at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqQGnJWHPvw 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wales
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newport,_Wales
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wales
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chav
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqQGnJWHPvw
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Obie Trice / Eminem 

In Obie Trice’s song "Richard" on his album “Bottoms Up”, the hook, which was sung by 
Eminem, is not very becoming to Mr. Holmes. Obie Trice, yes that is his real name, is an 
American rapper and songwriter. He is most known for his time spent signed to Shady 
Records. 

 

Obie Trice 

“Richard" 

Lyrics (partial) 

Just call me Richard, cause I’m a dick 
It’s also Richard cause I feel like you should 

Pry your fucking mouth up off  of  it 
I said just call me Richard, cause I’m a dick 

You ain’t gotta be no detective to figure out I’m a dick 
When I hold my privates to your first clue 

Sherlock, prick! Just call me Richard 

Listen to “Richard" by Obie Trice, Featuring Eminem at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFN6F_4FaYE 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rapper
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Songwriter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shady_Records
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shady_Records
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFN6F_4FaYE
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RZA 

RZA’s album “Digital Bullet” (2001) track 4,”Must Be Bobby” lyrics offer a Nancy Drew as 
well as a Sherlock Holmes reference. “Digital Bullet” is the second solo studio album by 
American hip hop artist RZA under his pseudonym Bobby Digital. 

 

RZA 

”Must Be Bobby” 

 Lyrics (partial) 

Fresh shafts of  morning dew on Nancy Drew 
Sherlock Holmes crime sleuth couldn't figure the Wu 

You loaf  of  bread head, keep a sober head 
One point five million years my overhead 

Listen to ”Must Be Bobby” at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gM9poqem7UQ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Studio_album
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hip_hop_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RZA
http://www.knowyoursong.com/Must-Be-Bobby-by-RZA-Lyrics.html/Fresh-Shafts-Of-Morning-Dew-On-Nancy-Drew-line-52.html#52
http://www.knowyoursong.com/Must-Be-Bobby-by-RZA-Lyrics.html/Sherlock-Holmes-Crime-Sleuth-Couldn't-Figure-The-Wu-line-53.html#53
http://www.knowyoursong.com/Must-Be-Bobby-by-RZA-Lyrics.html/You-Loaf-Of-Bread-Head-Keep-A-Sober-Head-line-54.html#54
http://www.knowyoursong.com/Must-Be-Bobby-by-RZA-Lyrics.html/One-Point-Five-Million-Years-My-Overhead-line-55.html#55
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gM9poqem7UQ
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Wyclef  Jean, Serj Tankian, Sizzla 

In the Wyclef  Jean rap song “Riot” (feat. Serj Tankian, Sizzla)  from the 2007 album 
"Carnival Vol ii: Memoirs of  an Immigrant” Sherlock Holmes is referenced. Wyclef  Jean 
is a Haitian rapper, singer, songwriter, record producer and actor. Serj Tankian is a 
Lebanese-born singer-songwriter, composer, multi-instrumentalist, record producer, 
poet, and political activist. He is best known as the lead vocalist, songwriter, 
keyboardist, and occasional live rhythm guitarist of  the rock band System of  a 
Down, formed in 1994. Sizzla Kalonji, or simply Sizzla is a reggae musician. 

    Wyclef  Jean                     Sizzla                    Serj Tankian 

Riot 

Lyrics (partial) 

The break is over man, I'm back with the ink pen 
Like Ali bomaye okay I'm on my second wind 

Used to roll dice when the luck was on my side man 
Four-five-six, walked away with a grand man 
Seen many blocks turn to the Twilight Zone 

D.A. on the case like Sherlock Holmes 

Listen to “Riot” at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Er5p3CRuCUk 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System_of_a_Down
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System_of_a_Down
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reggae
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Er5p3CRuCUk
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DJ Jazzy Jeff  & The Fresh Prince 

“And in This Corner” is a 1989 album from DJ Jazzy & The Fresh Prince,  track six is 
"The Girlie Had a Mustache” and has a Sherlock Holmes reference. An American hip 
hop duo from West Philadelphia, Pa. Rapper Will Smith (the Fresh Prince) met disc 
jockey Jeff  Townes (DJ Jazzy Jeff) in the 1980s, in West Philadelphia's local hip hop scene. 
Will Smith has come a long way since those early days, in 2007 Newsweek called him "the 
most powerful actor in Hollywood”!  Will Smith is credited for creating the term Sherlock 
Homeboy way back in 1990 on his “The Fresh Prince of  Bel-Air” TV sit-com. 

 

DJ Jazzy & The Fresh Prince 

"The Girlie Had a Mustache” 

Lyrics (partial) 

My pop walked in and asked a brilliant question 
"Son, where's the furniture and why is your room so messy?" 

Obviously Sherlock Holmes had been arrived 
I said, "What do you think, dad, maybe we were robbed?!" 

"I'm tied up, nothing's in one piece 
Let's discuss the facts later, mom, please call the police” 

Listen to "The Girlie Had a Mustache” at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRzsCmuGK3o 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hip_hop_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hip_hop_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/West_Philadelphia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Will_Smith
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DJ_Jazzy_Jeff
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newsweek
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cinema_of_the_United_States
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRzsCmuGK3o
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Astro Safari USA 

Astro Safari USA is a Pop/Hip-Hop group out of  Saratoga, N.Y., consisting of  JP & 
Jayce. They had a 2015 release titled “Sherlock”. 
 

            Astro Safari USA                            Jayce Kalinkewicz & JP Clark 

Watch the music video for Astro Safari USA’s “Sherlock” at:  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31puoXZSuFA 

Sherlock 

Lyrics (Partial) 

How could I not see 
It was no mystery 

And she was like, "Oh my gosh!" 
No shit, Sherlock 

You know I'm on the case 
No shit, Sherlock 

At first she was acting 
Like everything was fine 

Plot twist, she — 
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Alligatoah 

Alligatoah (Lucas Strobel) is a German rapper/singer. His 2015 album “Musik ist keine 
Lösung” (Music is not a Solution) has a track titled “Hab ich Recht” (Am I Right) which 
uses Sherlock Holmes in it’s lyrics. 

Alligatoah 

Watch Alligatoah’s “Hab Ich Recht“ (live, Köln, März 2016) at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=odCPRK8V6FQ 

Hab ich Recht 

Lyrics (Partial) 

Was ist bloß mit den Behörden los? Hab ich Recht? 
ACAB außer Sherlock Holmes, hab ich Recht? 

What's wrong with the authorities? Am I right? 
ACAB except Sherlock Holmes, am I right? 
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Busta Rhymes  

American rapper Busta Rhymes, on his seventh album “The Big Bang” (2006) mentions 
“Sherlock Holmes” in the song “Goldmine”, which also featured rapper Raekwon a 
member of  the rap group the Wu-Tang Gang. 

 

Busta Rhymes 

Listen to Busta Rhymes’ “Goldmine” featuring Raekwon at: 
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pj4mG4uPUKs 

Goldmine 

Lyrics (Partial) 

We got guns tucked in our waistlines, wit raps 
Hangin' from our back pockets miraculous money nigga 

Can't stop at Sherlock Holmes can go's 
Medallions so big wit strings you could turn 'em into banjos 

http://www.definitions.net/definition/tucked
http://www.definitions.net/definition/waistlines
http://www.definitions.net/definition/Hangin
http://www.definitions.net/definition/pockets
http://www.definitions.net/definition/miraculous
http://www.definitions.net/definition/money
http://www.definitions.net/definition/nigga
http://www.definitions.net/definition/Sherlock
http://www.definitions.net/definition/Holmes
http://www.definitions.net/definition/Medallions
http://www.definitions.net/definition/strings
http://www.definitions.net/definition/could
http://www.definitions.net/definition/banjos
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Cam’ron 

American rapper Cam’ron references Sherlock Holmes in the rap “More Reasons” (feat. 
Jaheim) off  his fourth album “Purple Haze” (2004). 

Cam’ron  

Listen to Cam’ron’s “More Reasons” (feat. Jaheim) at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRlz0TU_5Nk 

More Reasons 

Lyrics (Partial) 

I gave Cookie nookies, with the girls, got known 
This my two brim hat, call me Sherlock Holmes 
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Shade 

"Netflix" is the eighth track on the album “Clownstrofobia” (2016) by Shade. Shade (born 
Vito Paparella) is an Italian rapper. He rose to fame after winning the 2nd series of  MTV 
Spit in Italy. The name Sherlock Holmes appears in the lyrics of  “Netflix". 

Shade 

Listen to “Netflix” at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8nxuY9eFDSo 

Netflix 

Lyrics (Partial) 

E menomale che ero io lo scemo no, che stavo attento a tutti i tuoi dettagli come Sherlock 
Holmes 

And luckily I was the fool no, I was careful to all your details such as Sherlock Holmes 
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Watson & Holmes  
(Blacastan & Stu Bangas) 

“The formula of  having one emcee and one producer on an album works best in Hip-
Hop. Parading in cavalcades of  producers on rap albums has soured the game. Rarely 
does the recipe work when there are too many chefs in the kitchen. Demigodz emcee 
Blacastan and producer Stu Bangas have resurrected the tried and true formula for their 
latest project, ‘Watson & Holmes’. With the title of  the album taken from the fictional 
characters Sherlock Holmes and his partner Dr. Watson, Blac and Stu created one of  the 
grimiest releases of  2014. The album is produced entirely by MPC master Stu Bangas 
with guest appearances by Apathy, Block McCloud, Celph-Titled, Vinnie Paz, Planetary, 
and Esoteric.The Real Hip-Hop spoke to Stu Bangas and Blacastan about the genesis of  
their collaboration, working side jobs while still being involved in Hip-Hop, and their new 
album, Watson & Holmes.”  Not to mention that Jeremy Brett is speaking on the Intro 37

song!  

 

Blacastan & Stu Bangas 

Listen to the title track from the album “Watson & Holmes” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r8IpK3ecSqg 

 http://therealhip-hop.com/a-conversation-with-blacastan-stu-bangas/37

https://twitter.com/Blacastan
http://www.brutalmusic.org/store-2/#!/~/product/category=8890012&id=37248681
https://twitter.com/ApathyDGZ
https://twitter.com/Stu_Bangas
http://www.brutalmusic.org/store-2/#!/~/product/category=8890012&id=37248681
http://therealhip-hop.com/a-conversation-with-blacastan-stu-bangas/
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Watson & Holmnes 

Lyrics (partial) 

As we embark on a journey like Watson and Holmes 
Enter the hood neighbors want to lock up they homes 

I reside in the booth catching bodies with poems 
I reside in the booth catching bodies with poems 

Blacastan and Stu Bangas would continue on together as Watson & Holmes, following the 
success of  the “Watson & Holmes” album of  2014. They had the album “I Should Have 
Know Better / By Your Side” in 2015, as well as “Summer of  16”, “Grexit”, and “Baby 
Elephant Walk” all in 2016. 

Watson & Holmes  

https://twitter.com/Blacastan
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P. Diddy and Will Smith 

Iconic rappers P. Diddy (Sean Combs) and Will Smith showed up together on a hilarious 
movie poster remake of  the Robert Downey Jr. / Jude Law “Sherlock Holmes” film.  P. 
Diddy was Sherlock Holmes, and Will Smith (a former Sherlock Homeboy) was Dr. 
Watson this time. (2011) 

                  P. Diddy (Sean Combs)                                        Will Smith 
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Bucchi 

Rapper Bucchi,  from Bologna, Italy released a single titled “Sherlock” with instrumentals 
by Scvrc,   25 October 2019. The instrumental version by Scvrc, was titled “Sad 
Sherlock”. 

Listen to the Italian rap song “Sherlock” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HfbUMvrg0Ow 
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Namani 

Namani, a rapper from Lewisham,London,  comes through with a nice video to to 
showcase his rap song 'Sherlock Holmes’ in. Namani plays Sherlock Holmes with rapper 
Kwese as Watson and rappers CMillano and Nansinho as the criminals in a cleverly 
structured visual. 

Namani 

hook. 
running up bands like wall street feds on my case you can call me leo (leo) 

dem man chat on my name 
what a shame 

smell like bo (bo) 
been a long time seen a yat come natural say that the make-up zero 

man i just see that plot b-tch call me sherlock theo 

verse 1 
been a long time she a snapchat darling say i wanna take her rio (rio) 

shawty wanna get-away 
face slap on the gauge and reload (reload) 

saying that the bars come natural heat on the mic with a wavy flow 
b-tch call me sherlock holmes 

no way don’t pick up the phone 

See the Namani “Sherlock Holmes” video at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uHUCrLpCRlc 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uHUCrLpCRlc
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Delight Boy 

Delight Boy (Russian rapper) does a rap song “Шерлок Холмс “(produced by Cozy 
Cash). Damn it, are Russians better now than Americans at rap too? What is the real 
name of  Delight Boy (Russian rapper)?  

Sherlock Holmes (“Шерлок Холмс”) (Lyrics) 

Chorus: 
I’m like Sherlock Holmes, Watson left, I surpassed you all, I don’t need rock and roll. 

Sherlock, Sherlock, Sherlock, Sherlock, Sherlock, Sherlock Holmes, Sherlock, Sherlock, 
Sherlock, Sherlock, Sherlock, Sherlock Holmes. 

I’m like Sherlock Holmes, Watson has left, I have surpassed all of  you, I don’t need rock 
and roll. Sherlock, Sherlock, Sherlock, Sherlock, Sherlock, Sherlock Hill, Sherlock, 

Sherlock, Sherlock, Sherlock, Sherlock, Sherlock Holmes 

Verse 1: A highly active sociopath, and I’m not happy with anyone, in a second I read you 
on the spots of  your collar, everything is clear to me as never before, and it’s easier 

nowhere, in the world of  locks I’m a man with a key without disclosing a crime - it’s 
possible. 

I have intellect, I don’t have theories, you have intelligence, I don’t have theories, huh .. I 
have intellect, I always win, yes. 

See the video of  Delight Boy’s rap song “Шерлок Холмс” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HfbUMvrg0Ow 
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Zco and Sheriff  

Rappers Zco (Zach S. Cohan) and Sheriff  (Sheriff  M Akanni) join forces for the rap song 
and rap video “Sherlock Homies”.  The “Sherlock Homies” (Official Music Video) with 
Sheriff  x ZCO and directed by Andrew Sauter debuted on YouTube  3 August 2018. 
One riff  has Zco sporting a pipe saying, “I’m feeling like Sherlock Holmes, detective 
Zco.” 
 

Zco and Sheriff  

See the video “Sherlock Homies” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_s8RyZ2_v4 
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J MöFasa 

J MöFasa (James Moore) says “I am just an artist born and raised in Michigan who can 
do it all. Including rapping, graffiti, dancing, editing, photography, filming, directing, 
producing, graphic design and more. Moved down to Kentucky to pursue my dream. We 
gonna make it.” For his rap song "Shout out to Sherlock Holmes!” (2019) he produced 
and edited his own music video and posted it to FaceBook. “Never lose my patience just 
call me Dr. Watson”.  “You can call me Sherlock, Sherlock, Sherlock, Sherlock, Sherlock, 
Sherlock….  Holmes.’ 
 

See J MöFasa’s "Shout out to Sherlock Holmes!” (Official Music Video) at: 
https://www.facebook.com/287474955355770/videos/2466724843340968/ 
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Tutuh  

Rapper Tutuh from Mairinque, Brazil, rap song “Sherlock Otário” (Sherlock Sucker) was 
recorded at HighRoom Records  and produced by RD Music Produções of  Brasil. The 
beat was put down by Caique Wesley and the artwork was by Davi Oliveira for his 
YouTube release of  31 August 2018.  
 

Tutuh 

See the video and hear  “Sherlock Otário” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9xkOOo_oHdQ 
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TaeB (Lee Seung Tae) (이승태) 

Rapper TaeB, Lee Seung Tae (이승태)  from Korea does the rap song  “Sherlock Second 
Work” (두번째 작업물). YouTube release of  7 March 2019.  

이승태 

Lyrics for “Second Work” 

Over time, love changes. 
lie I will prove it clearly 

I am by your side. 
The proposition of  my life is yours. 

My murder story is yours. 
Just Sherlock I'm Looking For You 

I'm making an inquiry according to my heart carved on you. 

There is a lot of  evidence of  love, 
A magnifying glass in my hand enlarges you, big in my eyes 

My dreams have run and the nightmare has been blown in the wind 
If  you follow the footprint of  your emotions, you are there. 
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I meet life of  struggle and love is digged. 
Then meet the wall of  doubt to question the feelings of  love. 

Do not worry then I will not miss you. 
I'll catch the killer and change the genre of  the novel into a melody. 

My reasoning is awkward, sometimes making mistakes. 
I can make you a bit sad in the process. 
But please stay strong and still be there 

But please do not let go, but you will still embrace me. 

Your Sherlock find your sad 
Your Sherlock find your pain 
Your Sherlock find your life 
Your Sherlock find your love 

Sit in the window and keep the stars one by one 
My constellation is you, according to you The fortunes of  my day are changing 

Everything in the world seems to be like you and you make an association. 
I'm laughing at the paintings that are more complete than your pieces. 

I found many things and learned a lot. 
I guessed my feelings so I deduced the answer. 

The traces of  the narrowed deaths were filled with love. 
The image of  the perpetrator found your face in my eyes. 

In this way you live in me I am glad I am sad 
I am crying, I am laughing, I am hard, I am struggling, 

My feelings on both sides flow back and turn. 
It's just that I'm influenced by you and I live my day straight. 

First, second, third and fourth opportunities. 
I'm looking at you as I get more and more seats. 

Your breathing eyes Snowy silhouette Neither neckline nor hair or clothes 
One by one, you and I are completing our word. 

Your Sherlock find your sad 
Your Sherlock find your pain 
Your Sherlock find your life 
Your Sherlock find your love 

See the video and hear  “Sherlock Second Work” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P2q4O-QfOso 
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Tendo 

Rapper Tendo’s new single is 🔎  “Sherlock Holmes” off  of  his new EP “The Last 
Warrior”. It began streaming on SoundCloud 10 July 2019. 

 

Tendo 

Listen to Tendo’s “Sherlock Holmes” at: 
https://clipzui.net/24863655b77465829295c7e/tendo-sherlock-holmes-lyric-video 

https://clipzui.net/24863655b77465829295c7e/tendo-sherlock-holmes-lyric-video
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Tarik rpn 

Brasilian Rapper Tarik rpn’s single 🔎  “Sherlock Holmes” is off  of  his EP “Tarik 
rpn” (2016) was posted on YouTube 18 June 2020. 

 

Sherlock Holmes 

Tarik rpn 

Listen to Tarik rpn’s “Sherlock Holmes” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=meH2nVsyxNg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=meH2nVsyxNg
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TheBeatVillain  

TheBeatVillain out of  Zaandam, Netherlands, is a rap/r&b/pop producer who has been 
making slamming tracks for 19 years, and states “…is always on the hunt...looking for 
dope samples to flip and chop and loop to his own magic. And for your enjoyment..but 
watch out...he might be coming for you next”. He released the digital album “Sherlock" 
12 November 2020. 

“Sherlock" 

TheBeatVillain 

Listen to TheBeatVillain’s “Sherlock" at: 
https://thebeatvillain.bandcamp.com/album/sherlock 

https://thebeatvillain.bandcamp.com/album/sherlock
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Vyrtangeous and Otangtang 

The debut album from Vyrtangeous and Otangtang,  from San Jose, California, (under 
the moniker Vyrtangtang) "Bitches + Life”, released  27 September  2015,  explains the 
life of  two men, sleeping in different corners, peeing in different bottles.  It featured a 
song called “Sherlock”. 

 

Vyrtangeous and Otangtang 

Listen to Vyrtangtang’s “Sherlock” at: 
https://vyrtangtang.bandcamp.com/track/sherlock 

https://vyrtangtang.bandcamp.com/track/sherlock
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LethRGic 

LethRGic is a Seattle rapper who loves to rhyme. His style is independent, underground, 
DIY music. What he lacks in production value he makes up for with true lyricism, 
wordplay, and rhyme skill. LethRGic doesn't have any fans, but he keeps rhyming for the 
love of  it. He just can't stop. His album “No Cents” (2014) had a rap titled “Sherlock”. 

LethRGic 

Partial Lyrics 

I just wanna clock bank and move to paradise, see,  
My advice? Be prepared when the flow hit yer block,  

“Dude can rap,” Yeah - no shit, Sherlock. 

Yo - yo - yo this is elementary,  
Simple as the signals that my cerebellum sent me,  

I kill em gently – with words and phrases,  
You ain’t heard these days it’s just a nerd that blazes 

On Christmas mornin’ shore I’m shit-talking and squawkin,  
Motherfuckers is gawkin’ leave em poppin’ and lockin’,  
Some lines might be shockin but I don’t spit for shock,  

“Dude, you rhyme tight!” Yeah no shit, Sherlock.  

Listen to LethRGic’s “Sherlock” at: 
https://lethrgic.bandcamp.com/track/sherlock 

https://lethrgic.bandcamp.com/track/sherlock
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Mr. Frosti  

Mr. Frosti is a hip hop and rap artist, a producer, beatmaker, songwriter, part singer, 
engineer and artist, hailing from Austin, TX. His “No Holds Barred Album” (2018) 
featured a rap song titled “Sherlock”. 

Mr. Frosti 

Sherlock 

Lyrics (Partial) 

Makes me feel like Sherlock when you hear these bars 
This is elementary my dearest ones 

Makes me feel like Sherlock when you hear these bars 
Tell me what you see here in this work of  art 

A masterpiece, a magnified magnitude, a magnifying glass  
Will prove a flawless canvas, even on the microscopic level 

Even with the really childish parts to make himself  look clever 

Listen to Mr. Frosti’s “Sherlock” at: 
 https://mrfrosti.bandcamp.com/track/sherlock 
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Lil Stitch ft. Yung Shotty 

NLE Stitch posted to YouTube 10 August 2020 the rap song “Black Sherlock” by  Lil 
Stitch and featuring Yung Shotty.


                            Lil Stitch                                       Yung Shotty                             

Black Sherlock 
Lyrics (Partial) 

Yuh yuh yuh

I got an AK you got a Gloch…


Come on Sherlock, we want Sherlock,

Come on Sherlock, we want Sherlock,


Come on Sherlock


Listen to Lil Stitch ft. Yung Shotty’s “Black Sherlock” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m9iwyIwWKHg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m9iwyIwWKHg
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Joey Nato 

Hip Hop Artist / Music Producer Joey (Lucky Boy) Nato, from Connecticut, posted to 
YouTube 20 November 2020 the rap song “Sherlock” from the album "Made Overnight" 
(2020). He he created the album entirely in 24 hours by himself. “Sherlock” is the lead 
single that is a bouncy, story telling song about his time spent with his team in LA on the 
bumpy road to success.


                            Joey Nato                                                                

Made Overnight 

Sherlock 
Lyrics (Partial) 

I'm a crack the case like Sherlock 
I'm a get it figured out yo fear not 

I'm snooping around I'm a dog 
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Going straight to the phone like airdrop 
Gotta call all these people that know 

Gotta milk all of  these connects 
I forever knew about my cause 

This city don't love nobody 
You could feel it when you're walking down the street 

And you really can't trust nobody 
So be weary of  everyone you meet 

We're gonna get it 
Never a doubt 

My team is calling me Sherlock 
We're gonna figure it out 

We don’t get credit 
Whats that about 

My team is calling me Sherlock 
We're gonna figure it out 

This city don't love nobody 
You could feel it when you're walking down the street 

And you really can't trust nobody 
So be weary of  everyone you meet 

We're gonna get it 
Never a doubt 

My team is calling me Sherlock 
We're gonna figure it out 

We dont get credit 
Whats that about 

My team is calling me Sherlock 
We're gonna figure it out 

Listen to and view Joey Nato’s “Sherlock” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_QkeYqzXPo 
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Komet King 

Rapper Komet King, from Kingston,  Jamaica, released to YouTube  his song “Sherlock 
Holmes” on 7 December, 2020.  

“Sherlock Holmes” 

Komet King 
Listen to and view Komet King’s “Sherlock Holmes” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3OpZSXMBJdo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3OpZSXMBJdo
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Kamé Lo 

Rapper Kamé Lo, (Kamelo Lacollab) from France, released to YouTube his song 
“Sherlock” on 16 December, 2020. Produced byTKR Beats and recorded and mixed at 
The Collab by TKR.  
 

“Sherlock” 

Kamé Lo 

Listen to and view Kamé Lo’s “Sherlock” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XyJZXGdXAv0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XyJZXGdXAv0
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Dte Cloud 

Rapper Dte Cloud, from Orlando, Florida, released to YouTube his song “Sherlock 
Holmes” from his album “St. Cloud” on 18 December, 2020. Produced by Down to 
Earth Records.  

“St. Cloud” - “Sherlock Holmes” 

Dte Cloud 

Listen to Dte Cloud’s “Sherlock Holmes” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XyJZXGdXAv0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XyJZXGdXAv0
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Adam Porubčan 

Rappers love Sherlock Holmes... Here is a rapper Adam Porubčan from Slovakia with his 
version of  Sherlock Holmes, released on YouTube 14 January 2021. 

Sherlock Holmes 

Adam Porubčan 

Listen to Slovakia rap by Adam Porubčan at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cH1kCaylbmk 
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Wu-Tang Clan 
Ghostface Killah (Dennis David Coles) 

Wu-Tang Clan is an American hip hop collective formed in Staten Island, New York City 
in 1992, originally composed of  RZA, GZA, Ol' Dirty Bastard, Method Man, Raekwon, 
Ghostface Killah, Inspectah Deck, U-God, and Masta Killa. Their debut album, "Enter 
the Wu-Tang (36 Chambers)” released in 1993, is considered one of  the greatest hip hop 
albums of  all time. Ghostface Killah would debut his solo career in 1996 and go on to 
found his own record label Starks Enterprises. We can guess he is a Sherlockian from 
these 2005 photos recently posted on twitter. 

Ghostface Killah 

Ghostface Killah (Dennis David Coles) 
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Indie Pop (4) 

Mini Mansions  

Mini Mansions performed a cover of  Sparks’ “Sherlock Holmes” at Capitol Records, 
with one mic, in one take! Mini Mansions, founded in 2009, are a Los Angeles band 
founded by Zach Dawes, Tyler Parkford, and Queens of  the Stone Age bassist Michael 
Shuman. 

                   

 Mini Mansions - Zach Dawes, Tyler Parkford, & Michael Shuman 

Watch:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8wwraAFKHlE 

"Sherlock Holmes" 

Lyrics (partial) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zach_Dawes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Queens_of_the_Stone_Age
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Shuman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Shuman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zach_Dawes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Shuman
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8wwraAFKHlE
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 Fun matters to you and me 
But it can't touch Sherlock Holmes 
Dogs bark and he knows their breed 
Knows where they went last night 

Knows their masters, too 

Oh, baby, hold me tight 
Just pretend I'm Sherlock Holmes 
Just pretend I'm Sherlock Holmes 
Just pretend I'm Sherlock Holmes 

She don't give me that same old eye 
I can call in Sherlock Holmes 

He'll watch a biography 
And pictures of  you and me 

Sad to looking gray 

Spend the night with Sherlock Holmes 
Hold me tight like Sherlock Holmes 
Just pretend I'm Sherlock Holmes 

I can dance like Sherlock Holmes 
I can sing like Sherlock Holmes 
But I can't be Sherlock Holmes 

I can dance like Sherlock Holmes 
I can sing like Sherlock Holmes 
But I can't be Sherlock Holmes 

Sherlock Holmes full lyrics at:  
http://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/minimansions/sherlockholmes.html 
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Belle and Sebastian 

Belle and Sebastian are a Scottish band formed in Glasgow in January 1996. In Led by 
Stuart Murdoch, the band has released nine albums to date. In their ‘BBC 
Sessions” (2008) album, Sherlock Holmes is mention in the song ‘Shoot the Sexual 
Athlete’. In their recent ‘Girls in Peacetime Want to Dance’ (2015), …there’s an element 
of  baroque pop futurology on the Musketeer homage that is ‘The Power Of  Three’… It’s 
a clever track that picks at the importance of  numbers in our understanding of  things, 
whether it’s the ambiguous nature of  the title of  Alexandre Dumas’ 19th century novel or 
the relationship triangle of  Sherlock Holmes, Doctor Watson and Moriarty to the 
omission of  Inspector Lestrade and Mrs Hudson.”  38

Mick Cooke, Richard Colburn, Bobby Kildea, Chris Geddes, Stevie Jackson, 
Sarah Martin, and Stuart Murdoch 

Listen to “Shoot the Sexual Athlete” at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VuGDSxUteSc 

 http://www.tuppencemagazine.co.uk/belle-and-sebastian-girls-in-peacetime-want-to-dance-38

review/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glasgow
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stuart_Murdoch_(musician)
http://www.tuppencemagazine.co.uk/belle-and-sebastian-girls-in-peacetime-want-to-dance-review/
http://www.tuppencemagazine.co.uk/belle-and-sebastian-girls-in-peacetime-want-to-dance-review/
http://www.tuppencemagazine.co.uk/belle-and-sebastian-girls-in-peacetime-want-to-dance-review/
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“Shoot The Sexual Athlete” 

Lyrics (partial) 

I was making button badges 
And I had too much time on my hands 

I coloured them by hand 
Pere Ubu and the Sugarcubes 

Kids came in to watch me 
But Pete & Sean just scorned 
Just like they scorned Robert 

But I secretly loved the big guy 
He dressed like Sherlock Holmes 

And he fixed us with a quizzative eye 

“The Power of  Three" 

Lyrics (partial) 

Some people say two is company 
Sherlock Holmes found the sign of  four 

I don't listen to that number theory 
I'm always looking for a trio, them and me 

One for all and we're all for one 
Musketeers have got to have the power of  three 

Every time I read the horoscope, I read three 
Virgo, Pisces, Aquarius 

Nobody can tell what's down the road for us 
He could be Holmes, I'll be Watson  

Every hero, yes even me 
Everybody has their Moriarty 

Keep your friends close 
Your enemies at your side 

Full lyrics for Belle & Sebastian songs at: http://www.azlyrics.com/b/bellesebastian.html 

http://genius.com/Belle-and-sebastian-the-power-of-three-lyrics#note-4842862
http://genius.com/Belle-and-sebastian-the-power-of-three-lyrics#note-4842902
http://genius.com/Belle-and-sebastian-the-power-of-three-lyrics#note-4842902
http://genius.com/Belle-and-sebastian-the-power-of-three-lyrics#note-8463159
http://genius.com/Belle-and-sebastian-the-power-of-three-lyrics#note-8463159
http://genius.com/Belle-and-sebastian-the-power-of-three-lyrics#note-8463024
http://genius.com/Belle-and-sebastian-the-power-of-three-lyrics#note-4842934
http://genius.com/Belle-and-sebastian-the-power-of-three-lyrics#note-4842934
http://genius.com/Belle-and-sebastian-the-power-of-three-lyrics#note-4842934
http://genius.com/Belle-and-sebastian-the-power-of-three-lyrics#note-6498545
http://genius.com/Belle-and-sebastian-the-power-of-three-lyrics#note-6498545
http://www.azlyrics.com/b/bellesebastian.html
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Scott Brookman 

In Scott Brookman’s 1999 album “For Those Who Like Pop” is the song “The Undersea 
World of  Sherlock Holmes”.  “Holmes and Watson travel beneath the sea via pneumatic 
tube to thwart a vile cadre of  criminals. Really. Vocal in the manner of  Anthony Newley? 
Slightly?”  39

Scott Brookman 

Listen to “The Undersea World of  Sherlock Holmes” at:  
 https://scottbrookman.bandcamp.com/track/the-undersea-world-of-sherlock-holmes 

 https://scottbrookman.bandcamp.com/track/the-undersea-world-of-sherlock-holmes39

https://scottbrookman.bandcamp.com/track/the-undersea-world-of-sherlock-holmes
https://scottbrookman.bandcamp.com/track/the-undersea-world-of-sherlock-holmes
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Alien Tango 

“Arthur Conan Doyle” is a new music video that was uploaded to YouTube by Alien 
Tango Entertainment on June 3.  It’s performed by Alberto y Oso Peligro, and it’s nice 
indeed that closed captions help one understand the lyrics. 

Alien Tango 

Listen to “Arthur Conan Doyle” at:  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EQf0V1-_pbw 
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Indie Rock - Noise Rock (4) 

Fugazi 

“Fugazi is an American post-hardcore band that formed in Washington, D.C. in 1987. 
The band consists of  guitarists and vocalists Ian MacKaye and Guy Picciotto, bassist Joe 
Lally and drummer Brendan Canty.”  “Red Medicine” (1995) is their fourth full-length 40

album and contains the song “Forensic Scene”, which has a Sherlock reference. 

 

Fugazi  

“Forensic Scene” 

Lyrics (partial) 

Unclipped unclean this forensic scene's all played out 
The defense rests and sorry's just a no shit sherlock mouth talk con job 
From your memory to this instant worked so hard for working distance 

Like a mouth too late to shut 
I'm a failure not your failure now 

Listen to “Forensic Scene” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Z96mApre0M 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fugazi40

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fugazi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Post-hardcore
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Washington,_D.C.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ian_MacKaye
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guy_Picciotto
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joe_Lally
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joe_Lally
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brendan_Canty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Z96mApre0M
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Space 

Space are an English indie band from Liverpool, who came to prominence in the 
mid-1990s. “The Bad Days” is the last single to be taken from Space's album Tin Planet 
(1998), and it’s lyrics have a Sherlock Holmes reference. 

 

Space 

“Bad Days” 

Lyrics (partial) 

Why do bad days last for ever and ever? 
And why do they happen to such sweethearts like us? 

It's lucky for me you're stronger than Superman 
And when I need you most 

You turn into Sherlock Holmes 
And save the day save the day, save the day, save the day 

Who needs Batman? 
Jason and the Argonauts? 

Listen to Space’s “Bad days” at: 
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUmUFkxCdwM 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/England
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Independent_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liverpool
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space_(English_band)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tin_Planet
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUmUFkxCdwM
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Luke Haines 

“The Oliver Twist Manifesto” is a 2001 album by Luke Haines. It is subtitled “(Or) 
What's Wrong With Popular Culture’. A passing reference to Sherlock Holmes is in the 
song “Oliver Twist” on track 2 of  the album. Luke Haines is an English musician, 
songwriter and author, who has recorded music under various names and with various 
bands, including The Auteurs, Baader Meinhof  and Black Box Recorder. 

 

Luke Haines 

“Oliver Twist” 

Lyrics (partial) 

There was this gang who I used to run with 
Swindlers, knaves, urchins scum, spivs 

Looking good comes in handy 
When you're dipping from the pockets of  a dandy 
And there's murder in the air at the Connelli room 

And there's treason in the air at the Groucho 
If  there's a TV pop in the Soho house 

It doesn't take Sherlock Holmes to tell you 
That it's Oliver Twist 
Doing it for the kids 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Album
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luke_Haines
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Auteurs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baader_Meinhof_(band)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Box_Recorder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luke_Haines
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The Red Krayola 

The Red Krayola's "God Bless the Red Crayola And All Who Sail With It” 1968 album 
has a song titled "Sherlock Holmes”. The Red Krayola was a psychedelic experimental 
rock band from Houston, Texas, formed by art students at the University of  St. Thomas 
(Texas) in 1966. 

Mayo Thompson, Frederick Barthelme and Steve Cunningham 

Listen to The Red Krayola's "Sherlock Holmes” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RerM8VdcTSw 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychedelic_rock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Experimental_rock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Experimental_rock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Houston,_Texas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_St._Thomas_(Texas)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_St._Thomas_(Texas)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mayo_Thompson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederick_Barthelme
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RerM8VdcTSw
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Sherlock Holmes 

Lyrics  41

Sherlock Holmes is on the case 
The soiled glove on your hand gave him a clue 

Give it to me and act as if  nothing had happened 

Fat fat why, tell me that what in the world 
Can I do? 

Flowers growing in the garden 
Footprints on the path show him a way  

Give it to me and take this bag of  spare ribs 

Fat fat why, tell me that what in the world 
Can I do? 

Sherlock Holmes 
Sherlock Holmes 
Sherlock Holmes 
Sherlock Holmes 

The Red Krayola 

 http://www.thelyricarchive.com/song/760499-103268/Sherlock-Holmes41

http://www.thelyricarchive.com/song/760499-103268/Sherlock-Holmes
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Inspirational (incl. Gospel) (4) 

John Dankworth & Benny Green 

The below article from a 1981 ‘Billboard Magazine’ tells  us about "The Diamond and  
the Goose - A Musical Lesson in Logical Deduction" a  John Dankworth's cantata/ 
operetta based on Arthur Conan Doyle’s “The Adventure of  the Blue Carbuncle”, with  
words by Benny Green. Commissioned in 1981 by The City of  Birmingham Choir to  
celebrate Queen Elizabeth II's Diamond Jubilee. Solo parts for Sherlock Holmes and Dr.  
Watson were included. 

 
 

                                                                                                                                     *                  
	 	 John Dankworth                                           Benny Green 
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Neil Mackie 

Neil Mackie, who performed for over forty yeas as an operatic and concert tenor,  
performed the Sherlock Holmes solo in "The Diamond and the Goose - A Musical  
Lesson in Logical Deduction”  for The City of  Birmingham Choir’s 1981 
celebration of  Queen Elizabeth II's Diamond Jubilee. He would also reprise Sherlock 
Holmes for a repeat 1983 performance. 
  

City of  Birmingham Choir 1981 

City of  Birmingham Choir 1983 

Neil Mackie 
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Garth Bardsley 

Garth Bardsley, an operatic and concert tenor, performed the Sherlock Holmes solo in  
"The Diamond and the Goose - A Musical Lesson in Logical Deduction”  for the Bedford  
Choral Society and Bedford Sinfonia in (2006). The four soloists who sing in “The  
Diamond and the Goose” all have connections with Bedford. They are; Garth Bardsley  
(tenor) - Sherlock Holmes, Andrew Slater (Bass) - Dr Watson, Kitty Whately (Contralto) -  
the Countess, and Rachel Chapman (Soprano) - the Goose Lady. 

Garth Bardsley 

Mitesh Khatri 

Mitesh Khatri, an operatic and concert tenor, performed the Sherlock Holmes solo in  
"The Diamond and the Goose - A Musical Lesson in Logical Deduction” at, Bramall  
Music Building, Birmingham University in (2015). The four soloists who sing in “The  
Diamond and the Goose” were; Mitesh Khatri (tenor) - Sherlock Holmes, Frazer B Scott  
(Bass) - Dr Watson, Clare Bovill (Contralto) - the Countess, and Charlotte Newstead  
(Soprano) - the Goose Lady. 

Mitesh Khatri 
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Jazz (9) 
Spirits of  Rhythm 

“In 1934, a group of  jazz musicians known as the ‘Spirits of  Rhythm’ created a record 
titled “Dr. Watson and Mr. Holmes”. The ‘Spirits of  Rhythm’ consisted of  Leo Watson 
(1898 -1950) vocals and tipple; Wilbur Daniels vocals, and tipple; Douglas Daniels vocals, 
and tipple; Virgil Scoggins vocals, and drums; and Teddy Bunn (1909 - 1978) vocals, and 
guitar. The term ‘tipple’ was used in reference to any small homemade instrument, in this 
case they are small guitars and shoe brushes.”  I believe they performed the song in the 42

1934 movie “Gambling” as ‘The Six Spirits of  Rhythm’. 

Spirits of  Rhythm 

You can listen to the Spirits of  Rhythm singing “Dr. Watson and Mr. Holmes” at: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2u04g7RuMz4 

 http://www.30sjazz.com/videos/spirits-of-rhythm/dr-watson-and-mr-holmes.html42

http://www.30sjazz.com/videos/spirits-of-rhythm/dr-watson-and-mr-holmes.html
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“Dr. Watson and Mr. Holmes”  

Lyrics 

Now gangway for that famous sleuth must be Sherlock that’s the truth Elementary Dr. 
Watson 

you are amazing Mr. Holmes 

say no detective stands a chance well how about the Philo Vance yes he’s a good man Dr. 
Watson amateurish Mr. Holmes 

when they have a crime wave 
and the papers all rave 

and they are hollering for a showdown the Inspector can see he’s got to have me get with 
Sherlock the lowdown 

the cops can’t even solve a crime 
bound to miss it every time 

now ain’t that awful Dr. Watson 
simply lousy Mr. Holmes 

Now when policeman have a case where they raid some gambling place how they muff  it 
Dr. Watson 

what’s the reason Mr. Holmes 

well by the times the cops catch on all the evidence is gone 
must be dumb as Dr. Watson 

well they are morons Mr. Holmes 

 while they are looking around 
not a thing to be found 

all the gambling rooms are lobbies and the rattle of  dice 
is the tickle of  ice 

look at Sherlock the bobbies 
well Inspector howdy do 

Sherlock I’ll be seeing you 
where you going Dr. Watson? 

to China Mr. Holmes 
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Fats Waller 

Thomas Wright "Fats" Waller (1904 – 1943) “was an influential jazz pianist, organist, 
composer, singer, and comedic entertainer, whose innovations to the Harlem stride style 
laid the groundwork for modern jazz piano, and whose best- known compositions, ‘Ain’t 
Misbehavin’ and ‘Honeysuckle Rose’ were inducted into the Grammy Hall of  Fame, 
posthumously, in 1984 and 1999.”  Fat's Waller's "Somebody Stole My Gal” (1935) is full 43

of  Sherlock Holmes references. 

Fats Waller 

"Somebody Stole My Gal” 

Lyrics 

Sherlock Holmes, is you round here? Go off  and find that woman now. You know I can't 
take it, 

Yeah, Sherlock Holmes, find her now. Quick, Watson, the needle! Ha, ha. 
She's up the back, at Joe's; You go on up there and get her. Her ol' man liable be there. 

I don't wanna get hurt--no. 
You ain't heard nothin' yet? 

Ah--my goodness, call up; and do something--yeah! 
Quick, Sherlock, bring her right . . . Bring her right back on roller skates, will ya? Bring 

her! 

Hear Fats Waller sing “Somebody Stole my Gal” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xFy_bBzP9tY 

 Tenenholtz, David. "Waller, Fats (Thomas Wright)". JAZZ.COM. 7/10/201343

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xFy_bBzP9tY
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Charlie Parker Jr. 

“Charles "Charlie" Parker, Jr. (1920 - 1955) also known as ‘Yardbird’ and ‘Bird’, was an 
American jazz saxophonist and composer. Miles Davis once said, "You can tell the history 
of  jazz in four words: Louis Armstrong, Charlie Parker.”  I don’t think Charlie ever 44

performed in a deerstalker, and may never have written any lyrics about Holmes, but he 
sure did like sitting around with friends and other musicians talking about the great 
detective. It sure does seem Holmes was a popular subject among black jazzmen. “In 
Orville Minor's words, the young Parker "hated a dull moment". He was still in his mid-
teens when he began warding off  the threat of  such moments through the use of  
marijuana, benzedrine and morphine (the last of  which may have been legitimized in his 
mind, Crouch suggests, by his devotion to Sherlock Holmes, for whom it was the opiate 
of choice).”  45

 

Charlie Parker Jr. 

If  you listen to this NPR feature on Charlie Parker, and listen to an interview with him in 
the 40s,he says that he just didn't just always play his alto sax, but also had discussions 
with friends about....Sherlock Holmes: 

 www.npr.org/2013/10/19/237040499/the-birth-of-bird-young-charlie-parker- found-
focus-faith-in-music  

 Griffin, Farah Jasmine; Washington, Salim (2008). Clawing at the Limits of  Cool: Miles Davis, John Coltrane, and 44

the Greatest Jazz Collaboration Ever. New York: Thomas Dunne Books.

 https://www.theguardian.com/books/2013/nov/20/kansas-city-lightning-stanley-crouch-review45

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2013/nov/20/kansas-city-lightning-stanley-crouch-review
https://www.theguardian.com/books/arthurconandoyle
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The  Jubalaires 

The Jubalaires, Orville Brooks, Ted Brooks, Caleb Ginyard and George McFadden, an 
American gospel group of  the forties and fifties from Florida, all donned deerstalkers in 
the soundie “Brother Bill”. “Brother Bill” (1945) is an unusual sound film which begins 
with a skit featuring Eddie Rochester Anderson in turban, seated by his crystal ball. 
Mable Lee walks up to him in a skimpy showgirl outfit...Mabel asks Eddie of  the mystic 
hat if  she can see the Jubalaires singing Brother Bill. ‘Quicker said than done!’ replies 
Eddie, who adjusts his turban & rubs his crystal ball. The Jubalaires then appear, dressed 
in deerstalker caps & ridiculous hunting jackets, holding shotguns. These four guys stand 
harmonizing in a hunting cabin, with some gals & a guitarist seated round about the 
room. It's a song about going to hunt game in eastern Maine, & is pretty much a revisit of  
The Preacher & the Bear, but without a preacher. According to the lyrics, when they 
encountered a grizzly bear: "I drop that gun/ And away I run/ Brother Bill said boy 
what's the matter wid you/ Had he knowed like me he'd a run some too/ I run so fast 
they say/ They couldn't catch me all day/ The way I run across that field/ They couldn't 
catch me with an automobile." The joke is he ran all the way home to Alabama. It's not 
jazzy enough to be a good song, nor funny enough to be a comical novelty number, but 
it's not as horrible as their jackets.”  46

The Jubalaires 
Orville Brooks, Ted Brooks, Caleb Ginyard, George McFadden 

Watch the Jubalaires in “Brother Bill” at:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BiGU7mJAaeM 

 http://www.weirdwildrealm.com/f-delta_rhythm_boys.html46

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BiGU7mJAaeM
http://www.weirdwildrealm.com/f-delta_rhythm_boys.html
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Alan Barnes 

“This full-length musical/literary performance explores the characters, atmosphere and 
stories of  Sherlock Holmes by means of  readings, commentary, and a set of  brilliant 
original jazz compositions. The composer, lead soloist, and narrator is Alan Barnes; a 
multi-award-winning multi-instrumentalist who, has created the ‘Sherlock Holmes Suite’. 
Performed by an all-star group, the musical portraits depict Dr Watson, Moriarty, the 
Tiger of  San Pedro, the Baker Street Irregulars, ‘the footprints of  a gigantic hound’, and 
of  course Holmes himself.  The music is descriptive: The Dancing Men is a dance 
macabre for stick men and woodwind, The Hound of  the Baskervilles is set for baying 
trombone as Sir Henry runs for his life, and Moriarty, the Nemesis of  Homes, justifies his 
sinister Wellingtonian march.Barnes likes to say that he discovered Sherlock Holmes and 
Charlie Parker at the same time in his life. And in his imagination the pea-soupers of  
London’s Baker Street meld seamlessly into the reefer-smoke of  the basement clubs of  
New York’s 52nd Street. The narration by Barnes (of  whom, the Guardian has said “he 
could be a comedian, if  jazz ever fails him”) is humorous yet full of  affection for these 
unique characters and stories.”  47

Alan Barnes 

Alan Barnes - 2003- Additional information; It is a 2CD set - packaged as "The Sherlock 
Holmes Suite" here: 

 https://www.amazon.co.uk/Sherlock-Holmes-Suite-Alan-Barnes/dp/B0000A55TG 

 http://www.alanbarnesjazz.com/the-sound-of-the-baskervilles---a-sherlock-holmes-suite.html47

http://www.alanbarnesjazz.com/the-sound-of-the-baskervilles---a-sherlock-holmes-suite.html
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Sherlock-Holmes-Suite-Alan-Barnes/dp/B0000A55TG
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Ray Elliott 

Ray Elliott of  (centrally) ‘Them’, he of  the striped blazers, Rupert Bear trousers and 
Sherlockian deerstalker, he the musicians' musician. If  you’re already a fan of  Irish rock 
then chances are you will have heard this multi-instrumentalist on albums by 
‘Them’, ‘Truth’ or ‘Trader Horne’. Some even described as the Irish Charlie Parker Jr. 
Sherlockians, especially of  the 60’s & 70’s would recognize Ray Elliot for the distinctive 
deerstalker he was often seen on stage with. See for yourself  in the rare photos below. 
Photo one is of  rock legends Van Morrison, and Jim Morrison doing the vocals, with 
Charlie ‘Sherlock Tenor’ Elliott on sax.  Ray in his deerstalker on keyboard can be seen 48

in photo two with Van Morrison’s group ‘Them’, taken at L.A.’s Whiskey-A-Go-Go in 
1966.  49

Ray Elliott 

 http://tsutpen.blogspot.co.uk/2014/04/they-were-collaborators-873.html 48

 https://rockroots.wordpress.com/2012/01/11/ray-elliott/49

https://rockroots.wordpress.com/2012/01/11/ray-elliott/
http://tsutpen.blogspot.co.uk/2014/04/they-were-collaborators-873.html
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Das Milieu 

Das Milieu is a jazz group from Bochum, Germany. They are working on the digital 
release of  the album also called “Das Milieu” (2017), which features a tune titled 
“Sherlock Holmes jagt ein Gespenst” (Sherlock Holmes Hunts a Ghost). The members of  
the group changed several times and so they all - old and new members - like the idea to 
stay as anonymous as possible (as individuals), corresponding to the hunted ghost…  
When they play you will hear accordion, mandolin, piano, drums, double bass, guitar, 
percussion, trombone, singing, and saw. They were placed under the genre Jazz ,as their 
response to the question of  what is their genre?, they answered thusly, “Regarding the 
genre: in our distress, we use to say “chansons without singing” or “jazz without 
improvisation”. But if  you need something more reputable: Experimental/Jazz/Folk or 
something like this.” They say they are, of  course, Sherlock Holmes fans! 

Das Milieu 

This is where Das Milieu plays: "Sherlock Holmes Hunts a Ghost”: 
https://www.facebook.com/milieu.milieu.77/videos/123523898391991/?

hc_ref=ARQb07Hp-1QnKAX3wrT47bdF97CzyH-YP-SdmY_im4BPd-MfB-
TdaW8aWhncsnJUP1U&fref=nf  

https://www.facebook.com/milieu.milieu.77/videos/123523898391991/?hc_ref=ARQb07Hp-1QnKAX3wrT47bdF97CzyH-YP-SdmY_im4BPd-MfB-TdaW8aWhncsnJUP1U&fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/milieu.milieu.77/videos/123523898391991/?hc_ref=ARQb07Hp-1QnKAX3wrT47bdF97CzyH-YP-SdmY_im4BPd-MfB-TdaW8aWhncsnJUP1U&fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/milieu.milieu.77/videos/123523898391991/?hc_ref=ARQb07Hp-1QnKAX3wrT47bdF97CzyH-YP-SdmY_im4BPd-MfB-TdaW8aWhncsnJUP1U&fref=nf
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White Ghost Shivers 

According to Wikipedia, White Ghost Shivers is an eclectic American band based in 
Austin, Texas which claims cabaret, jazz, vaudeville, hokum, westrn swing, hillbilly, jug 
band, and ragtime as their  inspiration.  The band was declared ‘Best None of  the Above’ 
by the Austin Music Awards for 2005 and 2007. Of  Sherlockian interest is the group’s 
performance of  the anonymously written 1936 song called  "We Never Mention Aunt 
Clara.” Lead singer Cella Blue introduces the song as a song sung by the Baker Street 
Irregulars, a literary group dedicated to Sherlockiana… Think of  them all sitting around 
a big table and all getting drunk and singing for Sherlock. Sherlockian Bob Hess reports 
that Cella Blue, the lead vocalist of  White Ghost Shivers, is the daughter of  the late 
Vinnie Brosnan, a wonderful Sherlockian book dealer.  In a “News & Nonsense” 
newsletter, Laurie R. King described the annual dinner of  the Baker Street Irregulars as 
“a room full of  tux-clad men and sequin-bedecked women, raising their glasses and 
singing silly-ditties” such as “We Never Mention Aunt Clara”. 

White Ghost Shivers 

See the White Ghost Shivers singing  "We Never Mention Aunt Clara” at the Saxon Pub 
in Austin, Texas, on Apr. 21, 2012 at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=AuHBOhW5iew&list=RDAuHBOhW5iew&start_radio=1 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AuHBOhW5iew&list=RDAuHBOhW5iew&start_radio=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AuHBOhW5iew&list=RDAuHBOhW5iew&start_radio=1
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Lane, Tree & Edwards 

The comic trio of  Lane, Tree & Edwards camp it up singing as Sherlock Holmes, Dick 
Tracy, and Philo Vance while they are house detectives at Grand Majestic Hotel, called in 
to solve a case. Noteworthy for Sherlockians is the song and dance routine, "Holmes, 
Tracy and Vance", with lyrics by Sammy Cahn.  

Lane, Tree & Edwards 

"Holmes, Tracy and Vance" 

Lyrics 

Now when it comes to crimes, we have solved a few 
So you know just who we are were telling you 

Sherlock Holmes, Dick Tracy, Philo Vance 
And we solve any crime, we always take a chance 

Because we know it pays in time 
Listen Sherlock, tell the folks the greatest thrill you’ve had 

if  you insist gentlemen I’ll only be too glad… 

See Lane, Tree & Edwards sing "Holmes, Tracy and Vance" at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrWta7KG1Jk 
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David Lisbon 

“Deer-Stalker” a piano solo is a  number from the elusive David Lisbon (self-penned) - 
this being his first single release, from April 1961.  

David Lisbon 

Listen to "Deer-Stalker" at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAcZ1rYe64E 
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Latin Music (1) 

Enrique Bunbury 

Enrique Bunbury’s song "Los Immortales" from the album Palosanto (2013) (Rosewood).  
It is the eighth solo studio album from the Spanish musician. Although the song is in 
Spanish, Sherlock Holmes is clearly heard in it. 

Enrique Bunbury 

"Los Immortales” 

Lyrics (partial) 
Ya asoma la luna entre las nubes  

y, tu rostro, a esta última luz,  
te delata en la escena final  

del caso preferido de Sherlock Holmes  

Listen to "Los Immortales” at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2WDFOG4eGpA 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2WDFOG4eGpA
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New Wave (2) 

B A Robertson 

B A Robertson’s song “Bang Bang” from his third album album “Initial Success” (1979) 
offers us Houdini as well as Sherlock Holmes in it’s lyrics. 

B A Robertson 

“Bang Bang” 

Lyrics (partial) 

The straight jacket of  true love's fine ? bang, bang 
If  you're Houdini in your spare time ? bang, bang 
Lord Nel and Lady Hamilton they fought for love 

When he come home from the war he gave her what for love 
The mighty fall when love has called  

 
Vampire friends desire to lust fang fang 

They fall on necks then fall in love pang pang 
The Marquis de Sade was happy with a stoke of  love 
Sherlock Holmes alone preferred a little toke of  love 

 

See “Bang Bang” video at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gjjuY5qetnw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gjjuY5qetnw
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Colin Hay - Men at Work 

Colin Hay is a Scottish-born Australian musician and actor who made his mark during 
the 1980s as lead vocalist of  the band Men at Work. Men at Work were an Australian 
rock band, which formed in 1978. Their founding mainstay was Colin Hay on lead 
vocals; he formed the group with Jerry Speiser on drums and Ron Strykert on lead guitar. 
They were joined by Greg Ham on flute, saxophone, and keyboards and finally John Rees 
on bass guitar. In the music video for the song “Dr. Heckyll & Mr. Jive” (1982) Colin 
donned Sherlock Holmes garb. 
 

Colin Hay 
Men at Work 

Watch the “Dr. Heckyll & Mr. Jive” music video at:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eZkOn0-yt9E 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Men_at_Work
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rock_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colin_Hay
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jerry_Speiser
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ron_Strykert
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greg_Ham
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Pop (Popular music) (17) 

Austin Mahone 

Austin Mahone goes all Sherlock Holmes, as he won't rest until he finds the girl who stole 
his heart, in "Till I Find You" on "The Secret" Album (2014). “Austin Mahone (born 
April 4, 1996) is an American singer and songwriter. Following in the footsteps of  Justin 
Beiber, Mahone began his career by posting videos on YouTube in June 2010. ‘The 
Secret’ album is described by music critics as pop and EDM.  According to Mahone, the 
sound is a mixture of  pop, R&B, electronic dance and 90's Backstreet Boys.”  50

Austin Mahone 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Secret_(Austin_Mahone_EP)50

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Secret_(Austin_Mahone_EP)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Americans
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Songwriter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/YouTube
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pop_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_dance_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contemporary_R%26B
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backstreet_Boys
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Till I Find You 

Lyrics (partial) 

Find You! 
Every minute I'm without you, 

I lose, 
Cos and angel touched my heart and took 

My cool 
Every second burns like fire 

i'mWhat I will do 
Til I find you 

Gone! 
No trace, 

I'm going Sherlock Holmes, 
Cinderella when the clocks go strike, 
It's so hard to breathe on my own, 

Girl, I'm running out of  time.

Austin Mahone 

Till I Find You (Official video) at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aYAjI5tTLgw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aYAjI5tTLgw
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Cher 

Cher (born Cherilyn Sarkisian; May 20, 1946) is an American singer and actress. Called 
the Goddess of  Pop, she is described as embodying female autonomy in a male-
dominated industry. She is known for her distinctive contralto singing voice and for 
having worked in numerous areas of  entertainment, as well as adopting a variety of  styles 
and appearances during her five-decade-long career. In 1973 Cher appeared as Sherlock 
Holmes in a skit on “The Carol Burnett Show” with Carol Burnett as Dr. Watson and 
Dennis Weaver as the villain. 

Cher 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Honorific_nicknames_in_popular_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contralto
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Sparks 

Sparks are an American pop band formed in Los Angeles in 1971 by brothers Ron 
(keyboards) and Russell Mael (vocals). The song “Sherlock Holmes”  by Sparks appears 
on the album “Angst in My Pants (1982)” and on the album “Two Hands, One Mouth: 
Live In Europe (2013)”. 

——— 

Sparks - Ron and Russell Mael 

Listen to Sparks’ “Sherlock Holmes at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZeqPmPKcHXA 

"Sherlock Holmes” 
Lyrics  51

 http://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/sparks/sherlockholmes.html51

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pop_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Los_Angeles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ron_Mael
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russell_Mael
http://lyrics.wikia.com/wiki/Sparks
http://lyrics.wikia.com/wiki/Sparks:Angst_In_My_Pants_(1982)
http://lyrics.wikia.com/wiki/Sparks:Two_Hands,_One_Mouth:_Live_In_Europe_(2013)
http://lyrics.wikia.com/wiki/Sparks:Two_Hands,_One_Mouth:_Live_In_Europe_(2013)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ron_Mael
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russell_Mael
http://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/sparks/sherlockholmes.html
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Fog matters to you and me, but it can't touch Sherlock Holmes 
Dogs bark and he knows their breed 

And knows where they went last night 
Knows their masters too 
Oh baby, hold me tight 

Just pretend I'm Sherlock Holmes 
Just pretend I'm Sherlock Holmes 
Just pretend I'm Sherlock Holmes 

Stay, don't give me that same old act 
I can call in Sherlock Holmes 

He'll want your biography, and pictures of  you in lace 
And satin looking great 
Oh baby, hold me tight 

Spend the night with Sherlock Holmes 
Hold me tight like Sherlock Holmes 
Just pretend I'm Sherlock Holmes 

Do you want to have fun 
Do you want a good time 
Do you want me to laugh 
Do you want me to cry 

Do you want me to dance 
Do you want me to sing 
Do you want me to joke 

Should I be more like him 
Oh yeah 

I can dance like Sherlock Holmes 
I can sing like Sherlock Holmes 
But can't be Sherlock Holmes 

Oh yeah 

I can dance like Sherlock Holmes 
I can sing like Sherlock Holmes 
But can't be Sherlock Holmes 
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James Taylor 

James Taylor's "Wow, Don't You Know”, from the album “One Man Dog” (1972) 
contains a Sherlock Holmes reference. “ James Vernon Taylor (born March 12, 1948) is 
an American singer-songwriter and guitarist. A five-time Grammy Award winner, he was 
inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of  Fame in 2000. He is one of  the best-selling artists 
of  all time, having sold more than 100 million records worldwide.”  52

 

James Taylor 

"Wow, Don't You Know” 

Lyrics (partial) 

Listen here now, don't you come round talking bout over yonder, listen, 
bound to wake up the walking man in me and I'm bound to wandering, hey now, 

talking all about spooning into bone, looking just like Sherlock Holmes. 
Looking for a needle in a haystack, seeing and eating lots of  fatback, 

hey, talking bout a railroad track and I'm going home, bye-bye. 
Woh, don't you know. Woh, don't you know. 

Listen to James Taylor's "Wow, Don't You Know” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4iMTVCVm-E4 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Taylor52

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammy_Award
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rock_and_Roll_Hall_of_Fame
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_best-selling_music_artists
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_best-selling_music_artists
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4iMTVCVm-E4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Taylor
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Adam West 

Adam West, TV’s original Batman, released a single titled "Miranda", a country-tinged 
pop song that he actually performed in costume during live appearances in the 1960s. 
Sherlock Holmes is mentioned in “Mirnada”, which comes as no surprise being Batman 
& Robin are basically a modern day Holmes & Watson. 

 

Adam West 

Miranda 

Lyrics (partial) 

Bruce, something terrible has happened! 
Mister ACDC, the Electric Brain, has threatened to turn off  the electric current all over 

the- 
... see what I mean! 

Holy Sherlock Holmes, Boy Genius, you're becoming a real stick in the mud! 
You better... zoom-zoom right out of  here. 

Batman sings possibly the worst song ever, with Sherlock Holmes in it at 1:54 mark.   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZljPX5DSD8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZljPX5DSD8
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The Monkees 

“The Monkees are an American pop rock band originally active between 1965 and 1971, 
with subsequent reunion albums and tours in the decades that followed. They were 
formed in Los Angeles in 1965 by Bob Rafelson and Bert Schneider for the American 
television series The Monkees, which aired from 1966 to 1968. The musical acting 
quartet was composed of  Micky Dolenz,  Michael Nesmith and Peter Tork and British 
actor and singer Davy Jones.”  In their TV show episode “Monkee See, Monkee 53

Die” (1966), in order to claim an inheritance, the Monkees spend the night in a haunted 
house. There is one scene where Micky Dolenz and Davy Jones are dressed as Holmes 
and Watson.   

                  Davy Jones & Micky Dolenz                                          The Monkees 

In their TV show episode “The Picture Frame” (1967), Mike, Davy and Micky are 
arrested after being conned into carrying out a bank robbery believing they are in a 
movie. Peter does his best Sherlock Holmes imitation by searching for evidence to prove 
their innocence with a deerstalker, a meerschaum pipe and a magnifying glass. 

Peter Tork 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Monkees53

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Monkees
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pop_rock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bob_Rafelson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bert_Schneider
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Monkees_(TV_series)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Nesmith
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Tork
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Davy_Jones_(musician)
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Michael Jackson 

Michael Jackson, “The King of  Pop”, had his day in a deerstalker! To accompany its 
Michael Jackson package of  articles, the Village Voice put a 1976 photograph of  the 
music legend on its cover. The Voice's Runnin' Scared blog explains that the picture of  a 
dynamic Jackson against the city was "taken on a balcony on the Upper East Side by 
music photographer Michael Putland. Whatever brought him to town, Jackson was a 
tough subject, Putland says. He could hardly believe that someone who projected such a 
giant personality on stage could be so fragile and soft-spoken in person. 'I felt almost sorry 
for him while taking the photos. I wanted to say, ‘It's OK, Michael.’ Putland also said that 
it was hard getting Jackson to show his personality, noting that he seemed ‘very child-like.’ 
Also: ‘It was Jackson's request to wear the deerstalker. Putland remembers thinking that it 
was a silly hat, but he didn't have the heart to say no’.”  54

Michael Jackson 

 http://gothamist.com/2009/07/03/village_voice_on_its_michael_jackso.php54

http://www.villagevoice.com/2009-07-01/news/michael-jackson-the-man-in-our-mirror/
http://www.villagevoice.com/2009-07-01/news/in-defense-of-michael-jackson-s-magic/
http://blogs.villagevoice.com/runninscared/archives/2009/07/about_that_cove.php
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The Saturdays 

The Saturdays are a British-Irish girl group based in London, England. The group 
formed during the summer of  2007. The line up consists of  Frankie Bridge, Una Healy, 
Rochelle Humes, Mollie King and Vanessa White. They appeared on the Jonathan Ross 
show in 2011, along with The Red Hot Chili Peppers, Alan Carr, and “Sherlock”, 
Benedict Cumberbatch. Everyone on the show except ‘Sherlock was seen wearing 
deerstalkers. The Red Hot Chili Peppers may have even jokingly referred to The 
Saturdays as Cumberbithces at one point. 

The Saturdays  
 Frankie Bridge, Una Healy, Rochelle Humes, Mollie King and Vanessa 

White 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Girl_group
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frankie_Sandford
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Una_Healy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rochelle_Humes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mollie_King
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vanessa_White
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frankie_Sandford
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Una_Healy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rochelle_Humes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mollie_King
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vanessa_White
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vanessa_White
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Britney Spears 

Oops!... I Did It Again, almost. Did you know Pop diva Britney Spears was almost a 
young Sherlock Holmes? “Britney Spears next movie role will be as a disgraced Sherlock 
Holmes in the film ‘221bCause’. In the film, Britney is a New Yorker working at a travel 
agency situated at 221B Baker St – Holmes’ famous address. Whilst there ‘she notices 
letters arriving for Sherlock Holmes. She starts to answer them as the detective and it 
leads her back to New York trying to trace the President’s son”' Producers apparently are 
working around Britney’s other commitments but want the film ready by 2004 to tie-in 
with the U.S Presidential Elections. Britney, believe it or not, was second choice for the 
movie. They originally wanted Jennifer Love Hewitt – but her bosses were not happy 
about the drug element of  the movie.”  55

 

Britney Spears 

 http://moviehole.net/20031250britney-spears-is-a-young-sherlock-holmes 55

http://moviehole.net/20031250britney-spears-is-a-young-sherlock-holmes
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Rudy Vallée  

“Rudy Vallée (July 28, 1901 – July 3, 1986) was an American singer, actor, bandleader, 
and entertainer.He was one of  the first modern pop stars of  the teen idol type.”  Rudy 56

appeared in a deerstalker in the 1935 film “Sweet Music”. Thirty-three years later in 
1968 Rudy appeared in full Sherlock Holmes dress in the TV cult classic “Batman” series.

Rudy Vallée 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rudy_Vallée56
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Clare Maguire 

Clare Maguire is an up and coming British singer-songwriter. Track 4 of  Clare Maguire's 
2015 EP entitled "Don't Mess Me Around” is “Sherlock”. 

Clare Maguire 

Listen to Clare Maguire’s “Sherlock” at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=soI34NKoCy8 
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“Sherlock" 

Lyrics  57

Sorry about that. I should have known 
When we first met 

I should have known 

I should have known 
He’d have had no respect 

I should have known 

I should have known 
I should have looked through his phone 

Checked his clothes 
Been like Sherlock Holmes 

I should have known 
I should have known 

Yeah, I should have known 
When he bookmarked her page 

I should have known 

Oh, I should have known 
He said it was me who was deranged 

Well, I should have known 

Yes, I should have known 
I should have looked through his phone 

Checked his clothes 
Been like Sherlock Holmes 

I should have known 
Oh, baby, I should have known 

Oh, I should have known 
He said he was out with his mates 

Oh, I should have known 

Yes, I should have known it 
That she’d be there on a plate 

 http://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/claremaguire/sherlock.html57

http://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/claremaguire/sherlock.html
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I should have known, hmm 

I should have known 
I should have looked through his phone 

I should have checked his clothes 
And been like Sherlock Holmes 

I should have known 
Hmm, hmm I should have known 

And, I should have known 
That he’d be blind by the blues 

I should know 

Yeah, I should have known 
He’d think that he’d have nothing to lose 

I should have known, oh yes 

I should have known 
I should have looked through his phone 

Checked his clothes 
Been like Sherlock Holmes 

I should have known 
Oh, yeah, I should have known 

 

Clare Maguire 
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Ian Dury 

“Ian Robins Dury (12 May 1942 – 27 March 2000) was an English rock and roll singer, 
lyricist, bandleader, artist, and actor who initially rose to fame during the late 1970s, 
during the punk and New Wave era of  rock music. He is best known as founder and lead 
singer of  the British band Ian Dury and the Blockheads.”  In his song “England’s 58

Glory”, from the “New Boots and Panties” (1977) album, Sherlock Holmes is referenced. 

Ian Dury 

Listen to “England’s Glory” at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cHzmjBRixX8 

England’s Glory 

Lyrics (partial) 

Frankie Howard, Noel Coward and garden gnomes 
Frankie Vaughan, Kenneth Horne, Sherlock Holmes 

 http://www.lyrics.com/lyric/2448952458

http://www.lyrics.com/lyric/24489524
http://www.definitions.net/definition/Frankie
http://www.definitions.net/definition/Coward
http://www.definitions.net/definition/garden
http://www.definitions.net/definition/gnomes
http://www.definitions.net/definition/Frankie
http://www.definitions.net/definition/Vaughan
http://www.definitions.net/definition/Kenneth
http://www.definitions.net/definition/Horne
http://www.definitions.net/definition/Sherlock
http://www.definitions.net/definition/Holmes
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The Belmonts  

The Belmonts are an American doo-wop group from the Bronx, New York, that 
originated in the mid-1950s. The original group consisted of  Fred Milano, Angelo 
D'Aleo, and Carlo Mastrangelo. They took their name from Belmont, the Bronx 
neighborhood in which they lived, known as the Little Italy of  the Bronx. There were 
several stages in their history, including the 1958–1960 period with Dion DiMucci, when 
the group was named Dion and the Belmonts. At this time Mastrangelo sang the bass 
parts, Milano the second tenor, D'Aleo the falsetto, and DiMucci did lead vocals. Prior to 
Dion joining the group they recorded a rare 10" 45 acetate titled  “Sherlock Holmes & 
The James Boy”.  Associated Recording Studios put the same song on both sides of  the 
45, so one may assume they were alternate takes. 

Sherlock Holmes & The James Boy 

The Belmonts 

Listen to “Sherlock Holmes & The James Boy” at: 
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VmxFX5pfUjo 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doo-wop
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musical_ensemble
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Bronx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_(state)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fred_Milano
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angelo_D%27Aleo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angelo_D%27Aleo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carlo_Mastrangelo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belmont,_Bronx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Little_Italy,_Bronx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dion_DiMucci
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dion_and_the_Belmonts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VmxFX5pfUjo
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Billie Eilish 

Billie Eilish (Billie Eilish Pirate Baird O’Connell, born December 18, 2001) is an 
American singer and songwriter, who won 5 Grammys in 2019. She  explains how she 
created her song "You Should See Me In A Crown" based on Moriarty from BBC 
"Sherlock" as part of  the "How It Went Down" video series.  Billie says, " Sherlock is 
awesome. He's got a character named Jim Moriarty and he's like the villain. If  you 
haven't watched it yet, he's horrible psychologically but in the most genius way. There's an 
episode where he steals the crown jewels and in a scene he's talking to Sherlock and 
basically he says "Honey, you should see me with a crown". Me and my brother Finneas 
have always been obsessed with the series. We think his speech was angry and we thought 
‘so let's turn it into a song’. That was the beginning, it was the impulse.” 

Billie Eilish 

"You Should See Me In A Crown” 

You can view Billie Eilish’s "You Should See Me In A Crown" ( Takashi Murakami video)  at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=coLerbRvgsQ 
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Honey Fed Worms 

Track eight on the album “For Novelty Use Only” (2005)  by Honey Fed Worms, was 
titled “Dreadlock Holmes” 

Honey Fed Worms 

Lyrics 

Up and down the streets of  Kingston 
You can hear the people say 

Dreadlock Holmes is on his way 
Rudimentary my dear Watson  

Rudimentary so they say 
Rudimentary my dear Watson  

In a most rudimentary way 
Rudimentary 

My dear Watson 
Rudimentary 

My Dear Watson 

You can listen to Honey Fed Worms’ “Dreadlock Holmes”  at:  
https://honeyfedworms.bandcamp.com/track/dreadlock-holmes  

https://honeyfedworms.bandcamp.com/track/dreadlock-holmes
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Salvaje 

The Valencian band Salvaje, a new pop-rock group, is made up of  Jorge Bravo (Bass and 
backing vocals), Jony Diaz (Drums), Carlos Marrón (Lead guitar), Adrián Castelló 
(Saxophone) and Richard Cors (Voice and rhythmic guitar). With clear influences from 
M-Clan, Fito & Fitipaldis, Oasis, Tom Petty, Pereza or Artic Monkeys, Salvaje has 
recorded songs in Bahamas Estudio (Valencia).  They released a song titled “Sherlock” on 
released 13 January 2019. 

—— 

Salvaje 

You can listen to Salvaje’s “Sherlock”  at:  
https://salvajeoficial.bandcamp.com/track/sherlock 

https://salvajeoficial.bandcamp.com/track/sherlock
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Шерлок Холмс 

The Belarusian cover band Шерлок Холмс (Sherlock Holmes)  features Belorussian pop 
singer Alexei Khlestov as its lead singer. 

—— 

Шерлок Холмс (Sherlock Holmes) 

Watch and listen to Шерлок Холмс at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ejZM1x97dLY 
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Progressive Rock (Rock Opera) (2) 

Clive Nolan and Oliver Wakeman 

“The Hound of  the Baskervilles” is a progressive rock album released in 2002 by British 
keyboardists Clive Nolan and Oliver Wakeman. It was the second of  two albums released 
by the duo. “'The Hound of  the Baskervilles’ is a well known Sherlock Holmes mystery by 
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. This wonderful story became the concept on which Clive Nolan 
and Oliver Wakeman built this magnificent epos. This album is an incredible Rock 
Opera, a Progressive Rock Musical, a true musical experience brought forth by twin 
keyboards accompanied by some violin and flute and the classic metal guitars, bass and 
drums. The twin keyboards create a fantastic atmosphere, you think that a whole 
symphonic orchestra is participating. Beautiful arrangements and great story telling make 
this album very interesting.”  Oliver Wakeman is the son of  legendary “Yes” keyboard 59

player Rick Wakeman. In my opinion this Hound piece is better than anything his dad 
ever did (and that comes from a big ‘Yes’ fan, who especially loved Rick Wakeman’s 
‘Journey to the Center of  the Earth’). 

 

  Oliver Wakeman                          Clive Nolan 

 http://www.progarchives.com/artist.asp?id=26959

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Progressive_rock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clive_Nolan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oliver_Wakeman
http://www.progarchives.com/artist.asp?id=269
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The piece is narrated by Holmes' trusty sidekick Dr. Watson, portrayed by Robert Powell 
(who once played the role of  Sherlock Holmes in the “Sherlock Holmes: The 
Musical” (1993).) 

Robert Powell 

Listen to the incredible “Hound of  the Baskervilles” at: 
 https:// www.youtube.com/watch?v=usAo_OsryUY 

The Hound of  the Baskervilles 

Lyrics - Narrative  60

Overture Lyrics 
Watson: 

"Such is the tale, my sons, of  the coming of  the hound which is said to have plagued the 
family so sorely ever since. Hear my caution. Never cross the moor in those dark hours 

when the powers of  evil are exalted.” 

Overture (Instrumental) 

The Curse of  the Baskervilles Lyrics 
Watson: 

Doctor Mortimer was by no means a typical country practitioner. He was clad in a 
professional, but rather slovenly fashion. His frock coat was dingy and his trousers frayed. 

Sherlock Holmes waved our strange visitor into a chair and said: 

 www.flashlyrics.com60

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=usAo_OsryUY
http://www.flashlyrics.com
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"Kindly tell me the exact nature of  the problem in which you demand my assistance." 
And so we listened to the strangest tale of  an ancient curse and the recent mysterious 

death of  Sir Charles Baskerville. 

Mortimer: 
Here in my hand is a statement of  fact 
From a witness beyond reach of  time 

It alludes to Sir Hugo of  Baskerville Hall 
And his cold unforgivable crimes 

A man of  foul humor, his temper was legend 
His treatment was rough to the servants and peasants 

But his judgement time came on Michaelmas eve 
In so violent a way that few could believe..... 
Torn to the bone by the seed of  his vanity 

Tatters and shreds from the greed and depravity 
Stared in the face of  the nightmare before him 

No one to call to, no one to save him from 
Fear and pain - The blindness of  terror 

Agonized screams that would echo forever 
Death by the Hound that was sent out from Hell 

Death by the Hound that had hunted the Baskerville down 
Sir Hugo was drawn to a girl who lived near 
His feelings, however, were not so returned 
So he and some friends of  a like disposition 

Abducted the wench for their clumsy seduction 
They laughed as their conquest was locked in a room 
They drank themselves mad as she waited her doom 

But driven by fear of  their shouts in the night 
She climbed down the wall and ran for her life..... 

Torn to the bone by the seeds of  his vanity 
Tatters and shreds from the greed and depravity 
Death by the Hound that was sent out from Hell 

Death by the creature from Hell 
Hugo gave chase with his friends far behind 

Crossing the moor on his own 
He was angry and mean with revenge on his mind 

Crossing the moor on his own 
He found the girl crumpled, dead from fatigue 

She lay there but not on her own 
As he turned he was met by two red blazing eyes 

It was here on the moor 
Here on the moor 

Here on the moor that he died 
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Dead on the ground lies Sir Charles, torn and battered 
Crumpled and bloody, in shreds and in tatters 

Wide staring eyes from the nightmare before him 
No one to call to, no one to save him from 

Fear and pain - blindness of  terror 
Agonized screams that will echo forever 

Death by the Hound that was sent out from Hell 
Death by the Hound that had hunted the Baskerville down 

Watson: 
With Holmes accepting the case, we immediately went to meet Sir Henry Baskerville, heir 

to the estate. He had recently arrived from America and was residing at the 
Northumberland Hotel. We were shown to his rooms and he greeted us with a look of  

bewilderment on his face. Following a brief  introduction, he handed Holmes a mysterious 
letter, which had been anonymously delivered. It read: 

"As you value your life or your reason, keep away from the moor." An ominous warning 
indeed. 

Three Broken Threads Lyrics 
Watson: 

As we left the hotel, I was aware of  a pair of  piercing eyes turned upon us through the 
side window of  a cab. Instantly the cab flew madly off  with Holmes in wild pursuit, but 

the start was too great, and it was soon out of  sight. 

Shadows of  Fate Lyrics 
Watson: 

With Holmes otherwise occupied in London, I agreed to act in his absence. Early the next 
morning, Sir Henry and I journeyed by train to the West Country. We were met at the 

station by a carriage. 
As we travelled, an outlying spur of  the moor lay in front of  us. On the summit we could 

se a mounted soldier, dark and stern, his rifle poised, ready over his forearm. 
"There's a convict escaped from Princetown", said the carriage driver. 

"Who is he, then?", I inquired. 
"It is Seldon, the Notting Hill Murderer, guilty of  the most brutal butchering of  a whole 

family." 
Then he pointed with his whip: "Baskerville Hall", said he. 

Sir Henry: 
Is there a place to hide? 

Can I be safe inside? 
What do I think I'll find? 
One step is all I need to 

Find a solution to all that is false or true 
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I can find the answers, if  I can find the courage too 
Why do I feel so weak? 

Why can't I find my feet? 
Why does it seem so dark? 
One step is all I need to 
Find my way from here. 
Conquer all those fears 

I can find the answers, if  I can find the courage too 
Look into the night, 

I see the shadows of  my fate 
As they shed no light at all, they just wait for me to trip and fall 

Look into the night, I see that hope may come too late 
As it dwindles there, and dies, no matter how I try to turn the 

Tide of  fear - A history bathed in blood and tears 
Tide of  fear - For the way that things appear to be 

However far we run, we're never free 
Where do I go from here? 
What do I do from now? 
What will I find in there? 
One step is all I need to 

See where I go from here. 
Know what the truth is now 

I can find the answers, if  I can find the courage too 
Now is the time, there's no running away from this 

Now is the time, I know that one step is all I need to 
Set me on the way and find the strength to face 

All of  the answers. I know I have the courage too 
Look into the night, I see the shadows of  my fate 

As they shed no light at all, they just wait for me to trip and fall 
Look into the night, I see that hope may come too late 

As it dwindles there, and dies, no matter how I try to turn the 
Tide of  fear - A history bathed in blood and tears 
Tide of  fear - For the way that things appear to be 

We run, but we're never free 
It all makes sense to me 

Like a long forgotten dream 
It's where I've always been 

A chance to find my tired soul and set it free 
It's all so right for me 

Look into the night, I see the shadows of  my fate 
As they shed no light at all, they just wait for me to trip and fall 

Look into the night, I see that hope may come too late 
As it dwindles there, and dies, no matter what I try to do 
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Look into the night, I see the shadows of  my fate 
As they shed no light at all, they just wait for me to trip and fall 

Look into the night, I see that hope may come too late 
As it dwindles there, and dies, no matter what I try to do 

It all makes sense to me Like a long forgotten dream 
It's where I've always been 

A chance to find my tired soul and set it free 
Set it free, oh set it free! 

At Home in the Mire Lyrics 
Watson: 

That afternoon, whilst walking towards the village, my thoughts were interrupted by a 
voice. 

"Please excuse my presumption, Doctor Watson, I am Stapleton of  Merripit House." 
Stapleton: 

Come inside, come and see my home 
This is truly where I belong 

Just look around, at this place of  mystery 
And wonder to be found 

I could tell you a thousand things you'd never known before 
I could show you a thousand places where you could fall 

You could fall..... 
Watch your step, for it has an unforgiving side 

And it will claim you for its own 
Treat it well, or it will be your downfall 
And your blood will be on my hands 

I could tell you a thousand things you'd never known before 
I could show you a thousand places where you could fall 

In the mire.....in the mire..... 
I'm at home in the mire! 

Watson: 
A long, low moan, indescribably sad, swept over the moor. It filled the whole air, and yet it 

was impossible to say whence it came. 
Stapleton: 

I could tell you a thousand things you'd never known before I could show you a thousand 
places where you could fall In the mire.....in the mire..... I could tell you a thousand things 
you'd never known before I could show you a thousand places where you could fall In the 

mire.....in the mire..... I'm at peace in the mire 
Watson: 

My new acquaintance continued: 
"Perhaps I may have the pleasure of  introducing you to my sister?" 
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As we walked on towards Merripit House, Stapleton, a dedicated collector of  b___erflies, 
rushed in pursuit of  a particularly rare species. Just then, a young woman ran towards me 

from the house. 
"Go back, Sir Henry", she said. "Go straight back to London instantly." 

Run for Your Life Lyrics 
Beryl: 

Do you ever remember, all the stories you've been told 
When you're lying awake in the middle of  the night? 

You see all your life so clearly now it seems 
As if  you're running for your life 

Run for your life! 
Run for your life! 

Do you really want to believe? 
Do you really want to receive 

All the nightmares that you hold so dear to your heart? 
Do you really want to reply? 

Do you really want to try 
To remove the slur on your name and your line? 

Can you really trust in a man? 
Can you really follow a plan? 

Does there really need to be a Lord of  the moor once more? 
Don't lose sight of  your goals 

You have to believe in your heart and your mind 
But it's easy to listen to the words that have no soul 

When your fighting for the only life you know 
Run for your life! 
Run for your life! 

Do you really want to believe? 
Do you really want to receive 

All the nightmares that you hold so dear to your heart? 
Do you really want to reply? 

Do you really want to try 
To remove the slur on your name and your line? 

Can you really trust in a man? 
Can you really follow a plan? 

Does there really need to be a Lord of  the moor once more? 

Watson: 
Upon realizing that I was not Sir Henry, Beryl Stapleton apologized and retreated to the 

house, leaving me more bemused than ever. 
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Beryl: 
Do you really want to believe? 
Do you really want to receive 

All the nightmares that you hold so dear to your heart? 
Do you really want to reply? 

Do you really want to try 
To remove the slur on your name and your line? 

Can you really trust in a man? 
Can you really follow a plan? 

Does there really need to be a Lord of  the moor once more? 

Picture of  a Lady Lyrics 
Watson: 

It was not until the next day, as we lunched at Merripit House, that Sir Henry made the 
acquaintance of  Miss Stapleton. From the first moment that he saw her, he appeared to 

be strongly attracted by her, and I am sure the feeling was mutual. 

Sir Henry: 
If  she'd turn and look my way 

I'm sure that I would gladly stay and spend my last days looking at her face 
A maiden fair you must agree, the finest lady you will see 

My words cannot do justice to her grace 
And when the moon descends, the day begins anew 

Her beauty brings a stillness to the dawn 
A picture of  a lady, picture of  a lady, picture of  a lady like you 
A single rose I'd gladly give, with humble heart I'd surely live 

If  I could ever have someone so pure 
A hand so fair I can't comprehend, as why the lady has no friend 

With whom she can live out her days in joy 
And when the sun descends, the eve begins anew 

Her beauty brings a stillness to the night 
A picture of  a lady, picture of  a lady, picture of  a lady like you 

She holds a secret to her heart, a life of  mystery in part 
I wonder if  I'll ever know its cause 

It's tearing her apart inside, this secret life that she must hide 
And never tell a soul her tale of  woe 

And when the moon descends, the day begins anew 
Her beauty brings a sadness to the dawn 

A picture of  a lady, picture of  a lady, picture of  a lady like you. 
A picture of  a lady, picture of  a lady, picture of  a lady like you. 

The Argument Lyrics 
Watson: 
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The following day, Sir Henry insisted on walking alone upon the moor. This I was much 
against. So I followed at a discreet distance. 

I watched as Sir Henry met up with Beryl Stapleton, but I was not the only witness to 
their meeting. 

Sir Henry: 
This is a time I would share with you happily 

This is a time I would share with you now 
A moment divine, such as this should be cherished 

Life is defined by the paths that we choose 

Beryl: 
You can't know where this may lead. 
We can't hope to find such freedom 

Reach beyond these few words that I speak 
Danger hides behind all that you seek 

Stapleton: 
I can see two of  you. I can see two of  you 

I know what's going on. I have got the clearest view 
I can see you whispering. You know that this wrong 

I can tell what's happening. I can tell what's happening. 
Too late, too late 

Sir Henry: 
This is a time I would give to you readily 

This is a time I would give to you now 
Show me a sign that my hopes can be founded 
Our lives are defined by the choices we make 

Beryl: 
You can't know where this may lead. 
We can't hope to find such freedom 

Reach beyond these few words that I speak 
Danger hides behind all that you seek. 
Reach beyond what you see in my eyes 

There's a darkness which threatens our lives 

Sir Henry: 
My heart is beating now. 
My life has meaning now 
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Reach beyond - Words that I speak 
Danger - All that you seek. 

Reach beyond what you see in my eyes 
There's a darkness which threatens our lives 

Stapleton: 
Come away with me now, my sister 

I've been worried since you've been gone 
What on earth do you think you were doing? 

Who the hell do you think that you are? 

Sir Henry & Beryl: 
Too late! Too late! He knows we're here. 
Too late! Too late for the anger or tears 

Too late! Too late for us to run. 
Too late! Too late for what we've done 

Stapleton: 
Come away now. 

Come home right now 
Come away now. 

Come home right now. 
Come away 

Beryl: 
Please let me go now. 
Please let me go now 
Please let me go now. 
Please let me go now 

Sir Henry: 
Show me a sign that you care. 
Show me the light in your soul 

How can this be so unfair? 
Why do his eyes seem so cold? 

Sir Henry & Beryl: 
This is a time I would share with you happily 

This is a time I would share with you now 
A moment divine, such as this should be cherished 

Life is defined by the paths that we choose 
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Stapleton: 
Come away now. 
It's too late now. 
Come away now. 
It's too late now 

Sir Henry, Beryl & Stapleton: 
Reach beyond the words that I speak. 
Danger hides behind all that you seek 

Reach beyond what you see in my eyes. 
Wait for darkness to fall down on us. 

Second Light 
Watson: 

With Stapleton firmly leading his sister away, Sir Henry, a picture of  dejection, set off  for 
Baskerville Hall. 

That night, I was awakened by Sir Henry, who had been disturbed by a strange sound. It 
was the butler, Barrymore, staring out into the blackness of  the night, with a burning 

candle in his hand. Suddenly another light appeared on the moor. 
With haste we embarked into the cold darkness to discover the source of  this second 

illumination. Then we saw him. A face, ravaged by cruel experiments conducted during 
his many years in prison. There was a child-like look of  confusion and fear in his eyes. It 

was Seldon! 
Startled by our presence, he fled. 

Seldon Lyrics 
Seldon: 

Torn apart inside. Dark coloured lies over flesh hues and tones 
Blood soaked, broken bones. 

Tear through the sky like a knife 
Try to close my eyes from the wrong kind of  light 

I can taste the memory. Down they went: Better that way 
Screams in my head. Blood soaked, lying dead! 

Drawn by the scent of  a flower. The sweetest of  thoughts turning sour 
Spinning in my head - Fatal decisions 

Spinning in my head - Misguiding visions 
Tear through the sky like a knife. 
Try to close my eyes...my eyes! 

I won't fall for your traps. I won't crawl for your mercy 
I won't lay down and die. Won't beg. Won't cry! 

Fables and fantasies. Filling my thoughts with justifications 
Stories and prophecies. Leading me on to violent aggression 
Smiles and promises. Thoughtless signs. Hollow intentions 
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Circled by enemies. Waiting to catch me. Keen to attack me! 
Drowning in the lights - Too many faces 

Drowning in the lights - Smothered in hatred 
Spinning in my head - Fatal decisions 

Spinning in my head - Misguiding visions 
Are calling to me. Calling to me! 

Watson: 
With Seldon gone, we turned towards home. For a moment, outlined against the full 

moon, I saw the figure of  a man on the Tor. Who could this be? 

Death on the Moor Lyrics 
Watson: 

On returning to the Hall, we confronted the Barrymores. It took little persuasion to 
discover that Seldon was, in fact, the brother of  Mrs Barrymore, who tearfully pleaded to 

Sir Henry for his silence on the matter. She claimed that the tortured convict had been 
rendered harmless and would soon be abroad in the care of  friends. Out of  compassion, 

Sir Henry acceded to her wishes, offering food and even some of  his old clothes to the 
cause. 

In grateful relief, Barrymore offered an important thread of  new evidence - part of  a 
burnt letter. It read: 

"Please, please, as you are a gentleman, burn this letter and be at the gate by ten o'clock." 
Beneath it were signed the initials "L.L." 

In the morning I awoke, determined to identify the man on the Tor. Upon further 
investigation, I discovered that the hiding place of  our mysterious stranger was a small 

hut on the moor. It was empty, so I waited inside, not knowing what to expect. 
"It is a lovely evening, my dear Watson", said a well known voice. "I really think that you 

will be more comfortable outside than in." 
Stepping out of  the hut, I was amazed to find myself  face to face with Mr Sherlock 

Holmes. I had thought him in London, but all this time he had been here, observing, 
waiting. 

"My dear fellow", said Holmes, "I beg that you will forgive me for this deception, but for 
you to know could not have helped us, and might possibly have lead to my discovery. You 
would have wished to tell me something, or in your kindness, you would have brought me 

out some comfort or other, and so an unnecessary risk would have been run." 
And so we talked. Holmes opened my eyes to the question of  a woman called Laura 

Lyons, who was under the wing of  Sir Charles Baskerville, and more; she was in love with 
Stapleton. There was a great deal to take in and we continued talking, as the last red 

streaks had faded away in the West, and night settled upon the moor. 
Suddenly, a terrible scream burst out of  the silence of  the moor. 

"The Hound!", cried Holmes, "Come, Watson, come! Great heavens if  we are too late!". 
As we ran, the vague outline hardened into a definite shape. It was a prostrate man, face 
downward upon on the ground: The body of  Sir Henry Baskerville. We stood with bitter 
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hearts, overwhelmed by this sudden and irrevocable disaster. But as Holmes turned the 
body over, he let out a cry: 

"It is not Sir Henry! Why, it is Seldon the convict!" 
Upon returning to Baskerville Hall, Holmes became fascinated by one of  the portraits on 

the wall. 
"Can't you see?", he whispered. 

"Good heavens!", I cried in amazement. It was the face of  Stapleton. He was a 
Baskerville! 

By Your Side Lyrics 
Watson: 

The next morning we faced Laura Lyons with two facts. Firstly, our knowledge of  her 
planned meeting with Sir Charles the night he died. Secondly, that her beloved Stapleton 

was already married - to Beryl. 
Laura: 

Look into my eyes and then you will see 
The only thing in life that meant anything to me 

Was the chance to start all over and make my life anew 
To share all my remaining days with one I held so true 

If  he would take me gladly - I would never stray 
If  he would take me gladly - I would always stay 

By his side. 
With my pride 

I have suffered in oh so many ways, 
I can not believe the words you say 

I thought I'd love him dearly until the end of  time 
And now I shall reveal to you the terror of  his crime 

If  he had taken me gladly - I would had never strayed 
If  he had taken me gladly - I would have always stayed 

By his side. 
With my pride 

Watson: 
With this heartbreaking discovery, Laura told all. 

And so the plan was set: Sir Henry would dine that night at Merripit House and return 
on foot, alone across the moor. On no account was he to leave the path, for that would 

spell certain death. Holmes and I would lie in wait with Doctor Mortimer, who had 
begun, and would end this journey with us. 

Waiting Lyrics 
Watson: 

From the chill night, we watched as Sir Henry dined with Stapleton. Disturbingly, Beryl 
was nowhere to be seen. Meanwhile, over the great, Grimpen mire, there hung a dense, 

white fog. Holmes muttered impatiently, as he watched its sluggish drift towards the path. 
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Mortimer: 
The clock ticks on as the light begins to fail 

Our hearts grow weaker in the glimmering pale of  the moonlight 
The distant sights. They catch the eye 

Night time hangs heavy on our shoulders. 
Waiting. Waiting..... 

Stapleton: 
As fear grips the heart. 

Will life go on. 
Is there hope to be found? 

As we wait in the cold, as we wait in the dark. 
I know it's close 

A sign of  the hound. 
We wait, bated breath. 

The smallest of  thoughts The smallest of  sounds. 
As we wait in the cold, as we wait in the dark 

I know it's close. 
A sign of  the hound. 

Beryl: 
Set me loose. I must warn him not to walk the moor Set me loose. I must warn him of  the 

danger on the moor. 
Stapleton: 

As fear grips the heart. 
We wait, bated breath 
As fear grips the heart. 
We wait, bated breath 

Sir Henry: 
Beware the Grimpen mire. 

Beware the swamps and marshes 
Beware the moor is calling for a victim now 

All: 
One step could be fatal. 

One move could lead to death. 
Walk the path with care 

Stapleton: 
As fear grips the heart. 

Will life go on. 
Is there hope to be found?..... 

Mortimer: 
The clock ticks on as the light begins to fall..... 

Waiting - The clock ticks on and on 
Waiting. Waiting - Our hearts grow weaker, weaker, weaker..... 

Sir Henry: 
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Can't take this torture for much longer. 
It eats away into my very core 

My nerves are raw my heart is cold with horror 
I jump at the rain or the creaking of  a door. 

Waiting. The clock ticks on and on 
Waiting. Waiting - Our hearts grow weaker, weaker, weaker..... 

Beryl: 
Set me loose. I must warn him not to walk the moor..... 

Sir Henry, Mortimer & Beryl: 
Beware the Grimpen mire. 

Beware the swamps and marshes 
One step could soon be fatal. 

One move could lead to death..... 
Beware the Grimpen mire. 

Beware the swamps and marshes 
One step could soon be fatal 

One move could lead to helpless fear as terror conquers all 
Stapleton: 
Beware! 

One step! 
Beware! 

One step! 
Beware! 

One step! 
Watson: 

Eventually Sir Henry bade his host farewell, and set off  across the moor. Holmes 
suddenly dropped to his knees and clapped his ear to the ground. 

"Look out! It's coming!" 

Chasing the Hound Lyrics 
Watson: 

We gave chase, and even as the form of  the Hound came into view, Holmes and I fired 
together, and the creature gave a hideous howl. It did not pause, however, but bounded 
onwards towards Sir Henry. Never have I seen a man run as Holmes ran that night. But 
the next instant, Holmes had emptied five barrels of  his revolver into the creature's flank. 

With a final howl, the giant Hound lay dead. 
We returned to Merripit House to find Stapleton gone and Beryl bound and gagged in 

the attic. As she sheltered in Sir Henry's arms, she told of  Stapleton's flight into the 
Grimpen mire, which due to the heavy fog, must surely have spelled his doom. 

The case was closed.  61

 www.flashlyrics.com61

http://www.flashlyrics.com
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Looking-Glass Lantern 

“Looking-Glass Lantern is all about Graham Dunnington, an Englishman with a 
Classical background, who used to play for a Classical Rock band, and probably this 
collaboration set the seeds of  what was to come. ‘A Tapestry of  Tales’ (2013) was the 
debut album from Looking-Glass Lantern, and the first of  two albums featuring songs 
based on some of  the famous adventures of  Mr. Sherlock Holmes and Dr. John Watson. 
Released on the 125th anniversary of  Dr. Watson’s first report from Dartmoor, ‘The 
Hound of  the Baskervilles’ (2014) was the second album from Looking-Glass Lantern and 
is an hour-long musical adaptation of  the most famous Sherlock Holmes adventure. The 
two Sherlock Holmes albums were conceived as a pair. The first album ‘A Tapestry of  
Tales’ is concerned with a selection of  the short stories, and the second album with the 
most famous Holmes adventure ‘The Hound of  the Baskervilles’.”  62

 

Graham Dunnington 

Listen to the title track from the album “A Tapestry of  Tales” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yzc4AiT1Bgs 

 http://www.lookingglasslantern.com62

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yzc4AiT1Bgs
http://www.lookingglasslantern.com
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The menu for “The Hound of  the Baskervilles” 

1 The Curse of  the Baskervilles 
2 Baskerville Hall 

3 The Light Upon the Moor 
4 The Man on the Tor (Part One) 
5 The Man on the Tor (Part Two) 

6 Death on the Moor 
7 Fixing the Nets (Open Your Heart) 

8 The Hound of  the Baskervilles 
9 Retrospection 

A highly detailed story synopsis, musical themes, and song lyrics for each track can be 
viewed at:  http://www.lookingglasslantern.com/the-hound-of-the-baskervilles-2/ 

The Looking-Glass Lantern website has lots of  information about the music of  Looking-
Glass Lantern, including the lyrics of  all the songs. You can buy the albums at iTunes, 
Amazon, Aurovine and many other online retailers.  The music of  Looking-Glass 63

Lantern is also available on Spotify. There is a Looking-Glass Lantern YouTube 
channel, and  a Twitter feed at @glass_lantern 

Looking-Glass Lantern 

 http://www.lookingglasslantern.com63

http://www.lookingglasslantern.com
http://www.lookingglasslantern.com/the-hound-of-the-baskervilles-2/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/artist/looking-glass-lantern/id719143677
http://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_0_13?url=search-alias%3Ddigital-music&field-keywords=looking+glass+lantern&sprefix=looking+glass%2Cdigital-music%2C254
http://looking-glass-lantern.aurovine.com/
https://play.spotify.com/user/rush47/playlist/0S553PghlBlddFyxHByoUr?play=true&utm_source=open.spotify.com&utm_medium=open
https://www.youtube.com/user/LookingGlassLantern
http://lookingglasslantern.com/twitter/
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Punk Rock (5) 

Pere Ubu 

Pere Ubu is a rock group formed in Cleveland, Ohio in 1975. Despite a variety of  long-
term band members, singer David Thomas is the only constant. “It’s difficult to believe 
that ‘Final Solution,’ the A-side of  Pere Ubu's second self-released single, was recorded in 
1975; no one back then was making music that sounded like it, and for that matter, very 
few bands in Ubu's wake did either. It wasn't so much the sound of  the future as it was a 
distressed, twisted reflection of  the band's immediate environment. Sometimes absurdist, 
sometimes harsh and chilling, ‘Final Solution’ -- like much of  Ubu's early music -- was 
essentially the sound of  the bleak industrial wasteland that was Cleveland, OH, in the 
'70s. It was also the sound of  the alienated misfits who lived there -- singer David 
Thomas' character in the song is ugly, unbalanced, and seeking escape and release in rock 
& roll. Despite the title, ‘Final Solution’ was never intended to evoke memories of  the 
Holocaust; it was actually Thomas' play on a Sherlock Holmes story called The Final 
Problem.”  64

 

Pere Ubu 

 http://www.allmusic.com/song/final-solution-mt000320068864

http://www.allmusic.com/song/final-solution-mt0003200688
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rock_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cleveland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ohio
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Thomas_(musician)
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The Sherlock Holmes Punkrock Connection 

The Sherlock Holmes Punkrock Connection derives it’s name from it’s two members, 
Fernando Holmes, on Drums, Percussion, and Cowbells, and José Holmes, on Guitar, 
Bass, and Tambourine. The genre of  their music is punk rock, which they describe as, 
raw like sushi. They list their hometown as, the Streets of  Newcologne, Berlin, Europe. 
 

                   José Holmes                                                 Fernando Holmes 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xNacwRrejDk&list=PL61F80A49B0A45424 
https://www.facebook.com/TSHPC/        

http://www.tshpc.de 

https://www.facebook.com/TSHPC/
http://www.tshpc.de/
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Stiffs, Inc. 

The Stiffs, Inc. included a song titled “Quick, Watson!”, a tune about Sherlock Holmes’ 
drug problems,  in their “Nix Nought Nothing” album from 1995. “The Stiffs are an 
English band, variously referred to as Punk rock, Power Pop, and Pop Punk, hailing from 
Blackburn, Lancashire. Championed by Radio 1 DJ John Peel, their most successful 
singles were 'Inside Out' and 'Goodbye My Love'. Band members are Phil Hendriks 
(vocals, guitar),[1] Ian 'Strang' Barnes (guitar, vocals), 'Big' John McVittie (bass guitar, 
vocals) and Tommy O'Kane (drums).”  65

Ian 'Strang' Barnes, Tommy O'Kane, John McVittie and Phil Hendriks 

Watch:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qWC4FsIq73g 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Stiffs_(band)65

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Stiffs_(band)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Punk_rock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_pop
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pop_punk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blackburn
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lancashire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Peel
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Quick, Watson! 

Lyrics  66

An end to innocence---this tragic innocence 
An end to innersense---I have no innersense 

An end to face the right and look left look right face it crisis 
An end to innocence---I had no innocence 

Morphine amphetamines I don't do them I don't know what they mean 
More for me I'm getting mean post-mortem Moriarity 

Solution criminal---I can't believe that's all 
Solution terminal---this fix is terminal 

Solution's not for me---I've a problem with the use of  sedatives 
Solution criminal---it's purely medicinal 

Quick witted, Quick written, Quick Watson the needle 
Quick witted, Quick written, Quick Watson bring the needle 

Quick witted, Quick written, Quick Watson the needle 
This I think This I think This I think is a two-spike problem 

An end to enemy---there's nothing left for me 
I've got no enemy---now who will lie with me 

An end to playing nice I must leave now game is over 
An end to enemy---I've no identity 

Morphine amphetamines I don't do them I don't know what they mean 
More for me I'm getting mean post-mortem Moriarity 

Morphine amphetamines 

Quick witted, Quick written, Quick Watson the needle 
Quick witted, Quick written, Quick Watson bring the needle 

Quick witted, Quick written, Quick Watson the needle 
This I think This I think This I think is a two-spike problem 

 http://genius.com/Stiffs-inc-quick-watson-lyrics66

http://genius.com/Stiffs-inc-quick-watson-lyrics
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Johnny Jurex and The Punk Pistols 

This one may be as trivial as trivial gets, but who else knew that 1976 Irish rock band 
Johnny Jurex and The Punk Pistols had a drummer called Eamon "Sherlock" Holmes!
Johnny Jurex and The Punk Pistols was “a punk band formed by Ferdia MacAnna during 
the summer of  madness in 1976. They performed just once, at UCD, an such was the 
curiosity about punk rock that a huge crowd came out to see them play “Anarchy in 
Belfield” and “Fuck Bill Grundy”.  Ferdia MacAnna became Rocky DeValera fronting 
‘The Gravediggers’ and later the Rhythm Kings.”  As for what became of  Eamon 67

Sherlock Holmes, one might guess he is tending to bees in Sussex. 

Eamon Sherlock Holmes 

 http://www.irishrock.org/irodb/bands/jurex.html67

http://www.irishrock.org/irodb/bands/jurex.html
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Commissioner Gordon

“Commissioner Gordon are an Australian ska punk band.Combining elements of  ska 
music and hardcore punk rock, ska punk first became popular in the late 1970s and was 
started in the UK. Featuring faster tempos, distorted guitars, spunky instrumentation and 
a cleaner sound than punk, ska punk first rose to prominence in the 2 Tone movement. 
Though ska punk was big then, many of  the best ska punk bands reached their 
commercial peak in the 1990s. Many of  the 90s ska bands incorporated a degree of  punk 
into their sound, and thus, the originality of  this sound enthralled audiences and allowed 
for ska punk bands to shoot up the charts and become beloved figures within the genre.”  68

Commissioner Gordon had a song titled “Sherlock Holmes”. 

Commissioner Gordon 

Watch Melbourne Ska band Commissioner Gordon perform Sherlock Holmes live at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=of_S5aJhQMc 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australian_ska68

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ska
http://www.ranker.com/list/celebrities-who-got-famous-after-40/celebrity-lists?ref=internalCrossLinking_keyword
http://www.ranker.com/crowdranked-list/the-best-punk-bands-of-all-time?ref=internalCrossLinking_keyword
http://www.ranker.com/list/ska-bands-and-musicians/reference?ref=internalCrossLinking_keyword
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=of_S5aJhQMc
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australian_ska
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CTFM

CTFM's "The Dear Watson Sound - The Baker Street Irregulars / Hound Dog" was  a 
 7" vinyl single, (200 limited edition) from Damaged Goods Records,U.K., in 2016. "My 
Dear Watson", written by Childish when with Thee Headcoats in 1992 as a rock 
tune, was now presented in a punk rock format, and on the B side  was a cover of   "Elvis 
Presley's Hound Dog". CTMF is another of  the many bands our old friend Billy Childish, 
who Sherlockians best knew from his Thee Headcoats days (rock later in this essay),  is 
still wearing his deerstalker as in those earlier days. Despite not releasing any music until 
the 2010s, CTMF's history dates back to 1977, when Childish was working at a dockyard 
in Chatham, Kent as an apprentice mason. Having seen a report on the burgeoning punk 
rock scene on television, Childish decided he should form a band and grab his fair share 
of  the limelight. Two of  his friends, Button Nose Steve and Dave Marsh (not the rock 
critic), agreed in principle, and they settled on a name for the group, CTMF, which could 
mean Copyright TerMination Front or Clarity Through Fuzz depending on who you 
asked. The trio never got beyond talking things over and it wasn't until 2013 
that Childish formed a band using that name with bassist/vocalist Nurse Julie (aka Julie 
Hamper) and drummer Wolf  Howard on drums. Both Nurse Julie and Wolf  Howard had 
played in many of Childish's previous bands...    
 

CTMF - Billy Childish 
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____ 

Julie Hamper - Wolf  Howard - Billy Childish  

Billy Childish - Thee Headcoats 

Compare Childish’s “My Dear Watson” from CTMF with his Thee Headcoats version 
here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=se8vhpzHRrM 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ac-0NzF1SyA 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=se8vhpzHRrM
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R&B / Soul (9) 

Sherlock Holmes 

Perhaps our beloved Sherlock Holmes didn’t retire to beekeeping in the Sussex Downs,  
but became a singer/songwriter.  I don’t know much about  the singer/songwriter  
Sherlock Holmes but here are a few of  his songs you can listen to kept alive by the  
Northern Soul movement. “Northern soul is a music and dance movement that emerged  
in Northern England in the late 1960s. It consisted of  obscure American soul recordings,  
including lesser known songs from Motown Records, Stax Records, Okeh Records and  
many more obscure record labels.”  1960’s records by Sherlock Holmes, I guess?! 69

Standing at a Standstill 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hUD9SXgEsto 

What an Argument 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8tJlH9IsRu4 

 https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLD7D13FBD8A0E757269

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLD7D13FBD8A0E7572
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hUD9SXgEsto
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8tJlH9IsRu4
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Lil' Mo (Cynthia Karen Loving) 

In April 2014 released her second mixtape “No Shit Sherlock”, which featured 
contributions by Da Brat and songwriter Tiyon "TC" Mack. “Cynthia Karen Loving 
(born November 19, 1979) best known by her stage name Lil' Mo, is an American R&B 
singer, radio personality, songwriter, and record producer. She debuted on the music scene 
as Missy Elliott's protégée and contributed guest vocals to some of  Elliott's work, most 
notably the record-breaking ‘Hot Boyz’. Under the wing of  Elliott, Lil' Mo would land a 
contract deal with Elektra Records and release charting singles of  her own, including ‘Ta 
Da’, ‘Superwoman Pt. II’, ‘4Ever’, ‘Hot Girls’, and her debut single ‘5 Minutes’.”  Just 70

another work with an oblique reference to Sherlock Holmes in the title. 

Lil' Mo 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lil%27_Mo70

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lil%27_Mo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contemporary_R%26B
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singer-songwriter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Record_producer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Missy_Elliott
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hot_Boyz_(song)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elektra_Records
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ta_Da
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ta_Da
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superwoman_Pt._II
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/4Ever_(Lil%27_Mo_song)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hot_Girls
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/5_Minutes_(Lil%27_Mo_song)
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Eric Bellinger 

Eric Bellinger, is an American singer-songwriter. In verse one of  the title song of  his 
album “R&B Singer”, Sherlock Holmes gets a shout-out. 

 

Eric Bellinger 

R&B Singer 

Lyrics (partial) 

She wanna go through my phone 
I'm guessing she wanna be all alone 

She must have forgot that I'm an R&B singer 
She must have forgot she dealing with a real nigga 

She wanna be Sherlock Holmes 
She must not know that she could be gone 

She must have forgot that I'm an R&B singer 
She must have forgot she dealing with a cold nigga 

Watch Eric Bellinger - R&B Singer at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mcytFlc4cYQ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singer-songwriter
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Tavares  

Tavares are an American R&B, funk, and soul music group, composed of  five Cape 
Verdean-American brothers. Their “Whodunit” (1977) song, from the album “Love 
Storm” contains  a Sherlock Holmes reference. Capitol Records, 2 sides, 7 in., 45 rpm. 
Written by K. St. Lewis and Freddie Perren. 

The Tavares Brothers 

Listen to “Whodunit” at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BhwmtksGmpQ 

“Whodunit” 

Lyrics (partial) 

Whodunit, it's a bedside mystery, yeah, yeah 
Hey, where's the phone to call Sherlock Holmes? 

Somebody took my baby, I've been framed by what's his name 
And he's gettin' away, Charlie Chan, see if  you can 

Help me find those two, won't you? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/R%26B
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Funk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soul_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cape_Verde
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cape_Verde
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Johnnie Taylor 

Johnnie Taylor’s song "We're Getting Careless With Our Love" from the album “Taylored 
in Silk” (1973) has a Sherlock Holmes line in it. .Johnnie Taylor was an American vocalist 
in a wide variety of  genres, from blues, rhythm and blues, soul, and gospel to pop, doo-
wop and disco. 

 

Johnnie Taylor 

"We're Getting Careless With Our Love” 

Lyrics (partial) 

I hate to see you leave 
With tears all over your face 

Just like Sherlock Holmes 
The whole world is on our case 

Listen to Johnnie Taylor’s song "We're Getting Careless With Our Love” at:  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DfJJMEVziY 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blues
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhythm_and_blues
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soul_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gospel_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pop_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doo-wop
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doo-wop
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disco
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DfJJMEVziY
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Carl ‘Sherlock’ Holmes 

“Carl ‘Sherlock’ Holmes started gigging in the early sixties forming Carl Holmes & the 
Commanders with whom he recorded a full length album for Atlantic in 1962 entitled 
‘Twist Party At The Roundtable’. Later on he recorded a couple of  45’s for the Parkway 
and Verve labels. In May of  1966 a pre-Experience Jimi Hendrix gigged with the group 
but never recorded with them. After a final 45 for the local Philly label, Black Jack, the 
group disbanded and Carl formed “The Sherlock Holmes Investigation”. The Sherlock 
Holmes Investigation...only released one album, ‘Investigation #1’, in 1974...The band 
included Chico Green on bass, John Hammond on keys, John Daves on flute, Jimmy 
Towns on bass, Chubby Brown on guitar, Art Grant on sax and vibes, congas and organ 
by guys called Dickie, Peachie and Sly.”  71

Carl ‘Sherlock’ Holmes 

 ‘Investigation #1’ can be heard at: http://www.youtube.com/watch? v=FqHgZhzGaIA 

 http://www.parisdjs.com/index.php/post/Carl-Sherlock-Holmes-Investigation-No.171

http://www.parisdjs.com/index.php/post/Carl-Sherlock-Holmes-Investigation-No.1
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Melvin ‘Wah Wah Watson’ Ragin 

Melvin ‘Wah Wah Watson’ Ragin (1951 - ), a Mowtown session guitarist, released his first 
solo album entitled “Elementary” in 1977.Gaining the nickname ‘Wah Wah Watson’, for 
his prowess with a wah- wah pedal, Melvin showed up on the album cover with pipe and 
deerstalker, looking more like a Sherlock Holmes than a Watson. 

Melvin ‘Wah Wah Watson’ Ragin 

Listen to cut from “Elementary” by Melvin Wah Wah Watson Ragin at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch? v=B3I-8KTVIkk 
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Downliners Sect 

“Contemporaries of  the Rolling Stones and Yardbirds, the Downliners Sect was formed 
by deerstalker-hatted rhythm guitarist Don Craine in the spring of  1963. Their brash and 
exciting brand of  R&B soon gained them a residency at London's Studio 51 club where 
they recorded their first E.P. 'At Nite in Great Newport Street', now a rare collectors' item. 
A version of  Jimmy Reed's 'Baby What's Wrong' became the unit's first single for EMI 
and entered the charts in its first week of  release. This was followed by 'Little Egypt' 
which brought international interest and took the band into the Swedish top ten. 
The group went on to record many classic R&B singles as well as three albums, 'The 
Sect', 'The Country Sect' and 'The Rock Sects In’.”  It would appear Don Craine was 72

quite the Sherlockian, since he was wearing a deerstalker well before his Thee Head 
Headcoats Sect days too! 
 

Downliners Sect 

Don Craine 

 https://www.iguitarmag.com/news/2015/08/the-downliners-sect-to-perform-at-londons-100-club/72

https://www.iguitarmag.com/news/2015/08/the-downliners-sect-to-perform-at-londons-100-club/
https://www.iguitarmag.com/search?q=Rolling%20Stones
https://www.iguitarmag.com/search?q=Yardbirds
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Oceanfromtheblue 

Oceanfromtheblue is a South Korean singer, composer and lyricist who debuted in 2018. 
He is currently working under Nostalgia Music. He was formerly known as OCEAN (오
션).  On 25 November 2020 he released his newest song “Sherlock” on YouTube.


 Oceanfromtheblue                                                                

Made Overnight 

Listen to Oceanfromtheblue’s “Sherlock” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZZNQNh_VOE 
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Rock (23) 

The Beatles 

What better place to start a look at Sherlock Holmes and his connection to the rock music 
genre than with debatably the greatest rock band of  all time, the Beatles. Sorry no 
George Harrison connection with Holmes, but a dash of  Paul McCartney and Ringo 
Starr, with a large dose John Lennon follows. 

The Beatles 

John Lennon 

In May of  1964,  John and Cynthia Lennon, George Harrison and Pattie Boyd 
vacationed at Papeete in Tahiti. During the holiday John Lennon spent time reading 
Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes books, which helped inspire his second collection 
of  stories, “A Spaniard In The Works”. As John put it, “I was writing ‘The Singularge 
Experience of  Miss Anne Duffield’, the Sherlock Holmes piece; it was the longest one I'd 
ever done. I was seeing how far I could go. I would have gone on and on and made a 
whole book out of  it, but I couldn’t. I read one or two Conan Doyle books when I was 
younger, but on the boat that we'd hired there was a set of  them. There was nothing else 
on the boat but books, half  of  them were in French and half  of  them in English. Tahiti 
and all those islands - great, but I still got into reading. I read every book that was in 
English whether I liked it or not; through boredom, really. There just happened to be a 
big volume of  Sherlock Holmes, a sort of  madman's Sherlock Holmes where you get all 
the stories in one; and I realized that every story was the same. They're all pretty similar; 
and that’s what I was doing, writing all of  them into one. So I wrote one Shamrock 

https://www.beatlesbible.com/people/john-lennon/
https://www.beatlesbible.com/people/cynthia-lennon/
https://www.beatlesbible.com/people/george-harrison/
https://www.beatlesbible.com/people/pattie-boyd/
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Womlbs after three weeks of  Sherlock Holmes in Tahiti.”  So it was, the Fab Four’s  John 73

Lennon, wrote and illustrated a Sherlock Holmes pastiche. In "A Spaniard in the Works", 
a collection of  several short stories, was "The Singularge Experience of  Miss Anne 
Duffield", a parody of  Sherlock Holmes. In  John's story the detective is Shamrock 
Wolmbs, (although the illustration is really Lennon in a deerstalker and cape) and his Dr.  
Watson is named Doctored Whopper. The Lennon play “In His Own Write", was 
adapted from that story, and performed at the National Theatre (Old Vic). "The play was 
first presented by the National Theatre Company at a Sunday night performance in 
1967. In this revised and expanded version it was first performed at the National Theatre 
in June 1968. as part of  Triple Bill, with Ronald Pickup as Me.”   See full cast of  the Old 74

Vic production at: http://theatricalia.com/play/4pm/in-his- own-write/production/a73 

Shamrock Womlbs 

Read “The Singularge Experience of  Miss Anne Duffield” by John Lennon at: 
http://msittig.freeshell.org/docs/The_Singularge_Experience.html 

The song "I am the Walrus" includes these lines surely inserted by John Lennon, and their 
meaning is clear to those in the know -"Elementary penguin/ singing Hare Krishna/man 
you should have seen them kicking Edgar Allen Poe” 

 https://www.beatlesbible.com/1964/05/04/john-cynthia-lennon-george-harrison-pattie-boyd-73

holiday-tahiti/

 https://www.lib.umn.edu/scrbm/ush/volume-3-section-XK274

https://www.beatlesbible.com/1964/05/04/john-cynthia-lennon-george-harrison-pattie-boyd-holiday-tahiti/
https://www.beatlesbible.com/1964/05/04/john-cynthia-lennon-george-harrison-pattie-boyd-holiday-tahiti/
https://www.beatlesbible.com/1964/05/04/john-cynthia-lennon-george-harrison-pattie-boyd-holiday-tahiti/
http://msittig.freeshell.org/docs/The_Singularge_Experience.html
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John Lennon’s “In His Own Write” Edinburgh Fringe (2015-16)  75

 

 John Lennon 

 https://www.facebook.com/inhisownwrite75

https://www.facebook.com/inhisownwrite
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Paul McCartney 

Not just John Lennon can be found in a deerstalker, but Beatle Paul McCartney can also 
be found hamming it up in a deerstalker in early Beatle photos.  

Paul McCartney 

In 1993 author Jack Ferry can out with the pastiche “Lennon & McCartney & The 
Hound of  The Baskervilles”.  “What if  we put John Lennon in the place of  Sherlock 
Holmes, and substitute Paul McCartney for Holmes’ loyal sidekick, Dr. Watson? For no 
particular reason, we've tried to answer that question. This book takes Doyle’s wonderful 
novel, and shakes it up a bit by replacing its people and places with those associated with 
the Beatles. If  you know the Beatles story, you will hopefully have fun spotting the 
numerous references to the Fab Four. But since the heart of  Sir Arthur’s tale remains 
intact, the real fun is in enjoying Doyle’s story from over a century ago.”  76

 https://www.amazon.com/Lennon-McCartney-Hound-Baskervilles-Ferry/dp/148276674476

https://www.amazon.com/Lennon-McCartney-Hound-Baskervilles-Ferry/dp/1482766744
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Lennon & McCartney & The Hound of  The Baskervilles 

Ringo Starr 

“‘The Magic Christian’ is a 1969 British comedy film directed by Joseph McGrath and 
starring Peter Sellers and Ringo Starr, with appearances by John Cleese, Graham 
Chapman, Raquel Welch, Spike Milligan, Christopher Lee, Richard Attenborough and 
Roman Polanski. It was loosely adapted from the 1959 comic novel of  the same name by 
U.S. author Terry Southern. McGrath's film adaptation differs considerably in content 
from Southern's novel. Relocated to London in the 1960s, it introduces a homeless 
orphan whom Sir Guy Grand picks up in a park and on a whim decides to adopt. The 
role was played by Ringo Starr and written with him in mind.”  77

Ringo Starr 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Magic_Christian_(film)77

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comedy_film
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_McGrath_(film_director)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Sellers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ringo_Starr
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Cleese
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graham_Chapman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graham_Chapman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raquel_Welch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spike_Milligan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christopher_Lee
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Attenborough
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Polanski
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Magic_Christian_(novel)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terry_Southern
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orphan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ringo_Starr
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ringo_Starr
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Magic_Christian_(film)
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Never one to be outdone by John or Paul, Ringo sported a deerstalker of  his own in the 
1969 film “The Magic Christian”. 
 

The Magic Christian  
 

Ringo Starr 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ringo_Starr
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The Cumberbeatles 

And who can forget that great Beatles tribute band “The Cumberbeatles” with that chart 
topping “Sherlock” album (2016)! 

The Cumberbeatles 
Mark, Benedict, Rupert & Martin 
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Cindy & Bert 

One might label Cindy & Bert’s “Der Hund von Baskerville” 1969/70 (Germany) 
psychedelic rock. What “Der Hund von Baskerville” is, “is a brilliant cover of  Black 
Sabbath's ‘Paranoid’ apparently with lyrics relating to Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock 
Holmes mystery ‘The Hounds of  Baskerville’. The video features a bored looking Cindy 
and Bert, some bored looking German mod dancers and an extremely bored looking 
pekingese.”  Jutta Gusenberger is ‘Cindy’ and Norbert Berger is ‘Bert’. 78

Cindy & Bert 

 Listen to the full Hund song and view the video at: 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIYRFvQMh7A 

 4 Nino Hunter, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27ocTbjnbLs78

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27ocTbjnbLs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIYRFvQMh7A
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Elton John 

“Sir Elton Hercules John, (born Reginald Kenneth Dwight; 25 March 1947), is an English 
singer-songwriter, musician and composer. He has worked with lyricist Bernie Taupin as 
his songwriting partner since 1967; they have collaborated on more than 30 albums to 
date.”  During the recording of  his tenth album “Rock of  the Westies” (1974) , Elton 79

donned a deerstalker. He went on to use a photo of  himself  in the deerstalker as the cover 
of  the album. 

Elton John 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elton_John79

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elton_John
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bernie_Taupin
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Alice Cooper 

“Alice Cooper (born Vincent Damon Furnier, February 4, 1948) is an American singer, 
songwriter and actor whose career spans over five decades. With his distinctive raspy voice 
and a stage show that features guillotines, electric chairs, fake blood, deadly snakes, baby 
dolls, and dueling swords, Cooper is considered by music journalists and peers alike to be 
‘The Godfather of  Shock Rock’.”  Alice Cooper wrote the song "Identity Crises" for the 80

1984 film "Monster Dog" . Sherlock Holmes showed up in the lyrics of  that song, and 
Alice showed up in the video of  the song in Sherlock Holmes garb. 

 

Alice Cooper 

Watch music video for "Identity Crises” at:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=baeogHddsK8 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alice_Cooper80

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shock_rock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alice_Cooper
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Alice Cooper had another Sherlock Holmes connection (well almost); in 1976 writer/
producer/director Frank Saletri, formed PRSCO Productions and began pre production 
work on "Sherlock Holmes and the Adventure of  the Golden Vampire". The first of  10 
comedy-horror films they had on their schedule with Keith McConnell as Sherlock 
Holmes and Alice Cooper reportedly in line to play the Vampire. 

Alice Cooper in Monster Dog 

The music video for the song titled “Identity Crisis” Cooper composed exclusively for 
Monster Dog. The YouTube clip linked below, is from the music video shoot that opens 
the film. For over 15 years “Identity Crisis” was only available in the form you are about 
to see and heard later on playing again over the closing credits of  Monster Dog. The Life 
and Crimes of  Alice Cooper 4-CD box set was the first time the tune ever appeared on 
any of  his albums.  81

Identity Crisis 

Lyrics (partial) 
Sometimes I'm James Bond 

Sometimes I'm Billy The Kid 
Sometimes I feel like Sherlock Holmes 
Sometimes I feel like Jack The Ripper 
'Cause I got an image out of  control 

Identity crisis 
I don't need a new face 

'Cause mine's been erased 
Identity crisis 

 http://www.dreadcentral.com/b-sides/35188/b-sides-alice-cooper-s-identity-crisis/81

http://www.dreadcentral.com/b-sides/35188/b-sides-alice-cooper-s-identity-crisis/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0758148/
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Bruce Springsteen & Steel Mill 

Bruce Springsteen & his early band, Steel Mill, performed "Sherlock Goes Holmes” the 
17th of  July, 1970, in Asbury Park N.J., and August,14th 1970, at 7th and Marshall St 
Parking Deck, Richmond Va.  “Steel Mill was an early Bruce Springsteen band. Other 
members of  the band included three future members of  the E Street Band - Vini Lopez, 
Danny Federici and Steve Van Zandt. As well as playing on the Jersey Shore, Steel Mill 
also played regularly in Richmond, Virginia and played gigs in California and a festival in 
Nashville, Tennessee. They opened for acts such as Chicago, Boz Scaggs, Grand Funk 
Railroad, Roy Orbison, Ike & Tina Turner and Black Sabbath. Since 2004 Vini Lopez 
has led Steel Mill Retro which has performed and recorded original Springsteen songs 
from the Steel Mill era.”  82

Bruce Springsteen 

Listen to "Sherlock Goes Holmes” at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OP1vJU8lM0s 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steel_Mill82

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steel_Mill
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bruce_Springsteen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E_Street_Band
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vini_Lopez
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Danny_Federici
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steve_Van_Zandt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jersey_Shore_sound
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richmond,_Virginia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/California
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nashville,_Tennessee
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chicago_(band)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boz_Scaggs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Funk_Railroad
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Funk_Railroad
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roy_Orbison
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ike_%26_Tina_Turner
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Sabbath
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OP1vJU8lM0s
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Benedict Cumberbatch 

Wait a minute, I thought he was ‘SHERLOCK’, what is he doing under the rock genre? 
Well is September 28th, 2016, Benedict Cumberbatch made “a guest appearance onstage 
with Pink Floyd’s David Gilmour at the Royal Albert Hall in London. There, 
Cumberbatch flexed his baritone vocals on the track ‘Comfortably Numb’ in front of  an 
ecstatic crowd.”  Is there anything Dr. Strange can’t do? 83

Benedict Cumberbatch 

Watch: Full video of  Benedict Cumberbatch singing "Comfortably Numb" in concert 
with Pink Floyd's David Gilmour at: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ewf0GJAw1AU 

 http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2016/09/29/watch-benedict-cumberbatch-sing-comfortably-numb-with-83

pink-floyd-s-david-gilmour.html

http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2016/09/29/watch-benedict-cumberbatch-sing-comfortably-numb-with-pink-floyd-s-david-gilmour.html
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2016/09/29/watch-benedict-cumberbatch-sing-comfortably-numb-with-pink-floyd-s-david-gilmour.html
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2016/09/29/watch-benedict-cumberbatch-sing-comfortably-numb-with-pink-floyd-s-david-gilmour.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ewf0GJAw1AU
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Pink Floyd - David Gilmour 

The date was September 28th, 2016, the event Pink Floyd’s David Gilmour in concert at 
the Royal Albert Hall in London. Who appeared on stage with Gilmour for a guest song, 
none other than the modern generation’s Sherlock Holmes, Benedict Cumberbatch. Pink 
Floyd one of  the most commercially successful and influential groups in the history of  
popular music, and Sherlock Holmes together at the Royal Albert, and you thought  
Sherlock didn’t rock!  

Pink Floyd 
 Gilmour, Mason, Barrett, Waters, Wright 

Watch: Full video of  Pink Floyd's David Gilmour with guest Benedict Cumberbatch 
doing "Comfortably Numb" at:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ewf0GJAw1AU 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_best-selling_music_artists
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Gilmour
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nick_Mason
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syd_Barrett
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roger_Waters
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Wright_(musician)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ewf0GJAw1AU
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Elvis Presley 

Look now I’m buying the fact that Elvis Presley is “The King of  Rock N’ Roll”, and I 
believe Elvis has left the building. I believe in Sherlock too. But you are pushing me a bit 
to far in trying to convince me these recent Sherlock / Elvis sightings on the top row are 
the same guys as those in the bottom row! 
 

Elvis & Sherlock?? 

OR 

Elvis & Sherlock 
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Thee Headcoats Sect 

Thee Headcoats, a band described as having a garage rock sound, and formed in 
England at the very end of  the 80’s, had 14 albums. Two of  those albums were made 
under the name of  Thee Headcoats Sect, whose members were Don Craine, Keith 
Grant, Billy Childish, Johnny Johnson, and Bruce Brand. One of  those Thee Headcoats 
Sect albums was titled “Deerstalking Men” (1996), and had cuts titled “My Dear Watson” 
and “Deerstalking Man”. On the album cover they all wore deerstalkers. 
 

Thee Headcoats Sect - Don Craine, Keith Grant, Billy Childish, Johnny 
Johnson, Bruce Brand 

Billy Childish, Bruce Brand and Johnny Johnson  

Listen to “My Dear Watson” at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Px9v7mggLYI 
Listen to “Deerstalking Man” at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-05Qq3mRaWE 

Peter Blau of  the B.S.I.  tells me, “I once went to see Thee Headcoats at a nightclub here 
in Washington D.C. in May of  1997. They did indeed wear deerstalkers when I saw them 
perform, and when I went back to talk to them afterward they were surprised to meet an 
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actual Sherlockian.” He supplied me with the below album information from his notes on 
records: 

Thee: My Dear Watson and Hogsjaw 
Estrus Records, Bellingham, c1992.  Estrus ES726.  2 sides, 7 in., 45 rpm. 
The record cover has a cartoon of  Watson and Holmes in bed, Holmes with a pipe and 
Watson with a copy of  "Gray's Anatomy” Roger Johnson reported on the band (District 
Messenger, Jan. 5, 1993), mentioning this single and "Headcoat Lane" (Damgood 7) has 
an album cover with a photograph of  Peter Cushing in the Hammer "Hound" and an 
illustration by Frederic Dorr Steele.. 
  
Thee Headcoats: In Tweed We Trust 
The Damaged Goods Record Co., London, c1996.  Damgood LP.96.  2 sides, 12 in., 33 
rpm. The album cover shows photographs of  Billy Childish, Bruce Brand, and Johnny 
(Tub) Johnson wearing deerstalkers, billed as "purveyors of  the finest English Punk Rock." 
There also was an all-girl back-up band called The Headcoatees. 
  
Deerstalking Men: Thee Headcoat Sect 
Hangman's Daughter, London, 1996.  CD SCRAG 8-CD.  Also available as an LP 
(SCRAG 8-LP). Contents include [track 2]: My Dear Watson.  Billy Childish (lead guitar), 
Bruce Brand (drums, percussion), Johnny Johnson (harp, bass, guitar), Don Craine (guitar, 
vocals), Keith Grant (bass, vocals).  The album notes show all five men wearing 
deerstalkers. 
Billy Childish and Thee Headcoats made an appearance at Bimbo's 365 Club in San 
Francisco on Aug. 8, 1996, according to a "nightlife" item noted by Mike Kean in the San 
Francisco Chronicle: they have made their mark "in the world of  alternative music on the 
strength of  Childish's offbeat obsessions (Native Americans, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle) and 
the driving force of  their post-punk sound, influenced by such diverse types as Link Wray, 
Leadbelly, and the Cure." [Sep 96 #8]  According to Jenny Newbury (to The Hounds of  
the Internet, Apr. 8, 1997), their recent album titles include "The Sound of  the 
Baskervilles", "Deerstalking Men", and "Knights of  the Baskervilles"; song titles include 
"My Dear Watson" and "Deerstalking Man".  

A Thee Headcoats concert poster, Feb. 14, 1996, at Club Spaceland in Los Angeles was 
created.  The silk-screened concert poster by underground poster artist Chris Martin.  
Hand-printed at Last Match Studio in Los Angeles, signed and numbered (300) by C. 
Martin, and sold at the show.  
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________ 

Silk-screened concert poster 

Thee Headcoats 
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Sha Na Na 

“Sha Na Na is an American rock and roll group. The name is taken from a part of  the 
long series of  nonsense syllables in the doo-wop hit song "Get a Job", originally recorded 
in 1957 by the Silhouettes.Billing themselves as ‘from the streets of  New York’ and 
outfitted in gold lamé, leather jackets, pompadour and ducktail hairdos, Sha Na Na 
performs a song and dance repertoire of  classic fifties rock and roll, simultaneously 
reviving and parodying the music and 1950s New York street culture. Sha Na Na hosted 
the Sha Na Na syndicated variety series that ran from 1977 to 1981.” On their Sha Na 
Na television show in 1979 they performed a Sherlock Holmes skit, while singing the 
Coaster’s oldie hit “Searchin”. Donny York performed the Sherlock Holmes role. 

Sha Na Na 

Watch the Sha Na Na Sherlock Holmes skit at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1FTWGXfPHI 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rock_and_roll
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doo-wop
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Get_a_Job_(song)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Silhouettes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lam%C3%A9_(fabric)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pompadour_(hairstyle)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ducktail
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sha_Na_Na_(TV_series)
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The Kinks 

The Kinks were an English rock band formed in Muswell Hill, North London, in 1963 by 
brothers Dave and Ray Davies. They are regarded as one of  the most important and 
influential rock groups of  the era. Their song The “Village Green Preservation Society” 
from the” The Kinks Are the Village Green Preservation Society” album referenced 
Sherlock Holmes in it’s lyrics. 

Pete Quaife, Dave Davies, Ray Davies, Mick Avory

The Village Green Preservation Society  

Lyrics 

We are the Sherlock Holmes English-speaking Vernacular. 
God save Fu Manchu, Moriarty and Dracula. 
We are the Office Block Persecution Affinity. 

God save little shops, china cups, and virginity. 
We are the Skyscraper Condemnation Affiliates. 

God save Tudor houses, antique tables, and billiards. 

Listen to "The Village Green Preservation Society” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=syqQdfWO6KY 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rock_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muswell_Hill
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dave_Davies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ray_Davies
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=syqQdfWO6KY
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Chuck Berry 

“Chuck Berry is an American guitarist, singer and songwriter and is one of  the pioneers 
of  rock and roll music. ‘The London Chuck Berry Sessions’ is an album of  studio 
recordings and live recordings by Chuck Berry, released by Chess Records in October 
1972.  Side one of  the album consists of  studio recordings, engineered by Geoff  Calver; 
side two features three live performances recorded by the Pye Mobile Unit, engineered by 
Alan Perkins, on February 3, 1972, at the Lanchester Arts Festival in Coventry, England. 
At the end of  the live section, the recording includes the sounds of  festival management 
trying in vain to get the audience to leave so that the next performers, Pink Floyd, can 
take the stage; the crowd begins chanting ‘We want Chuck!’ ‘My Ding-a-Ling’, from the 
live side of  the album, was edited to approximately 4 minutes for release as a single. It was 
Berry's first and only single to reach number 1 in both the US and the UK.”   A 84

Sherlock Holmes deerstalker and pipe are featured on the front cover of  the album. 
 

Chuck Berry 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_London_Chuck_Berry_Sessions  84

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_London_Chuck_Berry_Sessions
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rock_and_roll
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chuck_Berry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chess_Records
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coventry,_England
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pink_Floyd
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/My_Ding-a-Ling
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Vatrogasci 

“Vatrogasci (English: Firefighters) is a Croatian parody rock band formed in 1991 by 
Tihomir Borošak (Tiho) and Dean Parmak. The Band is known in particular for 
humorous songs and their often parody specific songs of  contemporary musical acts.”  85

For their album "Sreća u nesreći” (Blessing in Disguise) (2001) their lead singer was 
Mladen Martinović (Dugi). The album contained a song titled “Sherlock Holmes”. 

Vatrogasci 

Listen to Vatrogasci’s “Sherlock Holmes” at:  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=17ffJx-8KI0 

Sherlock Holmes lyrics at:  
http://www.tekstovipjesamalyrics.com/tekst-pjesme/8577-vatrogasci-sherlock-holmes 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vatrogasci85

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Firefighters
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Croatia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parody_music
http://www.tekstovipjesamalyrics.com/tekst-pjesme/8577-vatrogasci-sherlock-holmes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vatrogasci
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Ray Davies 

Kinks leader Ray Davies, already in the playlist from the Kink’s song “Village Green 
Preservation Society”, had a solo autobiographical music-and-spoken-word show. The 
album from that tour was”The Storyteller” (1998) contained a song titled “London 
Song”, in which once again he scripted in a nod to Sherlock Holmes. 
 

 

Ray Davies 

Listen to “London Song” at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6OLQ-h0GQJI 

London Song 

Lyrics (Partial) 

When I think of  all the Londoners still unsung 
East-enders, West-enders, Oriental-enders 

Fu Manchu, Sherlock Holmes, Jack Spock, Henry Cooper, 
Thomas A'Becket, Thomas Moore, and don't forget the Kray twins 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6OLQ-h0GQJI
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The Baskerville Hounds 

"The Baskerville Hounds are an American garage rock group from Cleveland, Ohio. In 
October 1969 they had a single hit on the Billboard top-100: "Hold Me" which peaked at 
#88 and was on the charts for two weeks. The band was formed as the Majestics in 1963 
by Doug McCutcheon- keyboards, Larry Meese- guitar; and John Kirkpatrick - drums. 
They brought in Bill Emery on bass in January 1964 and Dante Rossi- rhythm guitar in 
July 1964. They were renamed the Dantes, then the Tulu Babies, then finally the 
Baskerville Hounds. Active from 1964 through 1972, the band became WHK radio's 
house band for major acts. They opened for The Rolling Stones, Sonny & Cher, Beach 
Boys, Dave Clark 5, and many other top acts. Mike Macron replaced John Kirkpatrick on 
drums after he was drafted in 1966… Bobby Dillinger replaced Mike Macron on drums 
in early 1970s and was in reformed Hounds of  1980's.The band has had three chart 
singles, one album,one CD, plus many unreleased recordings, a second album was 
recorded in Florida at Critiera Studios in 1972. Due to financial difficulties at the time the 
album was never released and contains some of  their best work according to close friends 
of  the band who were privileged to hear a copy of  the acetate.”  86

 

The Baskerville Hounds with the Rolling Stones (1964)  87

Listen to the “Baskerville Hounds” hit “Hold Me” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QrjpVzlbx0w 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Baskerville_Hounds86

 http://rockhall.baskervillehounds.com/rhp010.html87

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garage_rock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cleveland,_Ohio
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Billboard_(magazine)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weeks
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guitar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musical_ensemble
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drums
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QrjpVzlbx0w
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Baskerville_Hounds
http://rockhall.baskervillehounds.com/rhp010.html
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The Five Shades 

I don’t know much about a group called The Five Shades, but in 1961 The Five Shades 
had on the juke boxes the records "Sherlock Jones” and “One Hot Dog”. 

Sherlock Jones 

The Five Shades 

You can listen to “Sherlock Jones” at:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPS9vVXZ_3Y  

“Sherlock Jones” 
Lyrics   

He’s got shifty eyes and a big fat nose 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPS9vVXZ_3Y
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can smell a hookie player wherever he goes 
He’s Sherlock Jones, Sherlock Jones 

the officer of  truancy 
Sherlock Jones, Sherlock Jones 

No hookie player gets away from me 
Willie Smith he cut from school 

and went to the movie show 
Sherlock Jones, you know who 

he pulled him right out of  the row 
Lookie, lookie, lookie, 

I caught you playing hooky  
Sherlock Jones, he’s the public school private eye 

yeah, the board of  education spy 
that’s me 

yeah they ought to ship this guy 
to facts man yet, or the FBI 

well tell me why a players safe 
staying home to watch TV 

and  with  a snack he turned his back  
and who did he happen to see 

Lookie, lookie, lookie, 
who I caught playing hookie 

Sherlock Jones, Sherlock Jones 
Peewee Batts he took his boat to fish  

down on Sunset Road 
he got a flat and before he could get a lift 

guess who was caught on a hook 
Lookie, lookie, lookie 

I caught you playing hookie 
Sherlock Jones, Sherlock Jones 

two, four, six, eight, who do we hate 
Sherlock Jones 

Don’t mess around with me son 
Sherlock jones 

I’ll show you Sherlock Jones 
Sherlock Jones 

hey son put that fishing pole away 
Sherlock Jones 

I’m going to take you back to school 
Sherlock Jones, Yeah. 
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Los Esquizoides 

Los Esquizoides  are from Costa Rica. They have a 60s garage band sound.  In their  
album “Si Es Salvaje, Seguro Es… Los Esquizoides”, released 14 February 2019,   was a 
song titled “Sherlock Holmes”.  Los Esquizoides consists of  Goose Horrible-Guitar, 
Vocals, Paula Esquizoide- Bass,Vocals,  and Adrian Esquizoide- Drums. 

Los Esquizoides 

“Sherlock Holmes” 

Lyrics   

They Call me Sherlock Holmes  
cause you can't hide from me (x2)  
It Don't matter where you run to  
you try and run and we will see  
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I'm like a Bloodhound baby  
I'll sniff  you out inside a crowd (x2)  

Don't matter where you go to  
i will find you out  

--------  
Well i call you at 3 in the morning  

girl to see where you is  
well i know you're doin me wrong  

don't you know that's a sin?  
--------  

They Call me Sherlock Holmes  
cause you can't hide from me (x2)  
It Don't matter where you run to  
you try and run and we will see  

--------  
Well i call you at 3 in the morning  

girl to see where you is  
well i know you're doin me wrong  

don't you know that's a sin?  
--------  

They Call me Sherlock Holmes  
cause you can't hide from me (x2)  
It Don't matter where you run to  
you try and run and we will see  

They Call me Sherlock Holmes  
cause you can't hide from me (x2)  
It Don't matter where you run to  
you try and run and we will see 
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Sidney Green Street Band 

The Sidney Green Street Band’s  sound has been described as Southern Rock n' Roll with 
elements of  R&B and Jazz. The band members are Lance Doss-guitar & vocals, Justin 
Jordan-guitar and vocals,  Paul Page bass guitar and Steve Holley drums. In their song 
“Bye, Bye, Bye” (2014) , vocalist Lance Doss sings "Loving you is like Sherlock Holmes, a 
mystery every day…" 

Sidney Green Street Band 

Listen to the The Sidney Green Street Band’s “Bye, Bye, Bye” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8MZ4kUULdOg 
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Karas (Карась) 

Karas , the band of  Mikhail Karasev (Михаила Карасева), featured Leo Gunin (Лев 
Гунин) doing vocals on the song Sherlock Holmes (Шерлок Холмс), from  the album  
“Songs From the USSR, Album 7” (1986). The song was posted to YouTube 3 June 2019. 

Karas with  Leo Gunin 

Listen to USSR musical number from the 80’s. “Шерлок Холмс” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5SWdqeOaJOU 
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Singer / Songwriter (inc. Folk) (24) 

Chris Thile 

Chris Thile, a young California-born mandolin superpicker, is taking bluegrass 
places it has never been.To galaxies far, far away. And to the inner spaces of the 
neighborhood ballpark. "Stealing Second,” (1997), Thile's second Sugar Hill disc, 
continues the baseball theme of his debut 1994 project, "Leading Off." And three 
cuts, "Hyperdrive," "Alderaanian Melody" and "A Night in Moe Eisley" pay 
tribute to the "Star Wars" trilogy. There's even a tribute to Sherlock Holmes "The 
Game Is Afoot.”  88

Chris Thile 

Listen to "The Game Is Afoot” on Youtube:  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iTg5c3IGB2Y 

Here is a drum cover of  "The Game Is Afoot” on Youtube:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UWBAcnFU1Y0 

 https://www.highbeam.com/doc/1P2-22927738.html88

https://www.highbeam.com/doc/1P2-22927738.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UWBAcnFU1Y0
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Bob Dylan 

“Bob Dylan (born Robert Allen Zimmerman, May 24, 1941) is an American songwriter, 
singer, artist, and writer. He has been influential in popular music and culture for more 
than five decades. Much of  his most celebrated work dates from the 1960s when his songs 
chronicled social unrest.”   Just now, as I write, this poet laureate of  the rock era, has 89

been rewarded with the Nobel Prize in Literature, becoming the first musician to win the 
award. However Dylan is honored by us for putting Sherlock Holmes in the lyrics of  a 
controversial 1962 satirical song titled "Talkin' John Birch Paranoid Blues”. Interesting to 
note the cover of  the 1962 bootleg album has a pig in a deerstalker on it! 

Bob Dylan 

"Talkin' John Birch Paranoid Blues” 

Lyrics (partial)

Well, I quit my job so I could work all alone 
Then I changed my name to Sherlock Holmes 

Followed some clues from my detective bag 
And discovered they wus red stripes on the American flag! 

Listen to "Talkin' John Birch Paranoid Blues at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eCxi5VOYKOY 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bob_Dylan 89

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bob_Dylan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eCxi5VOYKOY
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Rikki Oden 

Rikki Oden aka Vatican Cameos, is an incredible young singer / song writer who has 
written a number of  original songs about the BBC show “Sherlock”. These “Sherlock” 
songs are, “I Believe in Sherlock Holmes”, “Ex-Girlfriend’s Lament”, “On My Own”, 
and “ John, All I Need Is You”.  Rikki’s voice is amazing, her lyrics are absolutely wond-
erful and on point. A Digital Album “I Believe in Sherlock Holmes” was released in 2012. 

 

Rikki Oden 

Watch music video of  “I Believe in Sherlock Holmes” at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kq_p7VrOtGI  

Watch music video of  “Ex-Girlfriend’s Lament” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qD_ecbGY0gs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qD_ecbGY0gs
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The Digital Album “I Believe in Sherlock Holmes” by Vatican Cameos can be obtained 
at:   

https://vaticancameo.bandcamp.com 

Listen to all of  Rikki Oden’s Songs at:   
https://soundcloud.com/rikkioden 

"I Believe in Sherlock Holmes” 

Lyrics 

Stamford introduced us 
I was missing the war 
I was missing combat 
I was alone and lost. 

You took me to see Jenny Wilson’s body 
And we had dinner on that stake-out 

When I first forgot my cane. 
  

In those eighteen months, 
you changed my life and my perception 

http://vaticancameo.bandcamp.com/
https://vaticancameo.bandcamp.com
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Of  this world I live in now without you 
Baker Street won’t be the same 

Without your goddamn deductions 
Can I ever move on, 
 Find someone new? 

  
I believe in Sherlock Holmes (x3) 

Just one more miracle please 
I believe in Sherlock Holmes (x3) 

  
I met your brother Mycroft 

With whom you have grudges and too much history 
But he still worries constantly. 

Then Irene Adler 
The woman who beat you 

But I don’t bring it up ‘cause I know it would make you sad. 
When we met Moriarty I knew something was different 

This guy was out to get you. 
I don’t know if  you saw it coming but I didn’t and now I miss you. 

And I won’t forget you, Sherlock. 
  

I believe in Sherlock Holmes (x3) 
Just one more miracle please 

I believe in Sherlock Holmes (x3) 
  

One more thing, just one more miracle for me 
Oh stop being dead now, just stop this all 

One more thing, just one more miracle for me 
Oh come back now, I need you back where you belong 

  
Because 

I believe in Sherlock Holmes (x3) 
Just one more miracle please 
I believe in Sherlock Holmes, 

I’ll always believe in Sherlock Holmes, 
I believe in Sherlock Holmes. 

  
I can only hope you fooled me, 

That you’re safe now, 
That you’re okay, 

I can only hope you’re the man I thought I knew. 
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“ John, All I Need Is You” 

Lyrics 

Sometimes I am a burden on my friends, I know,  
And I ask too much of  you.  

I'm hard enough to be around, when I'm in one of  my moods,  
But John you have to understand, you know,  

There are things I just won't do,  
And that's where you come in, that's why I need you.  

John right now all I need is you,  
John right now all I need is you,  

To pass me my phone.  

I need to send a text to that serial killer but, it's not worth, worth my energy,  
The number's on the desk right over there, tell me if  he says anything,  

I know it's not what you expected in a flatmate or expected in a new friend,  
These things I need are the price of  your new life, can you comprehend?  

John right now all I need is you,  
John right now all I need is you,  

To send that text.  

John I know that you must need things from me,  
Don't be afraid, no, just ask and you'll see  

That I'll be there for you if  you ever feel down,  
I promise I'll always, always be around.  

So whenever I'm on your nerves, so mad you can't see straight,  
Remember, John, it's not my fault: I do it all for the case.  

I'm glad that you are my flatmate though, yes I am not ashamed,  
To admit that I need you John.  

John right now all I need is you,  
John right now all I need is you,  

To be my blogger. 
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“On My Own” 

Lyrics 

You used to lose me with all your intelligent ramblings  
But now alone without you i am truly lost  

You may have saved my life  
But what was the cost (what was the cost)  

Sherlock, where are you  
When I need you most  

Sherlock, I can’t do this on my own  

We used to sit in our chairs and talk and laugh about things  
But now its just me here missing you  

But now that you’re gone  
What do I do (I don’t know what to do)  

Sherlock, where are you  
When I need you most  

Sherlock, I can’t do this on my own  

They say I’ll move on, they say (they say)  
Though it may take a while that  

I’ll learn to cope  
But each day gets harder and each day i miss you more  

And I’ve forgotten how to hope  

I tried to run to you  
But the world got in my way  

I tried to stop you  
But you just wouldn’t stay  

Sherlock, why’d you have to go away  
Sherlock, I can’t do this one more day  

Sherlock, where are you  
When I need you most  

Sherlock, I can’t do this on my own  

They say I’ll move on, they say (they say)  
Though it may take awhile that  

I'll learn to cope  
But each day gets harder and each day i miss you more  

And I’ve forgotten how to hope 
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“Ex-Girlfriend’s Lament” 

Lyrics 

Hey John it's Sarah, do you remember me?  
We went out for awhile and I was kidnapped by the Chinese.  
That was our first date, and even thought it was a bit scary,  

I wanted to have another.  
But you chose Sherlock over me.  

Hey it's Jeanette. Do you remember me?  
We went out for awhile until that Christmas party.  

We were going for dinner, gonna spend some time alone,  
But you cancelled at the last minute.  

And you chose Sherlock over me.  

You were nice, you were charming,  
You were handsome and sweet,  

But you cared more about, your flatmate than me,  
I wish you, the best,  

With Sherlock Holmes.  

I thought it was all, too good to be true  
And I turned out to be right,  

Cause when Sherlock walks in the room,  
Neither of  you, can see anyone else  

So I'm saying goodbye, take care of  yourself.  
Cause you chose Sherlock over me.  

I'm sorry I left you, but I know that we aren't meant to be.  
I'm sorry it ended this way but you should know that you are...  

Great 
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Dodie  Clark 

Dorothy Miranda "Dodie" Clark (born April 11, 1995), known on YouTube as 
Doddleoddle is an English YouTuber. She is known for both her song covers and original 
music.  The  song “Sherlocked” is an original song, by her mother and performed by her 
on YouTube. 

"Dodie" Clark 

Listen to “Sherlocked” at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2F7uPrA3-6M 
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Sherlocked 

Lyrics  90

Deerstalker at the ready 
Careful, feeling unsteady 

Must be the poison in my blood, 
Taxi, I'm in a hurry 

Watson no need to worry 
Gadzooks! Irene is in the nude! 

I am Sherlocked 
Cannot stop 

Waiting watching 
Till the penny finally drops. 

Lestrade, the clue's right there look! 
Something that you have mistook 
You see, but you do not observe. 

Oh no, it's Moriarty!  
Beat him, let's have a party 

By jove, he's back, he's got a nerve. 

I am Sherlocked 
Cannot stop 

Waiting watching 
Till the penny finally drops. 

Molly, completely smitten 
What's that? A glowing kitten? 

(Sorry, but rabbit wouldn't scan) 
Big heist, and daring bank raids 
Friendships, farewells to be made 

Sherlock, you'd better have a plan. 

I am Sherlocked 
Cannot stop 

Waiting watching 
Till the penny finally drops. 

 https://www.wattpad.com/72741860-song-lyrics-i-am-sherlocked90

https://www.wattpad.com/72741860-song-lyrics-i-am-sherlocked
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Jessica Lisette 

 Jessica Lisette is a singer from Nevada who came up with a fun song, titled “Elementary 
Song” (2015), that features a great deal of  Sherlock imagery in the lyrics and video. “In 
the photo on the right below,  Jessica Lisette (right) wears a deerstalker cap like you-know-
who while her sister, Jeanette (left) goes all Watson.”  91

Jessica Lisette 

Watch the music video “Elementary Song” at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A8Pct9bD_hk 

 https://sherlockconversations.wordpress.com/2015/11/03/jessica-lisettes-elementary-song/91

https://sherlockconversations.wordpress.com/2015/11/03/jessica-lisettes-elementary-song/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A8Pct9bD_hk
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Dr. Alison Lancey 

Alison Lancey of  Newcastle, is a doctor, and is now studying to be a general practitioner. 
Dr. Lancey’s other passion project is music, and singing with the Choir of  Hard 
Knockers. On Youtube, as Bluebird Music, she sings a “Sherlock” inspired song, “On 
The Side of  Angels” (2012). 

Dr. Alison Lancey 

Listen to “On The Side of  Angels” at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=abfih8Ia2AI 
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Karliene 

Singer / songwriter Karliene says, I’ve has been inspired by movies, tv shows and the 
endless, epic movies in her mind. My music often has a cinematic feel. I've been creating 
and singing on You Tube for about 4 or 5 years. Her song “Never Knew I Had a Heart 
(Till It Beat for You )” was inspired by the BBC tv show, Sherlock and the Johnlock 
fandom. She wrote it after binge watching all 3 seasons and falling totally in love with the 
characters. 

Karliene 

Listen to Karliene’s  “Never Knew I Had a Heart (Till It Beat for You )” at:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjy_ls5fOPI 
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Janis Ian 

Janis Ian is an American singer-songwriter who was most commercially successful in the 
1960s and 1970s; her most widely recognized song, At Seventeen, was released as a single 
from her 1975 album Between the Lines which reached number 1 on the Billboard chart. 
On her album cover “The Secret Life of  J. Eddy Fink” (1968),  Janis Ian is dressed like 
Sherlock Holmes. “J. Eddy Fink’ is actually Janis Ian’s real name, and her ‘secret life’ was 
essentially a glimpse of  a teenage girl-now a half-decade older than her 13-year-old 
counterpart was-who’s suddenly fallen out of  pop fashion. Just a few years prior, she was 
being touted as a girl genius and rubbing shoulders with Leonard Bernstein.”  92

Janis Ian 

 http://glam-racket.blogspot.com/2011/03/janis-ian-secret-life-of-j-eddy-fink.html92

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/At_Seventeen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Between_the_Lines_(Janis_Ian_album)
http://glam-racket.blogspot.com/2011/03/janis-ian-secret-life-of-j-eddy-fink.html
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James Montgomery 

 

Song’s of  Baker St. 

This bio piece on singer James Montgomery comes from the paper “Giants in the Earth” 
presented by the noted Sherlockian Jon L. Lellenberg at the Red Circle's 50th-anniversary 
dinner at the National Press Club on November 20, 2000.  “From Philadelphia to early 93

Red Circle meetings came James Montgomery, one of  the era’s best loved Irregulars. 
When he first visited our scion society he already possessed, at his specific request, the 
Titular Investiture of  ‘The Red Circle,’ BSI. He was a concert singer with a wonderful 
tenor voice — the BSI’s second and greatest songster, a favorite performer at the BSI 
annual dinners every January. An early item in his repertoire at the dinners was 
mimicking Irene Adler singing on an especially crackly early gramophone recording. 
Another was a sweet nostalgic song about Sherlock Holmes with lyrics set to the Irish tune 
“If  All Those Endearing Young Charms.” Being from Pennsylvania, he also liked to 
entertain Irregulars with the songs Birdy Edwards sang that made the Scowrers cry, 
nineteenth-century torch songs like “I’m Sitting on the Stile, Mary” (or, “The Irish 
Immigrant”), which can make modern ears cry also, if  not quite for the same reason. 
But of  all his repertoire, still on the BSI’s Top Ten today is “Aunt Clara.” This song, and 
you all know it, was Montgomery’s lasting triumph. It began life as a ribald song written 
in the 1930s by a non-Sherlockian couple here in Washington, the worse for drink at the 
time. While not published by them, it came to be privately but widely circulated as years 
passed, until one day Montgomery heard it at the Orpheus Club in Philadelphia where 
The Sons of  the Copper Beeches met, and onto it Montgomery tacked a legendary aunt 
of  his he claimed to be the Irene Adler of  the Canon. Once he performed it at the BSI 
annual dinner in New York, the song and fable became an instant part of  Irregular lore to 
this day. An entire history of  it was eventually written and published by the late, great 

 http://www.redcircledc.org/index.php?id=4893

http://www.redcircledc.org/index.php?id=48
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Irregular W. T. Rabe, of  The Old Soldiers of  Baker Street. Montgomery was also a fine 
Canonical scholar, not only in the Baker Street Journal but a series of  now greatly coveted 
Christmas books of  his own, especially one about the illustrators of  the Canon entitled A 
Study in Pictures. He was a co-founder of  The Sons of  the Copper Beeches in 1948, and in 
1950 became one of  the small number of  men in the BSI invited to join the separate but 
more than equal society The Five Orange Pips, where for his nom de pip — the BSI’s 
investiture system is based upon the Pips’ tradition — he took the full, long, impressive 
string of  titles of  The King of  Bohemia, though we Pips usually let it go at that, when we 
remember and honor him. James Montgomery had only one flaw: a big heart, but a 
defective one, and it broke many other Irregulars’ hearts when he died all too soon at the 
age of  fifty-seven in 1955. His son Bruce, who inherited his father’s musical talent, 
basically was musical direction at the University of  Pennsylvania for forty years, and when 
he followed his late father into the BSI, it was as “The Red Circle” too.?”  94

James Montgomery 

 http://www.redcircledc.org/index.php?id=4894

http://www.redcircledc.org/index.php?id=48
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Chris Commisso 

Chris describes himself  as a singer, songwriter, music producer, actor, filmmaker. On 3 
June 2012 he posted to YouTube an original song, “Sherlock Holmes”, which he wrote, 
produced, performed and even directed the video for. 

Chris Commisso 

Listen to Commisso’s “Sherlock Holmes” at:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVpmtxz4Peo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVpmtxz4Peo
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Brett Johnston 

Singer, songwriter, Brett Johnston, presents his original song, “Sherlock Holmes” 12-June 
2018, written for Wild Bob’s Musical Book Club. Springfield, Missouri’s monthly book 
club featured local songwriters inspired by different texts. The inspiration for the event 
was The Adventures of  Sherlock Holmes by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Yet only a few of  
the songwriters even mentioned Sherlock Holmes. Brett was one (named after Jeremy 
perhaps?) 

Brett Johnston 

Listen to Brett Johnston’s “Sherlock Holmes” at:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_nyXes9JbWw 
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Jack Bowden (Kicking Jacksie) 

Jack Bowden,(Kicking Jacksie), from Buffalo, Missouri, plays original music, semi-acoustic 
Roots Rock Folkabilly Honky Tonk Country Blues. He played his original song, “ I Ain’t 
No Sherlock” 12 June 2018, at Wild Bob’s Musical Book Club. Springfield, Missouri. 
Monthly, the book club featured local songwriters inspired by different texts. The 
inspiration for the month was The Adventures of  Sherlock Holmes by Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle. With lyrics like, “I ain’t no Sherlock, but I’m pretty sure I want you” and  “I ain’t 
no Sherlock baby, but I’m sherlock in love with you.”, how could Jack possibly lose a 
contest in which only a few of  the competing songs even mentioned Sherlock Holmes. 

 

Kicking Jacksie 

Listen to Kicking Jacksie’s original song, “ I Ain’t No Sherlock” at:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nZRgKYfOrkA 
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Jessamyn Orchard 

Jessamyn Orchard, from Mountain View, MO. plays her original song “He’ll Beat You to 
the Punch”, about Sherlock Holmes, for the 12 June 2018 show, at Wild Bob’s Musical 
Book Club. Springfield, Missouri. The book club featured local songwriters inspired by 
different texts. The inspiration for the month was The Adventures of  Sherlock Holmes by 
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Jessamyn Orchard is principal songwriter, acoustic guitar, 
harmonica, foot tambourine, loop creation, vocals for her 2 person group. Her genre 
is best described as Feminindie (feminine + indie). 
 

Jessamyn Orchard 

Listen to Jessamyn Orchard’s original song, “He’ll Beat You to the Punch” at:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OMB9w5Olryo 
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Zenito Cross 

The musician, singer and composer Zenito Cross, from Rio de Janeiro, Brasil, interprets 
the song "Sherlock Holmes,”of  his authorship. 

Sherlock Holmes 

Zenito Cross 

Listen to Zenito Cross sing “Sherlock Holmes” at:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZkHLMKp8a4 
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Casey Holford 

Singer and composer Casey Holford's Sherlock Holmes song is titled “The Final 
Problem”.  Holford named the song after his favorite Conan Doyle story, and it was 
performed as if  it was Sherlock Holmes singing to Dr. John Watson. The presentation was 
for the 16 December 2013 Year in Review song performances at The Bushick Book Club 
at The Slipper Room in New York City. Casey Holford was vocal and guitar, 
accompanied by Anders Griffen on percussion. 

Casey Holford 

“The Final Problem” 

Watch and listen to Casey Holford sing “Sherlock Holmes” at:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4nJ1EenOQE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4nJ1EenOQE
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Gemeni (Lisa and Gina Gomez) 

Sisters Lisa and Gina Gomez, call themselves Gemini, and wrote and sang an original 
song titled “I O U a Fall” based on the Sherlock/Moriarty relationship in the BBC 
“Sherlock” series. They premiered it live on a rooftop at SherlockeDCC (2014) and it was 
posted on YouTube 20 January 2014. 
 

Lisa and Gina Gomez 

Watch and listen to Gemini’s original song, “I O U a Fall” at:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xmi7d-_XyYE 

http://iamhighvoltage.us2.list-manage.com/track/click?u=f52a6c65cef2ed52b02226669&id=7c9c94fd2c&e=19d8ca5c91
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Katy Perry 

Katy Perry, a singer, songwriter, and judge (on the ABC-TV television series “American 
Idol”) has issued five albums, with a sixth on the way.  She also has written some songs 
that have not been released; she recently said in an interview that her favorite unreleased 
song is “Sherlock Holmes” (“I always think that song needed a lyric change and a 
rerecord on all fronts and it would be great!”).  She wrote the song with Glen Ballard. 
 

Katy Perry 

Lyrics to “Sherlock Holmes” 

Fog matters to you and me 
But it can’t touch Sherlock Holmes 
Dogs bark and he knows their breed 

And knows where they went last night 
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Knows their masters too 
Oh baby, hold me tight 

Just pretend I’m Sherlock Holmes 
Just pretend I’m Sherlock Holmes 
Just pretend I’m Sherlock Holmes 

Stay, don’t give me that same old act 
I can call in Sherlock Holmes 

He’ll want your biography 
And pictures of  you in lace 

And satin looking great 
Oh baby, hold me tight 

Spend the night with Sherlock Holmes 
Hold me tight like Sherlock Holmes 
Just pretend I’m Sherlock Holmes 

Do you want to have fun? 
Do you want a good time? 
Do you want me to laugh? 
Do you want me to cry? 

Do you want me to dance? 
Do you want me to sing? 
Do you want me to joke? 

Should I be more like him? 

I can dance like Sherlock Holmes 
I can Sing like Sherlock Holmes 
But can’t be Sherlock Holmes 

I can dance like Sherlock Holmes 
I can Sing like Sherlock Holmes 
But can’t be Sherlock Holmes 
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Strums & Drums 

Strums & Drums is a husband & wife acoustic folk duo from Warren, OH., formed in 
2016, featuring Adreanne Foos on guitar and vocals, with  Jeff  Foos on drums. They have 
released full length albums, the first being “Train of  Mystery” (2017), which featured a 
song titled “Sherlock”. 

“Train of  Mystery” 

Strums & Drums 

Listen to Strums & Drums sing “Sherlock” at:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ARUEm3_QBbo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ARUEm3_QBbo
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reklov 

The German singer song writer reklov describes his album “Flohzirkus” (2017) as  a 
world of  miniatures, with 50 songs 40 second songs and stories about appearances and 
realities, desolate and fateful things, costumes and curiosities. One of  these 50 miniatures 
is titled “Sherlock”. 

“Flohzirkus” 

reklov 

Listen to reklov’s “Sherlock” at: 
https://reklov.bandcamp.com/track/sherlock 

https://reklov.bandcamp.com/track/sherlock
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Stuart Wannenburgh 

Singer song writer Stuart Wannenburgh, from Cape Town,  South African posted a song 
titled “Sherlock and Watson” to YouTube on 3 August 2020. 
 

Stuart Wannenburgh 

Chorus Lyrics 

Wish I were Sherlock or Watson 
Cause I don’t have a clue 

If  love were blind and roses were green 
It would not matter 

Cause violets will always be blue 

Listen to Stuart Wannenburgh’s “Sherlock and Watson” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jH4wS68pJyA  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzegORvsaNNRdivRCsKTNlA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jH4wS68pJyA
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Jared TWG  

Singer/songwriter Jared TWG, from Baltimore, Maryland released an album titled 
“Letters from Baker Street” (2014) with the following playlist: 
1)  4 May 1981 
2) Sherlock 
3) The Eyeballs in the Microwave 
4) I Believe in Sherlock Holmes 
5) Letters from 221C 
6) Mycroft’s Heart 
7) A Question for John WatsOn 
8) Switching Sides 
9) Bakery Street ABCs 

“Letters from Baker Street” 
 Jared TWG 

Listen to Jared TWG’s “Letters from Baker Street” at: 
https://jaredtwg.bandcamp.com/album/letters-from-baker-street 

https://jaredtwg.bandcamp.com/album/letters-from-baker-street
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Joseph Bell and the Anatomy Blues 

Maria and Frauke, sisters and songwriters from Germany,  under the moniker of  Joseph 
Bell and the Anatomy Blues created the digital album “Songs About Sherlock 
Holmes” (2013). The songs were based on their fandom of  the BBC “Sherlock” series. 
With songs titled as such: “Dear innocent Doctor John Watson”; “A Suit and a 
Gun” (about Team Semtex - Jim Moriarty/Sebastian Moran); “Brother Dear” (about the 
Holmes brothers); “My Mind” (about Sherlock's mind palace), 17 songs in all… 

Dear innocent Doctor John Watson 
Lyrics (Partial) 

Afghanistan or Iraq?  
was the first thing that you asked.  

And would you believe me if  I said  
that I never fought a war?  

“Dear innocent Doctor John Watson  
Can you heal me?  
Can you help me?  

Can you take away my pain?”  
An actor and the role he plays  

are not the same.


“Songs About Sherlock Holmes” 

Listen to Joseph Bell and the Anatomy Blues’ “Songs About Sherlock Holmes” at: 
https://balloonmarsupials1.bandcamp.com/track/sherlock 

https://balloonmarsupials1.bandcamp.com/track/sherlock
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The Baker Street Irregulars 

Somewhere between Plastic Ono and Rolling Thunder, The Baker Street Irregulars, out 
of  Chicago, Illinois, bring an LGBTQ twist to the classic folk/folk rock/indie milieu. 
Brian McKnight – the singer/songwriter/multi-instrumentalist at the center of  this one-
man-band – enlists the aid of  the occasional musician (thus the irregular line-up) to 
record original songs that are at once deeply personal and entirely universal. Perhaps no 
Sherlock lyrics, but the B.S.I. moniker certainly fits the topic. 



Brian McKnight 



The Baker Street Irregulars 
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The Incredible String Band 

The news paper clipping below from 1971 informs us that The Incredible String Band 
had incorporated skits into shows and band member Malcolm Le Maistre  played both 
Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson in at least one of  those skits! The Incredible String 
Band were a British psychedelic folk band formed by Clive Palmer, Robin Williamson and 
Mike Heron in Edinburgh in 1966, and active 1966–1974, 1999–2006 (including having 
played at Woodstock). 

Malcolm Le Maistre 

The Incredible String Band 
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Victorian Music Hall Songs (4) 

H.C.Barry 

“The ghost of  Sherlock Holmes started life (if  that’s the word) early. Conan Doyle sent 
the detective plunging over the Reichenbach Falls in the grip of  Professor Moriarty in 
‘The Final Problem’, published in the Strand magazine in December 1893. The following 
year, music-hall audiences were joining in the chorus of  a popular song, written by 
Richard Morton and composed and sung by H. C. Barry.”   95

 

H. C. Barry 

 http://blog.oup.com/2013/07/ghost-of-sherlock-holmes/95

http://oxfordindex.oup.com/view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803095729650
http://oxfordindex.oup.com/view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803100535865?rskey=GZ8t60&result=0&q=strand%20magazine
http://blog.oup.com/2013/07/ghost-of-sherlock-holmes/
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The Ghost of  Sherlock Holmes 

Lyrics  96

Don't start and pray don't leave your seats,  
There's no cause for alarm;  

Tho' I've Arrived from warmer sphere,  
I mean you all no harm.  

I am a ghost, a real ghost too,  
That nightly earthward roams;  

In fact, I am the spectra of  detective Sherlock Holmes.  
Detective Sherlock Holmes!  

'Sherlock, Sherlock,'  
You can hear the people cry,  

'That's the ghost of  Sherlock Holmes.'  
As I go creeping by.  

Sinners shake and tremble  
Wherever this bogie roams,  

And people shout, 'He's found us out,  
It's the ghost of  Sherlock Holmes'  

The man who plots a murder, when  
He sees me flit ahead,  

Forgets to murder anyone,  
And 'suicides' instead.  

An anachist with lighted bomb  
To cause explosive scenes,  

Sees me and drops the bomb, and blows  
Himself  to smithereens!  

The burglar who's a-burgling, when  
He finds that I'm at large,  

Gets scared and says, 'Policeman, will  
You please take me in charge?'  

The lady who's shop-lifting tries  
To put her thievings back,  

And says, 'Oh, Mr. Sherlock, I'm  
A Kleptomaniac!' 

 http://monologues.co.uk/musichall/Songs-G/Ghost-Of-Sherlock-Holmes.htm96

http://monologues.co.uk/musichall/Songs-G/Ghost-Of-Sherlock-Holmes.htm
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Claude Ralston 

“Roger Johnson, an English Holmesian, has made a study of  Victorian Music Hall. He 
singles out a Claude Ralston song, ‘Sherlock Holmes’ as among the most popular. It 
appeared in the 1897 edition of  ‘The Scottish Student’s Song Book’ and remained in 
later editions, at least through 1951. A note thanks Ralston for allowing the song’s 
inclusion, presumably for not having to pay them copyright fees.  

Here is the last Stanza: 

You say it is a pity that this splendid man should die, 
I think the Swiss tale is a plant, I’ll give you my reason why. 
There’s a lady in question, so he’s gone and done a ‘guy’, 

but he’ll turn up again, will Sherlock Holmes.”  97

Roger Johnson notes, “…Claude Ralston, in the unimaginatively titled ‘Sherlock 
Holmes’, was more topical, and his conclusion differed fro H. C. Barry’s… We have no 
record of  Ralston’s song being performed in the halls.”  98

The Scottish Student’s Song Book 

 Press, Charles, A Bedside Book of  Early Sherlockian Parodies and Pastiches97

 Johnson, Roger, & Upton, Jean, Sherlock Holmes Miscellany98
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“Sherlock Holmes 
(Words & Music by Claude Ralston) 

I would indite this ditty to a man who's very cute, 
He's the terror of  Bill Sloggins and them who'd do a scoot; 

He can tell you where you've been to just by looking at your boot. 
And you'll know him by the name of  Sherlock Holmes. 

(Chorus) 
With his lips hard set and his cigarette, 
As his finger thro' his hair he combs;  

He's never yet been baffled,  
And he'll send 'em to the scaffold 

By the score, will Sherlock Holmes. 
2. 

I asked him out to dine at my place near Kempton Park, 
I said the wine was Ruinart, I'd shifted every mark; 

"You lie! it's three-and-sixpenny. I know it by the cork, 
For I've found it on the floor," said Sherlock Holmes. Chorus. 

3. 
One summer day we started for a race-course close to town,  

He said "against the favourite;" we planked our utmost "brown;" 
And before the race was over, why, the favourite he broke down;-- 

"That physic's done the trick," said Sherlock Holmes. Chorus. 
4. 

He asked a few pals up one night; at Poker we did play; 
The stakes were high, the end drew nigh, -this great man was no jay- 

Five aces on the table, with a pistol, he did lay,-- 
"I shall now collect the oof," said Sherlock Holmes. Chorus. 

5. 
You say it is a pity that this splendid man should die. 

I think the Swiss tale is a plant, I'll give the reason why. 
There's a lady in the question, so he's gone and done a "guy," 

But he'll turn up again, will Sherlock Holmes. 
With his lips hard set and his cigarette, 
As his finger thro' his hair he combs;  

He's never yet been baffled,  
And he'll send 'em to the scaffold 

By the score, will Sherlock Holmes.”  99

 http://www.sherlockpeoria.net/ManiacCollector/Maniac2003/ManiacColl042003.html99

http://www.sherlockpeoria.net/ManiacCollector/Maniac2003/ManiacColl042003.html
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Charles Bignell 

Charles Bignell’s music hall’s song “Sherlock Holmes, D.T.” Sam Richards and Paul 
Pelham & Co., London: C. Sheard, ca. 1901, simply poked fun at Sherlock Holmes’ 
detective powers. 

Charles Bignell 

Chorus 

I’m Sherlock Holmes, the man of  mystery, 
I’m Sherlock Holmes. 

The marvelous wonderful D. 
Just look at them now their sharing a bun,  
I saw him last night with some other one. 

I could tell a tale but I’d spoil the fun, 
For I’m Sherlock Holmes D.T. 

I’m Sherlock Holmes 
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George Robey 

George Robey's 1908 music hall hit song "Bang Went the Chance of  a Lifetime"  
(by George Robey and Sax Rohmer!) contained a Sherlock Holmes reference in verse 
two. Yes, that Sax Rohmer who authored the series of  novels featuring the master 
criminal Dr. Fu Manchu was Robey’s song writing partner. 

George Robey 

Lyrics: Verse 2 of  "Bang Went the Chance of  a Lifetime” 

Returning one night from a ball, 
In a mellowish mood and reflective, 

I saw a strange light in a bank-I said, "Ha! 
I'll play Sherlock Holmes the detective." 

A half-open window I spied, 
And inside I proceeded to slip; 

There a burglar I saw forcing wide the safe door, 
So I held him in muscular grip! 

But he slipped and he bunked, he was wiry and thin;  
And the safe was wide open and slap full of  "tin"! 
I drew a deep breath-then two coppers rushed in!  

And bang went the chance of  a lifetime. 

Youtube of  George Robey singing "Bang Went the Chance of  a Lifetime" at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ughU_eNiong 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ughU_eNiong
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World Music / Beats 

Wildlife 

“This is some very good music. Albeit about ninety percent of  it sounds the same. 
However this music is more fitting for a renaissance faire. Or even perhaps Harry Potter, 
if  the artist wishes to attach it to a big character name. This may of  course have cultural 
sources in the United Kingdom, but this doesn't take us to Victorian England. This music 
sounds out of  place by about four hundred years. I do applaud the creative team behind 
it, but a number of  songs have little to distinguish themselves from each other.”  (2014) 100

Wildlife 

Listen to Wildlife at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_kXMnVy4Kyk 

 Erich2000 https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/music-inspired-by-sherlock/id353935908100

https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/music-inspired-by-sherlock/id353935908
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